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A B ST R A C T
How individuals manage work/life boundaries when they live at the place they 
work, as opposed to working from home, is a gap in both work/life literature and in 
higher education literature. An obvious example from higher education is the resident 
life professional that lives in the residential facility that she or he oversees. Living in a 
residential facility creates challenges to boundary creation. The job  requirements; 
pressures from students and staff; supervisor expectations, both spoken and unspoken; 
and the physical location o f their home within the building creates a highly boundary 
integrative environment m aking the establishment o f boundaries difficult. The purpose 
o f this study was to understand how resident life professionals’ use o f  space, negotiation 
o f technology, and boundary m anagement style adapt to handle the integrative 
environment in order to prevent or manage stress and burnout.
This qualitative study used a constructivist grounded theory approach that 
included in-depth semi-structured interviews with twelve participants who were selected 
from a national survey o f  resident life professionals using maximum variation sampling. 
The sample included both public and private universities and contained participants from 
six out o f the nine ACUHO-I regions.
Interview transcripts were coded using grounded theory methods o f  open and 
focused coding. The constant comparison technique and memo writing were used 
throughout the coding process to develop analytical categories and themes. Analysis o f 
the relationships between the participants’ data, the codes, categories, and themes lead to 
the final production o f a process model o f  boundary m anagement in a highly integrative 
environment. This model illustrates how boundary stressors like student needs,
supervisor expectations and behaviors, seasonal and student events, staff needs, and the 
physical setup o f the professional’s personal space, lead to integrative coping strategies 
o f  boundary m anagement that are prim arily learned from experience by the resident life 
professional. Understanding the integrative environm ent and how resident life 
professionals learn to cope with the constant boundary stressors is significant to both 
resident life leadership and the professionals themselves. Increasing integrative coping 
strategies could help to fight burnout and increase retention for an important entry-level 
job in residence life.
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Background of the Problem
The industrial revolution changed the nature o f the work landscape from work 
centered around the home (e.g. handicrafts or domestic production) to paid work engaged 
in large-scale organizations separate from the home (Clark, 2000; Thompson, 1982; 
W arhurst, Eikhof, & Haunschild, 2008a). The separation o f  the workplace from the home 
created a struggle between the need for making a living, on the one hand, and the desire 
to spend time with family and friends, on the other (Ashforth, 2001; Nippert-Eng, 1996a). 
Since the late 1970’s, a number o f  researchers have examined how people attempt to 
balance the need to make a living and the desire to spend time with ones family 
(Ashforth, 2001; Clark, 2000; Hall & Richter, 1989; Hochschild, 1997a, 1997b; Nippert- 
Eng, 1996a, 1996b; Piotrkowski, 1979; Stolba, 2001; Terkel, 1974; W arhurst et al., 
2008a).
The changing dynamics o f the family unit in most W estern countries has recently 
led researchers to broaden the scope o f  research from focusing on the balance o f work 
and family, which leaves out large segments o f  the workforce that currently may be 
single or without children, to the balance between work and the non-work aspects o f  life 
including leisure recreation and personal growth activities (Cohen, 2008; Henninger & 
Papouschek, 2008; M aclnnes, 2008; Pocock, Skinner, & W illiams, 2008; Ransome,
2008; W arhurst et al., 2008b).
Along with the shift in focus from work/family balance to work/life balance, there 
has been an increased focus in research around how individuals m anage work/life
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boundaries and to varying degrees to balance the various aspects o f their lives when they 
are working from home in what could be considered a post-industrial age (Ashforth, 
Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000; Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Hill, Hawkins, & M iller, 1996; 
Hochschild, 1997b, 2008; Myrie & Daly, 2009; Pilkington, 2007; Shumate & Fulk,
2004). This newer area in the organizational literature has a primary focus on the 
m anagement o f boundaries and many o f these studies build on the work o f  Nippert-Eng 
(1996a) and look at the ways people create, manage, and maintain boundaries.
The study o f boundaries addresses a concern that Eikhof, W arhurst, and 
Haunschild (2007) expressed concerning the implicit assumption in work/life balance 
literature that the domain o f work is a negative that needs to be controlled and the domain 
o f home/family is a positive that needs to be protected and expanded. In contrast, 
Greenhaus & Powell (2006) found that there are occasions when work and home are 
allies that work together to enrich individuals’ lives. Therefore, by looking specifically at 
boundary management instead o f  work/life balance, no assumptions need to be made that 
one domain or another is more or less important to the participant. This fits with the 
results o f  Nippert-Eng’s (1996a) study, which found that some individuals prefer to 
integrate the domains o f  work and home and create very porous or non-existent 
boundaries around the two domains. Integration has also been found to play a role in the 
use o f  technology to manage work/life boundaries.
Technology such as the home computer, the Internet, and more recently the 
smartphone is considered partly responsible for the current resurgence in employees 
working from home (Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000; Duxbury & Smart, 2011; 
Hochschild, 1997b, 2008; Myrie & Daly, 2009; Pilkington, 2007; Shumate & Fulk,
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2004). As technology has changed and the nature o f work has become less dependent on 
industrial production, people are now able to work from home more easily and thus the 
spatial boundaries between work and home established in the industrial revolution are 
changing (Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Hill et al., 1996). According to the U.S. Bureau o f 
Labor Statistics, over 20 million people work from home at least part o f  the time (“Table 
7”, 2004). O f these workers, 52% work from home and use their homes as their primary 
offices.
Studies conducted on people who work from home as their primary office have 
found that these home-based workers still strive to create boundaries in their lives 
(Cohen, 2008; Kylin & Karlsson, 2008; M yrie & Daly, 2009; Nippert-Eng, 1996;
Shumate & Fulk, 2004). Recent survey results from AOL and Opinion research, 
however, suggest how difficult it is to do this. The survey found that almost 60% o f  a 
sample o f  the general population checks their email in bed and 83% check work email 
while they are on vacation (Pilkington, 2007). So even with people who do not work 
from home, there is a breakdown o f the traditional boundary that separates home and 
work. Presumably, this sort o f boundary problem is even more problem atic for those 
who work primarily from their homes.
One area o f interest in the field o f work/life studies that has not been explored in 
the literature is how individuals manage work/life boundaries when their home is at their 
work place (a reversal, o f  sorts, o f  working at home). Individuals often live at the place 
they work in settings such as apartment communities, universities, and the military; 
examples include apartment managers, facility maintenance engineers, university 
presidents, resident faculty, and some officers and soldiers in the military who live on
base. The list also includes residence life professionals.
Residence life professionals are an easily accessible population who most 
commonly live in the residence halls they manage. These professionals are responsible 
for “creating environments and organizational structures and other interventions that 
promote student development and education o f  residents; [they] maintain sufficient order 
to allow for adequate study, sleep and socializing; and [they] support the academic 
mission o f the institution” (Winston, Anchors & Associates, 1993, p. xxii). Resident life 
professionals are often in charge o f "supervising, correlating, and integrating the 
activities o f  students who live in campus-operated residence halls [and] typically ... 
provide counseling services for students, plan programs, advise student government, and 
do crisis interventions as situations dictate" (Schuh & Shipton, 1985, p. 380). The 
services provided by resident life professionals create a situation in which contact 
between the domains o f  work and home overlap more frequently than other populations 
that live where they work. The intensity created by this overlap, coupled with the 
availability o f the population for study, makes residence life professionals an excellent 
population with which to explore work/life boundary management.
Certainly those who hold residence life positions exhibit stress and tension 
associated with living where one works. Studies have consistently shown that resident 
life professionals have a high rate o f  burnout and turnover; student affairs supervisors, for 
example, are reporting difficulty in recruitment for entry-level positions, and there are 
fewer qualified candidates. (Anderson, Guido-DiBrito, & M orrell, 2000; Belch & 
Mueller, 2003; Belch, Wilson & Dunkel, 2009; Braham & W inston, 2006; Collins &
Hirt, 2006; Hen- & Strange, 1985; Renn & Jessup-Anger, 2008; W iggers, Forney, &
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W allace-Schutzman, 1982). The relationship o f  boundary management to these problems 
has not been explored to date.
Belch and M ueller (2003), however, did find that, among the student affairs 
graduate students in their study sample, quality o f life was a m ajor reason they did not 
intend to pursue a career in residence life. The graduate students “ indicated greater 
intolerance than senior housing professionals o f the lifestyle o f a live-in staff member 
that may include late-night disruptions as well as day-to-day challenges o f  living and 
working in a single environment” (p. 40). Belch and M uller also noted a gap in research 
around the quality o f life for live-in resident life professionals. This study may begin to 
address that gap by looking more closely at boundary management in these live-in 
positions.
Purpose Statement
How individuals manage work/life boundaries when they live at the place they 
work, as opposed to working from home, is a gap in both work/life literature and in 
higher education literature. An obvious example from higher education is the resident 
life professional that lives in the residential facility that she or he oversees. Living in a 
residential facility creates challenges to boundary creation. The job  requirements; 
pressures from students and staff; supervisor expectations, both spoken and unspoken; 
and the physical location o f their home within the building creates a highly boundary 
integrative environment making the establishment o f  boundaries difficult. The purpose 
o f  this study was to understand how resident life professionals’ use o f space, negotiation 
o f technology, and boundary m anagement style adapt to handle the environm ent that is 
created when you live where you work.
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This qualitative study used a constructivist grounded theory approach adapted 
from Charmaz (2006) that included in-depth semi-structured interviews with twelve 
participants who were selected from a national survey o f resident life professionals using 
maximum variation sampling. The sample included both public and private universities 
and contained participants from six out o f  the nine ACUHO-I regions.
Interview transcripts were coded using grounded theory methods o f  open, focused, 
and axial coding. The constant comparative technique and memo writing were used 
throughout the coding process to develop analytical categories and themes. The three 
themes found in this study were the use o f  space, boundary management in an integrative 
environment, and negotiating emerging technologies.
Analysis o f  the relationships between the participants’ data, the codes, categories, 
and themes lead to the final production o f a process model o f boundary management in 
an integrative environment. This model illustrated how boundary stressors like student 
needs, supervisor expectations and behaviors, seasonal and student events, staff needs, 
and the physical setup o f  the professional’s personal space, lead to integrative coping 
strategies o f boundary m anagement that are primarily learned from experience by the 
resident life professional.
Research Questions
This study will address the following research questions:
1. In what ways do residence life professionals, who live onsite, manage their work/life 
boundaries?
2. What role does technology, and more specifically social media, play in boundary 
management for these resident life professionals?
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3. How, if at all, does boundary management contribute to job  satisfaction for resident 
life professionals and does training or lack o f  training impact resident life 
professionals’ work/life boundary management?
4. If resident life professionals are creating boundaries around the domains o f  work and 
life, is it due to a desire to achieve some type o f  work/life balance 1 or is there 
another rationale at work?
1- Balance here is not meant to imply a 50/50 balance because some other arrangement 
may feel balanced to the individual.
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CH APTER TW O  
REVIEW  OF THE LITERATURE  
Introduction
This chapter will describe the fundamental areas oflite ratu re  relevant to the 
research 1 conducted as part o f my dissertation research. W hile classic grounded theory 
states that a literature review should not be conducted before the research has begun 
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978), Charmaz (2006), who has articulated the 
constructivist version o f  grounded theory this study’s m ethodology is based upon, argues 
that some knowledge o f  the existing literature and major theories in one’s area o f study 
should be understood before research is conducted in the field. Therefore Part One o f 
this chapter represents all the literature 1 reviewed before beginning my research. Part 
Two o f this chapter represents any literature that was added during or after data was 
collected and analyzed. Charmaz states this thinking succinctly, “ in relation to your 
grounded theory you can use it [the grounded theory that is developed in the study] to 
direct how you critique earlier studies and theories and to make comparisons with these 
m aterials” (p. 164).
Initially I began my research on the subject o f  boundaries by examining the 
psychological literature on patient and therapist boundaries and the violation o f those 
boundaries (Pipes, Holstein, & Aguirre, 2005; Smith & Fitzpatrick, 1995; Taylor, 
McMinn, Bufford, & Chang, 2010). This seemed a good place to start since resident life 
professionals often have to counsel students as part o f  their resident developm ent and 
judicial responsibilities (Belch & M ueller, 2003; Belch, W ilson, & Dunkel, 2009;
Benshoff, 1993; Blimling, 2003; Herr & Strange, 1985; Kretovics & Nobles, 2005;
Orgera, 2007).
I then moved into a broader look at boundaries in the mentorship literature, which 
covered less fiduciary types o f  relationships than the psychological literature most often 
discussed (Barnett, 2008) and the developmental literature, which looks as the 
psychological development o f  the mind (Kegan, 1982; Higgins, Duxbury, & Lee, 1994; 
Love, 1995; Love & Guthrie, 1999). 1 found this literature applied to my population 
because resident facility directors are typically considered entry level professionals who, 
according to studies published on this population, are typically in their mid twenties and 
in charge o f mentoring and developing the undergraduate students under their care 
(Carpenter & Stimpson, 2007; Collins & Hirt, 2006; Renn & Jessup-Anger, 2008;
W inston et al., 1993).
Finally I discovered connections to the organizational constructs o f boundaries 
and how individuals may attempt to balance the domains o f  work and life through the 
management o f  boundaries (Ashforth, 2001; Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000; Bulger, 
M atthews, & Hoffman, 2007; Clark, 2000; Desrochers, Hilton, & Larwood, 2005; Eikhof 
et al., 2007; Fangel & Aalokke, 2008; Gajendran & Harrison, 2007; Greenhaus & Beutell, 
1985; Hall & Richter, 1989; Herr & Strange, 1985; Hochschild, 1997a, 1997b; Leifer & 
Delbecq, 1978; M acdonald, 1998; Nippert-Eng, 1996a, 1996b; Terkel, 1974; Warhurst, 
Eikhof, & Haunschild, 2008). Through that research I discovered two prominent theories 
about boundary management: boundary theory (Ashforth, 2001; Ashforth et al. 2000; 
Nippert-Eng, 1996a, 1996b) and work/family border theory (Clark, 2000). W hile I do 
believe that the organizational literature may be most relevant to my research, work/life
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boundary m anagement implicitly includes psychological factors both personal and 
professional, which cannot be ignored.
Next I will begin a discussion o f the theoretical construct o f boundaries from a 
psychological, developmental, and organizational perspective. Following that discussion, 
I will review the two most recent theories used to discuss boundary management: 
boundary theory and work-family border theory. Finally, I will discuss some o f  the more 
recent relevant studies covering telecom m uting (working from home) and offer a brief 
account o f the literature relating to my specific population (residence life professionals).
The Constructs of Boundaries 
Psychological Construct
The psychological literature on boundaries is typically framed around the
therapeutic relationship between the therapist and the client. Smith and Fitzpatrick
(1995) state, “the therapeutic frame includes both the structural elements (e.g., time,
place, and money) and the content (what actually transpires between therapist and client)
o f  therapy” (p.499). The boundaries between the therapist and the client are based on the
therapist’s fiduciary responsibilities and are embedded in strict codes o f ethics
maintained by professional licensing authorities (Pipes et al., 2005). Plaut (2008) defines
the m anagement o f boundaries in professional relationships as:
Healthy professional relationships require that certain boundaries be maintained, 
especially if  there is a power differential between the parties (e.g., physician -  
patient; faculty -  student). Boundary violations can be generally divided into 
three types: sexual harassment (e.g., requests for dating, sexual innuendo, gender 
discrim ination), sexual m isconduct or exploitation (i.e., intimacy between 
professional and either patient or student), and nonsexual dual relationships (e.g., 
exchanging personal gifts, excessive disclosure, seeing students as patients while 
in a teaching role), (p. 85)
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Smith and Fitzpatrick (1995) characterize sexual misconduct and harassment as boundary 
violations but include nonsexual dual relationships in the category o f  boundary crossing 
which is less serious and may be necessary therapeutically.
Boundary crossing is characterized as an exchange between the therapist and the 
client that may or may not benefit that client such as non-sexual touching or gift giving. 
Among the many different types o f boundary crossing the most challenging for the 
professional is dual relationships (e.g. the client is a friend or colleague o f the 
professional) because they blur the role boundaries and create opportunities for violations 
to occur (Smith & Fitzpatrick, 1995).
Since the residence life professionals living onsite in residential facilities are 
typically entry-level professionals, there m ight be some identification with the students 
under their supervision that may lead to friendships and thus dual relationships. A recent 
survey o f  resident life professionals indicated that 33% o f  the 125 professionals sampled 
strongly agreed or agreed that they had trouble managing the boundaries around the 
appropriateness o f  having a friendship with a student and 11% agreed or strongly agreed 
that they have or have had trouble m anaging the boundaries around the appropriateness 
o f having a sexual relationship with a student, which would constitute a boundary 
violation (Rankin, 2011).
Barnett (2008) related the psychological concept o f boundaries to m entorship and 
defined them as:
Boundaries are the basic ground rules for the professional relationship. They add 
a structure to mentorships that provides guidance regarding appropriate actions 
and interactions for mentors and proteges... the boundaries construct is relevant 
to all professional relationships that involve a power differential. Thus, 
boundaries are relevant to the roles o f  psychotherapist, clinical and research 
supervisor, faculty advisor, mentor, and all other professional ro les... Boundaries
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in professional relationships include dimensions such as touch, location, self­
disclosure, time, gifts, fees, and personal space. Boundaries may be rigidly 
enforced, crossed, or violated, (pp. 5-6)
The idea that boundaries can be crossed, which is not always a negative, or violated,
which is always negative, follows the work o f Smith and Fitzpatrick (1995).
While boundary crossings may or may not always be negative they can lead to a
slippery slope that may lead the professional into a boundary violation, which is
characterized as a crossing o f the professional boundary that is harmful for the client or
mentee (Barnett, 2008). Most commonly theses boundary violations are o f a sexual
nature (Barnett, 2008; Smith & Fitzpatrick, 1995). Looking at boundary violations from
a mentorship perspective Barnett states:
Effective mentors will have an emotional investment in their proteges' personal 
and professional development; a true caring. Yet, at the same time, this closeness 
and emotional investment m ust not lead the m entor to boundary violations and 
inappropriate m ultiple relationships [the practice o f engaging in additional 
relationships with another individual in addition to the primary professional 
relationship]. Similarly, proteges may easily come to idealize the mentor, feel 
special as a result o f  the comm itm ent and caring evident in the mentor's behavior 
and the extra time spent together, and be vulnerable to boundary transgressions by 
the m entor which would violate students' dependency and trust, (pp. 7,10)
It is possible that the close working relationship between resident life professionals and
the students they manage as paraprofessionals or the students under their care as the
resident facility m anager could lead to opportunities for dual relationships and possible
boundary violations. It will be interesting to discover if areas around student/professional
interaction have different degrees o f  boundary strength or different types o f boundary
constructs. Ultimately, since residence life professionals are tasked with counseling,
mentoring, and policing the students in their care, multiple relationships and boundary
crossing violations may be applicable and are another viable way to examine boundaries.
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Third Spaces. The discussion o f psychological issues around boundaries is not
complete without a brief examination o f the construct o f  the “third space” . This construct
was initially developed by the scholar Bahbha (1988) and is defined by him as a
discursive space “which represents both the general conditions o f  language and the
specific implication o f  the utterance in a performative and institutional strategy o f  which
it cannot 'in itself be conscious” (p.20). He goes on to say, “by exploring this hybridity,
this 'Third Space', we may elude the politics o f  polarity and emerge as the others o f our
selves” (Bhabha, 1988, p. 22).
Bhabha (1988) discusses his construction o f a third space in relation to cross-
cultural knowledge transfer within the framework o f  postcolonial ideology. Bhabha
(1994) argued that the border region between two domains is often a region o f  overlap or
hybridity and can become a third space that contains attributes o f each o f  the two
bordering spaces. Moje et al. (2004) further elaborated on bordering spaces relationship
to domains and boundaries:
We call this integration o f knowledges and Discourses [sic] drawn from different 
spaces the construction o f  ‘third space’ that merges the ‘first space’ o f  people’s 
home, community, and peer networks with the ‘second space’ o f the Discourses 
they encounter in more formalized institutions such as work, school, or church... 
W hat is critical to our position is the sense that these spaces can be reconstructed 
to form a third, different or alternative, space o f  knowledges and Discourses, (p. 
41)
The relevance o f third spaces to residence life might apply to new professionals as they 
navigate the spaces between their professional lives and personal lives. It is possible that 
they will construct a bounded third space to deal with the differences in discourses 
between these two domains especially in light o f  the fact that their construct o f  the 
domain o f  home is located within the construct o f the domain o f  work.
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Developmental Construct
Developmentally, residence life professionals are typically in there late 20’s and 
are often new professionals just leaving school to begin their career (Belch & Mueller, 
2003; Herr & Strange, 1985; Kretovics & Nobles, 2005; St. Onge, Ellett, & Nestor, 2008; 
W inston et al., 1993). Rankin (2011) found the average age for the residence life 
professionals responding to his pilot survey was 28; not surprisingly, the developmental 
factors these professionals are dealing with are likely both personal and professional.
For the personal development factors I will examine R egan’s developmental 
stages, specifically the third and fourth stages that most often correspond to this age 
group (Kegan, 1982, 1994; Lewis, Forsythe, Sweeney, Bartone, & Bullis, 2005; Love & 
Guthrie, 1999). Kegan was chosen based on my examination o f the developmental 
literature for resident life and student affairs professionals and my finding that he is often 
cited in studies o f these individuals. W hen looking at professional development, 1 will 
limit it to the student affairs literature on the professional development o f  entry-level 
professionals exemplified in the work o f Belch & M ueller (2003), Renn and Hodges 
(2007), and Renn and Jessup-Anger (2008).
Kegan (1982) created a system to describe human development using six stages. 
These stages represent how we see our se lf in relation to the world through a 
subject/object relationship. In each stage, we take what is subjective (interior) and make 
it objective (exterior). This happens through a shift in the subject/object relations (e.g. 
when a mental construct is a part o f a person and they cannot examine it objectively, it is 
considered subjective to them and conversely when a subjective construct can be 
examined outside o f  oneself, then it becomes objective). As someone develops they are
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able to hold many constructs as objects because they develop a high internal locus o f 
control (Kegan, 1982).
Lewis et al. (2005) found, in their study o f students at W est Point, that many 
seniors were just entering into Kegan’s Stage 3 (interpersonal) and only 19% had begun 
to enter Stage 4 (institutional). The results o f  their study are in contrast to other studies 
focused on non-military college students which found the transition to from Stage 3 to 
Stage 4 is well underway during the four years the students are in college (Komives, 
Longerbeam, Owen, Mainella, & Osteen, 2006; Renn & Hodges, 2007; Renn & Jessup- 
Anger, 2008). Assertions from Kegan (1982) also support the transition from Stage 3 to 
Stage 4 occurring around the end o f college sometime in the early 20’s. Therefore, 1 will 
discuss Stage 3 and Stage 4 since the population o f entry-level resident life professionals 
is most likely in one o f these two stages or transitioning between the two stages.
According to Kegan (1982), Stage 3 is a time when a person’s needs and interests 
(family and society) are the objective and their subjective becomes interpersonal 
m utuality (peer and personal relationships). Therefore, personal relationships define the 
sense o f  self. Stage 4 represents an identification o f  self, which is based on institutional 
roles such as career, spouse, church leader, etc. The subjective interior is about ideology, 
identity, psychic administration, and authorship. During this stage, one tends to accept 
the rules placed on them by society in respect to the rules o f  their roles. Kegan describes 
this stage as being independent and self-defining using the term “self-system identity” 
(1982, p.227)
Lewis et al. (2005) discuss Kegan’s the transition between Stage 3 and Stage 4 
looking at the perspective o f  self-authorship:
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At Kegan's Stage 4, individuals reconstruct and psychologically decenter from 
their Stage 3 social and interpersonal identifications using individually 
constructed values and standards. W hereas Stage 3 individuals define themselves 
in terms o f co-constructed interpersonal and social expectations (because they are 
embedded in simultaneous perspective-taking), Stage 4 individuals construct 
personal values and standards and then define themselves in terms o f how well 
they are meeting those self-authored standards. The resulting independence from 
(ability to take a perspective on) social and interpersonal expectations enables 
Stage 4 individuals to make decisions and commitments in the absence o f shared 
social support and in the face o f  competing social and organizational expectations, 
(p. 360)
Self-authorship may be fundamental to this study o f residence life professionals since it 
has become an important student developmental goal for student affairs professionals 
(Komives et al., 2006; Lewis et al., 2005; Love and Guthrie, 1999).
Love and Guthrie (1999) further add to the definition o f  self-authorship through 
the discussion o f K egan’s (1994) explanation o f the capacity to objectify ones’ values 
and ideals. They say, “this capacity is referred to as self-authorship and incorporates the 
ideas o f self-regulation, identity, autonomy, and individuation, as opposed to relying on 
others to frame the problems or determine whether things are going acceptably well” 
(Love & Guthrie, 1999, p. 72).
M oving from the personal concepts o f development to the professional, Renn and 
Hodges (2007) qualitatively examined a small sample o f  ten first year student affairs 
professionals, eight o f which were resident life professionals. They found three distinct 
phases these new professionals go through during their: Pre-Employment and 
Orientation; Transition; and Settling In. The Pre-Employment and Orientation phase 
typically lasts only for the first month and is characterized by a desire to fit in and be 
liked. The Transition phase can last for two to four months and is “marked by concerns 
about finding a mentor, seeking approval and support from outside, and beginning to
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question fit and competence” (Renn & Hodges, 2007, pp. 383-384). Finally, the Settling 
In phase (which since my data collection will be in the spring is the most applicable 
phase any new professionals I interview) brought increased self confidence and a 
separation o f professional identity from professional competence which might be 
attributed to an increased subject object shift toward Kegan’s (1982) Stage 4 level o f 
development.
Renn and Jessup-Anger (2008) furthered the research o f Renn and Hodges (2007)
by examining 90 new professionals in the student affairs profession through an open-
ended qualitative survey. They found that:
Participants in our study were working to develop professional identity and 
navigate cultural adjustments. They were supported in this transition by 
maintaining a learning orientation and using professional elders. Yet even in 
these supports, new professionals must transition from a more dependent, student 
role to an independent, professional peer role where responsibility for job 
performance is primary and individual development is secondary. In short, new 
professionals must “grow up” quickly and realize that being in student affairs is 
no longer just about them. (p. 329)
The research presented by Renn and Hodges (2007) and Renn and Jessup-Anger (2008)
is supported by other studies on entry-level student affairs professionals (see Belch,
Wilson, & Dunkel, 2009; Kretovics & Nobles, 2005; W inston et al., 1993).
O rganizational Construct
As early as the late 1970s, authors were beginning to combine the studies o f  work
and the studies o f home in order to look at the relationships— and, more specifically, the
boundaries between the two (Katz & Kahn, 1978; Leifer & Delbecq, 1978; Piotrkowski,
1979; Pleck, 1977). The ideas concerning boundaries at this point where heavily
influenced by organizational theory and can be summed up in Leifer and Delbecq’s
(1978) definition o f boundaries: “the demarcation line or region between one system and
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another, that protects the members o f the system from extrasystemic [.v/c] influences and 
that regulates the flow o f information, material, and people into or out o f  the system ” (p. 
41). Early discussions o f the work/life boundary also included the concepts o f  role, 
domains, and boundary flexibility and permeability; I will now discuss these topics in 
more detail.
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s organizational scholars added relational
aspects from psychology and sociology to the concept o f boundaries and continued to
examine work/life balance from this perspective (Hall & Richter, 1989; Higgins,
Duxbury, & Lee, 1994; Hill, Hawkins, & Miller, 1996; Hirschhom & Gilmore, 1992;
Schneider, 1987). Schneider best encapsulates the ideas about boundaries, at both the
organizational and individual levels, that were developed in this period:
Boundaries define systems and determine the relationships within and between 
systems. The way in which boundaries are managed affects how organizations 
function. Establishing and negotiating boundaries create the levels o f 
differentiation and integration necessary for effective functioning... The notion 
o f boundaries is a key concept in the psychology o f individuals, families, and 
groups... Psychological health requires establishing boundaries, while 
maintaining the necessary relatedness. These boundary issues are revived and 
become increasingly salient when individuals negotiate their roles in families, 
groups, and organizations, (pp. 379-381)
Schneider further called for more research around “how boundaries are managed and how
that relates to the levels o f differentiation and integration necessary for effective
functioning within organizations” (p. 379).
Schneider’s call was ultimately answered in Nippert-Eng’s (1996a) seminal work
on how individuals manage the boundaries between the domains o f work and home.
Nippert-Eng defined the concept o f boundaries as “the sociocognitive [sic] borders that
envelope categorical contents, [that] must be continually acted out and upon in order to
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exist, whatever form they take over tim e” (1996b, p. 564). She went on to discuss the
nature o f the work required to create and maintain these boundaries:
‘Boundary w ork’ consists o f  the strategies, principles and practices that we use 
to create, maintain and modify cultural categories... boundary w ork ... is the 
process o f creating and maintaining more or less distinct ‘territories o f  the s e lf . 
This implies that much o f  what we see in our boundary work is the classification 
o f certain forms o f self, as well as time and space... we portray and reinforce a 
self through our bodies and our physical, tangible surroundings. As a particular 
sense o f self extends outward, manifesting in visible artifacts and behavior, it can 
be located in space and time. It becomes associated with a particular 
environment and its contents, including the people and objects appearing there.
So much so, that any o f  the contents o f this particular environment can ‘trigger’ 
or evoke the sense o f self embedded there ... Boundary work takes two forms: 
boundary placement work and boundary transcendence (or transition) work.
Both are essential for placing and maintaining boundaries. Placement work more 
visibly draws the line between realms [domains] and selves [roles], while 
transition work helps us accommodate that line, by allowing us to m entally jum p 
back and forth over it. (1996b, pp. 564-569)
N ippert-E ng’s definition o f  boundaries encom passes the m ental and the physical aspects
o f  boundary and space creation. Her conceptualization o f boundary transition work and
environmental triggers create a rich platform from which one can examine the process o f
boundary management.
Boundary Theory: Domains and Roles
Nippert-Eng’s work in the area o f  boundary m anagement is part o f  what is 
collectively called boundary theory (Ashforth, 2001). Two key components o f boundary 
theory are the concepts o f domains and roles.
Domains
Domains are defined as physical locations to which people subscribe specific 
categorical boundaries to such as work, home, the gym. Categorical boundaries are 
socio-cognitive borders that individuals or cultures create and “must be continuously 
acted out and upon in order to exist” (Nippert-Eng, 1996b, p 564). O ther social scientists
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have defined categorical boundaries as “conceptual lines o f  demarcation that separate 
domains and domain-relevant behaviors” (Matthews & Bam es-Farrell, 2010, p. 330).
The separation o f these domains and the boundaries used to define them are based on 
individuals actively defining them (Clark, 2000; Kossek, Lautsch, & Eaton, 2006; 
Nippert-Eng, 1996a).
Individuals also socially construct the characteristics o f the boundaries between 
the domains, and, depending on the nature o f the constructions, some domains may have 
less ridged boundaries and perhaps even overlap with other domains (Ashforth, Kreiner,
& Fugate, 2000; Nippert-Eng, 1996a, 1996b). Ashforth (2001) further divides domains 
into three categories; work, home, and third places. Third places consist o f physical 
locations such as church, the health club, or a neighborhood bar (Ashforth et al, 2000).
The three categories o f  domains appear in social science research to varying 
degrees. The domains o f work and home have been studied for some time within 
business and organizational contexts in relation to how workers manage the boundaries 
between the two domains (Ashforth, 2001; Clark, 2000; Nippert-Eng, 1996a) and, more 
recently, how workers who work from their home manage work/home boundaries within 
this specific arrangement (Ashforth et al., 2000; Desrochers, Hilton, & Larwood, 2005; 
Gajendran & Harrison, 2007; Hill et al., 1996; Kossek et al., 2006; Shumate & Fulk, 
2004). Third places have not been studied within business or organizational literature but 
more often are examined in leisure studies literature (Oldenburg, 1989; Stebbins, 1982), 
albeit without a focus on boundaries. More recently, the concept o f third places has also 
been applied to online games that create worlds within which users regularly interact with 
others (Steinkuehler & W illiams, 2006; Urban, 2007).
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The common concept in all descriptions o f domains is the idea that they are 
delimited by socially constructed categorical boundaries, which may or may not also 
have a physical component such as walls, buildings, or online programs. Nippert-Eng 
defines the act o f  maintaining categorical boundaries as “boundary work” and she asserts 
“each time we engage in the process, the actual practice o f  sorting out, assigning, and 
defending the inclusion/exclusion or categorical contents into specific mental and 
physical spaces and times, we show the collective, mental frameworks that guide our 
lives” (1996, p. 564). While each individual constructs and maintains theses domain 
boundaries within his or her own cognitive borders, some domains, such as work and 
home, can be considered to be, to some degree, institutionalized in that m ost people share 
a general consensus o f what home and work mean (Ashforth et al., 2000).
The extent to which any one individual has control over the m anagem ent and 
transition across the boundaries between domains relies upon the nature o f  the work and 
the extent to which the domains involved are culturally programmed. It is important to 
note in any discussion o f  the domains o f work and home that, as Felstead, Jewson and 
W alters (2005) point out, “there are material conditions, most obviously associated with 
class, that shape not only individuals’ experience o f  and opportunities at work but also 
life experience and opportunities, as well as the experience o f and opportunities within 
the relationship between work and life” (p. 11). The lack o f  discussion o f  class is one 
criticism o f  the work o f Nippert-Eng.
Segmentation vs. integration. Ashforth et al. (2000) asserts “the act o f creating 
and m aintaining boundaries... complicates the act o f crossing from one domain into 
another” (p. 474). The level o f complication is mitigated by the amount o f  segmentation
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or integration that the individual creates between domains. Nippert-Eng (1996a) in her
long-term qualitative study o f 72 employees in a northeastern research lab in United
States, posited that individuals conceptualize the boundaries between the realms
(domains) o f work and home as being very distinct and separate (segmentation) to
overlapping and porous (integration). She found that extreme segmentors (e.g., those
who prefer a complete separation between work and home) often have different clothes,
calendars, and key rings for each domain and do not discuss home matters at work or vice
versa. Opposite to this, extreme integrators do not see a difference between home and
work and often allow aspects one domain to overlap or exist in the other (Nippert-Eng,
1996a). An example o f this would be the lab employee who would spend the night on a
cot in the lab if  he or she worked to late.
Nippert-Eng (1996a, 1996b) ultimately suggests that extreme integrators and
extreme segmentors are rare. Instead most people attempt to construct and maintain
boundaries that somewhat closer to the middle o f  the continuum. The boundaries in this
middle ground have been managed in many ways and more recently are also being
managed with technology. Golden and Giesler (2007) found “that users interpreted their
technological practices as expressions o f personal agency, using the PDA to control the
work-life boundary through both integration and segmentation o f  work and personal-life”
(p. 519). In a mixed methods study o f  42 employees who use a personal digital assistant,
Golden and Giesler (2007) found that:
Technology introduces an additional dimension into the boundary management 
dialectic o f integration-segmentation. That is, not only do individuals express, at 
different times, desires for both integration and segmentation o f  work and 
personal-life; they also express conflicting attitudes toward the technology itself 
and toward work (and its relationship to personal-life)... The repertoires present 
in participants’ accounts affirm that, as Clark (2000) suggests, individuals are not
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merely reactive or resistant to organizational pressures to segment or integrate 
work and personal-life, but are actively managing the w ork-life  boundary through 
their combined practices and selective appropriation o f  discursive resources, (pp. 
542-545)
Technology then has introduced a different element to the m anagement o f  boundaries 
through segmentation or integration. The technological aspects o f  resident life 
professionals’ boundary m anagement and the desire to segment or integrate the domains 
o f work and home has currently not been researched, however, a trend within the resident 
life community to integrate social media into their job  profile was noted in Rankin’s 
(2011) survey o f resident life professionals. Rankin found that 39% o f  his respondents 
reported that the use social media is either required or encouraged in their current 
position.
W hether through technology or more traditional means o f  boundary m anagement, 
N ippert-Eng’s (1996a, 1996b) work on domains is important to this study because it 
establishes and defines domains as social constructs that are managed by the boundaries 
individuals create. Examining how residence life professionals who live where they 
work create and define the social constructs o f  work and home is essential to the 
understanding o f how they manage the boundaries between these constructs. It will also 
be interesting to see if those who live where they work are more or less likely to integrate 
or segment the domains as compared to studies on those who work from home.
Roles
The concept o f roles has been studied within the social sciences literature for 
some time (Ashforth, 2001; Katz & Kahn, 1978; M arks & M acDermid, 1996; Pleck,
1977; Shumate & Fulk, 2004). Katz and Kahn’s (1978) classic organizational definition 
o f  roles describes behavioral aspects that refer “to the recurring actions o f an individual,
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appropriately interrelated with the repetitive activities o f others so as to yield a 
predictable outcom e” (p. 189). They further propose that it is roles that link people to 
each other and to the organization (domain) in which the roles are created.
Bazalgette (2009) further examined roles in relation to the system (which could be 
a domain) they are in. Using a group relations perspective, he divided role into two 
components: psychological and sociological. Bazalgette asserts that a ‘system ’ is a 
construct created within an individual’s mind to organize persons, equipment, finances, 
buildings, and resources. Using the system as a reference, a person expresses his or her 
psychological role in behaviors they believe are associated with their purpose in the 
system. W hile this psychological role is internal, the sociological role is contingent on an 
individual’s perception o f the expectations o f  others within the system: as to how he or 
she should behave within his or her role in the system (Bazalgette, 2009). W hile not 
specifically posited within the organizational literature on domains and roles, both the 
psychological and sociological role concepts can help to define how individual roles 
function within the domains (systems) a person interacts in and may be relevant to this 
dissertation.
Ashforth et al. (2000) expanded N ippert-Eng’s (1996a, 1996b) ideas around
domain boundaries to the idea o f  roles and summarized the concept o f  roles, as it will be
used within this dissertation:
Within and across the social domains o f  work, home, and third places, boundaries 
tend to be further drawn around roles. Roles tend to be associated with specific 
individuals who are labeled accordingly (e.g., employee, parent, parishioner). 
Thus, a role boundary refers to whatever delimits the perim eter- and thereby the 
scope- o f a role. Given the more or less institutionalized nature o f work, home, 
and third place domains, roles tend to be bounded in both space and tim e-that is, 
they are more relevant in certain physical locations and at certain times o f the day 
and week. (p. 475)
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This definition o f role adds an important aspect to the discussion o f  boundaries since 
roles can be enacted within, between, and across the boundaries that are associated with 
domains. Roles can be domain specific or carried into other domains such as the role o f 
doctor is most often thought o f as being associated with a hospital but one could still be a 
doctor on a plane if  called upon to exercise this role.
The need or desire one has to exercise a role outside the ro le’s domain is linked to 
ones role identification. Role identification occurs when individuals begin to define 
themselves, at least in part, by a favored role and therefore a part o f  the a person’s self 
becomes that role (Ashforth et al., 2000). A consequence o f role identification, then, is a 
higher tendency by the individual to attempt to carry that role from one domain to 
another or to integrate other roles with the identified role, thus changing the nature o f  all 
role boundaries. To better understand the impact o f role identification, it is important to 
understand how roles boundaries are constructed and how those boundaries are then 
traversed.
Flexibility and perm eability. The boundaries that define roles have traditionally 
been discussed using the concepts o f  flexibility and perm eability (Ashforth et al., 2000; 
Ashforth, 2001; Bulger, M atthews, & Hoffman, 2007; Clark, 2000; Desrochers et al., 
2005; Hall & Richter, 1989; Kossek et al., 2006; Pleck, 1977). A role that has flexibility 
is considered to have pliable space and time boundaries and can be enacted in various 
domains at various times (Ashforth et al., 2000; Ashforth, 2001; Hall & Richter, 1989). 
An example o f  this would be a student working on his or her dissertation at home. The 
student working at home may be called upon at any time to take up the role o f  partner or 
spouse. Thus, inflexible role boundaries are m arked by constraints around where and
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when the role can be enacted. A machinist, for example, can only perform her or his role 
when he or she has the equipment to machine parts.
W hile flexibility is about where and when a role can be enacted, perm eability is 
considered to be the degree to which an individual can be physically located in a domain- 
specific role, but psychologically and or behaviorally involved in another (Ashforth et al., 
2000; Ashforth, 2001; Pleck, 1977). For example, an adm inistrator who can attend to 
family matters while at work or bring his or her children to work with them has a 
permeable work role boundary. However, an employee who, either because o f  work 
demands or work rules, cannot take personal phone calls while at work, has a very 
impermeable work role boundary. Clark (2000) further expands on the psychological 
component o f  permeability using the term ‘spillover’. Spillover occurs when negative 
emotions, ideas, or insights from one dom ain are able to enter into another domain.
Roles are typically associated with the domain in which they are created but can 
be carried over or spilled over into other domains. It is inevitably the flexibility and 
perm eability o f  a role boundary that makes this transition or spillover easier or harder to 
accomplish. Thus flexibility and perm eability have an important influence on role 
transitions.
Role transitions. As with domains, role boundaries can also be transitioned.
Role transitions happen more frequently since individuals are likely to have several roles 
within any one domain. Ashforth, Kreiner, and Fugate (2000) refer to the regular 
m ovem ent between roles as micro transitions (e.g. moving from the role o f  father to the 
role o f spouse). Micro role transitions (or, more simply, role transitions) are influenced 
by role segmentation and role integration, which are in turn influenced by role flexibility,
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role permeability, and role identity contrast. To understand this process one must first 
understand role identity, a concept that is a similar to Bazalgette’s (2009) concepts o f 
sociological and psychological roles.
Ashforth (2001) defines role identity as “the persona associated with the role, 
including goals, values, beliefs, norms, interactions styles, and time horizons” (p. 264).
He also asserts that role identities are “socially constructed definitions o f  self-in- 
ro le ... [which] can vary from strong to weak” (p. 27). M eaning you can believe you are 
an incredible boss and thus have a strong role identity or you could feel that you are not 
really qualified to be boss and thus have a weak role identity as boss. The relative 
strength o f ones role identity affects role transitions in that weaker role identities are 
easier to transition from but may be harder to transition into from a stronger role identity.
Role identity also effects role transitions based on the contrast between roles.
Role contrast is seen as “the contrast between the identities [and key features] o f the 
relevant roles” (Ashforth, 2001, p. 264). Low contrast roles (e.g. boss vs. supervisee) are 
easier to transition between, in contrast to high contrast roles (e.g. employee vs. father). 
The ease o f  transition is due to the similarity o f the key features o f  the roles. This is 
irrespective o f the domain. For example, a woman may have trouble transitioning 
between the role o f  m other to the role o f wife within the domain o f home if there is high 
contrast between the key features o f  each role.
Role Segm entation vs. role integration. Ashforth et al. (2000) argued “that 
combining the concepts o f  role boundary (flexibility and perm eability) and role identity 
(contrast) indicates that a given pair o f roles can be arrayed on a continuum, ranging from 
high segmentation to high integration” (p. 475). Using this idea, they posit that high
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contrast role identities are highly segmented with inflexible and impermeably boundaries, 
whereas, low contrast role identities are more likely to be highly integrated with flexible 
and perm eable boundaries. Roles that tend to be highly segmented usually “have little 
similarity between the contexts that inform each role and between the specific goals, 
values, beliefs, norms, interaction styles, and time horizons that constitutes each role 
identity, and there tends to be minimal overlap in the physical location” (Ashforth et al., 
2000, p. 476).
The benefit o f  highly segmented roles is the reduction o f  role blurring (confusing 
role boundaries) but the cost is an increase in the magnitude o f  transition between roles 
(Ashforth et al., 2000; Bulger et al., 2007). Having a large magnitude o f  transition makes 
role exit more difficult. Thus, a drill sergeant in the army may have a hard time not 
ordering her family around when she returns home and becomes a wife and mother. 
Transitioning role boundaries involves what Ashforth et al. (2000) refer to as role exit. 
Exiting a role “ involves psychologically and perhaps physically disengaging from the 
role” (p. 478). This can be accom plished as on the domain level through the use o f  
rituals, external cues, or internal cues. Ashforth et al. (2000) provided an example o f role 
exit:
A com m uter may begin to psychologically disengage from her home role and 
prepare for her work role by following her daily routine o f  showering, dressing in 
work attire, reading the business section o f  the newspaper over breakfast, and 
listening to traffic reports, (p. 478)
Role entry may also be m arked with sim ilar rituals or routines.
Role integration in opposition to segmentation increases role blurring but
decreases the difficulty o f  role transition. The lack o f  difficulty in the transition between
roles inherently means “the role exit- m ovem ent- role entry sequence may occur rapidly
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with little or no conscious awareness” (Ashforth et al., 2000, p. 480). The lack o f 
conscious awareness can result in role blurring that weakens boundaries between roles 
and thus allows for more frequent role identity confusion and disruption o f  a role activity.
Role identity disruption isn ’t limited to integrators. Ashforth et al. (2000) posit 
that there is perhaps a greater concern for role identity being interrupted when there is 
high segmentation between roles given that a boundary violation from another role will 
cause the segmented roles to compete in ones mind for supremacy in the moment. For 
example, an undercover narcotics agent would have many issues if  her husband showed 
up during work. However, if both the husband and wife worked as undercover agents for 
the same police force the likelihood o f disruption would be lessened.
Ashforth et al. (2000) suggest that:
Because the cost o f  segmentation (high contrast) is the benefit o f  integration (low 
contrast), and the benefit o f  segmentation (low role blurring) is the cost o f 
integration (high role blurring), there is an ongoing tension between segmentation 
and integration that necessitates ongoing boundary and transition work. (p. 482)
This work takes the form o f  segmentors spending more energy on transitions work and
intergraters spending more energy on boundary work. Nippert-Eng (1996a) would also
agree that the boundary work associated with maintaining boundaries around domain
transitions would also share the same qualities as with roles transitions.
The concepts o f roles as presented in boundary theory will be useful in this
dissertation in examining the m ultiple roles residence life professionals play while living
where they work. Being able to see how the boundaries around the roles are created and
maintained will help to illuminate when the boundaries are possibly violated with
negative results for the balance o f  work and life for these professionals. It will also be
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important to understand roles since the domains o f work and life are overlapping for 
these individuals.
W ork/Fam ily Border Theory
Expanding on previous studies on domains and boundary management, Clark
(2000) introduced the idea o f  ‘work/family border theory’. She defined her theory as “a
new theory designed to remedy the criticisms and gaps o f  previous theories on work and
fam ily” (p. 750). Central to her theory is the idea that work and home:
Constitute different dom ains or spheres which influence each o ther... [and] 
though many aspects o f  work and home are difficult to alter, individuals can 
shape to some degree the nature o f work and home domains, and the borders and 
bridges between them, in order to create a desired balance, (p. 751)
She goes on to say “balance, a consequence o f  artful border and domain management, is
nearly unattainable by definition without identification with roles and activities
associated with m embership in both work and home dom ains” (p. 761).
Therefore, sim ilar to Nippert-Eng (1996a, 1996b) and Ashforth et al. (2000),
Clark also sees that boundary management as being concerned with domains, roles, 
segmentation, integration, perm eability, and flexibility. However, she does conceptualize 
some differences in the boundaries (borders) between domains, how individuals cross 
those boundaries (border-crossers), and the people who m aintain the boundaries other 
than the individual (border-keepers). All three o f these additional concepts add richness 
to theories Nippert-Eng (1996a) discussed concerning domains.
Borders
Clark (2000) defines borders as “ lines o f demarcation between domains, defining 
the point at which dom ain-relevant behavior begins or ends” (p. 756). She suggests that 
these borders have the properties o f  perm eability and flexibility. W hile these properties
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work in a similar way to A shforth’s (2001) ideas around role permeability and role 
flexibility, Clark adds a psychological element in the form o f ‘spillover’. Spillover 
occurs when negative emotions, ideas, or insights from one domain are able to enter into 
another domain (e.g. a man comes home after a bad day at work and yells at his children).
Should a border have a great deal o f  permeability and flexibility, there will be 
blending between the domains (Clark, 2000). If  a border is blended then it cannot be 
considered in either domain and thus it creates a borderland. Using the unique concept 
o f borderlands Clark discusses working from home part-time but she does not address 
working from home fulltime since her work/family border theory is presupposed on the 
domains o f work and home being separate.
Border-crossers
The boundaries (borders) that create domains are socially constructed and 
maintained by the individuals that inhabit them (Ashforth, 2001; Clark, 2000; Nippert- 
Eng, 1996a). Clark (2000) argues, “It is essential to describe the attributes o f  those 
individuals who are m aking frequent transitions between work and family dom ains” (p. 
759). She defines these individuals as border-crossers and asserts that they should be 
described by the degree to which they are central or peripheral participants in either 
domain. Central participants can have influence and identification with the domain that 
they are central to. Therefore, “central participants have influence because o f their 
competence, their affiliation with central members o f  the domain, and their 
internalization o f  the dom ain’s culture and values” (Clark, 2000, p. 759).
The influence Clark (2000) describes gives the individual the power to negotiate 
and make changes to the domain borders. W hether or not an individual chooses to
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exercise this power to make border changes is tied to their identification with domain 
responsibilities. If  individuals “ internalize domain values and... their identity is closely 
tied with their membership in the domain, their motivation to manage borders and 
domains increases” (Clark, 2000, pp. 759-760). However, the degree o f centrality and 
individual has in a domain does not give them unlimited power to change domain borders 
since the setting o f  these borders is most often an intersubjective activity, socially 
constructed by many actors within the domain including border-keepers.
Border-keepers
Clark (2000) defines border-keepers as domain members who have a greater 
influence over the definition o f  the domain border. Typically border-keepers in the work 
environm ent are bosses, supervisors, other m anagement personnel and/or human resource 
personnel and, in the domain o f  home, border-keepers could be spouses. The essential 
ingredient that defines someone as a border-keeper is some power over the border-crosser. 
Clark suggests that disagreement about borders between border-crossers and border- 
keepers is a primary source o f work/family conflict.
W ork/Fam ily Border Theory Propositions
Clark (2000) believes that “border theory can both describe why conflict exists 
and provide a framework for individuals and organizations to encourage better balance 
between work and families” (p. 764). Her theory suggests eight propositions, which can 
be used as tools to help individuals achieve a better balance between work and home. 
Those propositions are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1
Work/Family Border Theory Propositions
Proposition I a: When domains are similar, weak borders will facilitate work/family balance, 
b: When domains are different, strong borders will facilitate work/family balance.
Proposition 2: When the border is strong to protect one domain but is weak for the other 
domain. Individuals will have: a) greater work/family balance when they primarily identify 
with the strongly bordered domain; and b) lesser work/family balance when they primarily 
identify with the weakly bordered domain.
Proposition 3: Border-crossers who are central participants in a domain (i.e. who have 
identification and influence) will have more control over the borders of that domain than those 
who arc peripheral participants.
Proposition 4: Border-crossers who are central participants (i.e. who have identification and 
influence) in both domains will have greater work/family balance than border-crossers who are 
not central participants in both domains.
Proposition 5: Border-crossers whose domain members have high other-domain awareness 
will have higher work/family balance than border-crossers whose domain members have low 
other-domain awareness.
Proposition 6: Border-crossers whose domain members show high commitment to them will 
have higher work/family balance than border-crossers whose domain members have shown low 
commitment to them.
Proposition 7: When work and family domains are very different. Border-crossers will engage 
in less across-the-border communication than will border-crossers with similar domains.
Proposition 8: Frequent supportive communication between border-keepers and border- 
crossers about other-domain activities will moderate the ill effects o f situations that would
otherwise lead to imbalance.____________________________________________________________
(Clark, 2000, p. 746)
From the work o f  Clark (2000) I will utilize the ideas around borders and 
borderlands to examine the spaces residence life professionals create between the 
building they work in and the apartment they live in within that building. Border- 
crossing activities and processes can be looked at in conjunction with the examination o f 
role and domain boundary transition. The scope o f the study can also be broadened by 
examining border-keepers both on the work side and on the home side to see how they
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added to or detract from the participants’ work/life balancing processes. This study may 
also add to the literature confirming or disproving C lark’s (2000) propositions (see Table 
1).
Telecom muting
As technology has changed, people are now able to work from home more easily
and thus the boundaries between the domains o f work and home are once again shifting
for the privileged professions that allow telecommuting (W arhurst et al., 2008). Hill et
al. (1996) define telecom m uting as:
The general term for doing work away from the office via telecommunications 
equipm ent... some or all o f  the job is moved away from the office to another 
fixed site, usually to the home. A new office is set up at this alternate site with 
enough telecommunications and other office equipment to get the job do n e ...
Most o f  the equipment fits inside a briefcase and can be easily transported, (p.
293)
According to the U.S. Bureau o f Labor Statistics, over 20 million people work 
from home at least part o f  the time (“Table 7” , 2004). Those statistics also show that 
52% o f those workers work from home as their primary office. Studies have suggested 
that even when people work from home they still strive to create boundaries in their lives 
(Cohen, 2008; Kylin & Karlsson, 2008; M yrie & Daly, 2009; Nippert-Eng, 1996;
Shumate & Fulk, 2004). Nevertheless, a survey by AOL and Opinion research found that 
almost 60% o f  those polled check their email in bed and 83% check work email while 
they are on vacation (Pilkington, 2007). It would seem that managing work/life 
boundaries are becoming harder with prevalent technology and it is even more difficult 
when you work from home.
Yet even with these difficulties, studies o f  people who telecommute have shown 
that they are still concerned about boundaries around work and home life and about
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m anaging work/life balance (Ashforth et al., 2000; de Man, de Bruijn, & Groeneveld, 
2008; Desrochers et al., 2005; Gajendran and Harrison, 2007; Kossek et al., 2006; Hill et 
al, 1996). Gajendran and Harrison (2007) assert that despite two decades o f research on 
telecommuting it is still unknown whether it is good or bad for employees. Kossek et 
a l.’s (2006) study o f 245 professional employees who telecommute would seem to agree. 
The results o f their study were mixed with both positive and negative effects in the 
em ployees’ lives.
Researchers de Man, de Bruijn, and Groeneveld (2008) found, in their study o f  
1065 Dutch telecommuting employees o f a multinational company, that telecommuting 
increases the permeability o f the home boundary even if  it is rare and that 
“telecommuting has a larger impact on boundary permeability for employees who prefer 
separation than for employees who prefer integration” (p. 107). The struggle to manage 
boundaries when working at home also has an element o f trust involved in it. Kylin and 
Karlsson (2008) found, in their qualitative study o f  14 half-time telecommuters, that the 
em ployee’s felt the ability to telecommute showed a level o f trust from their employer, 
which the employees wanted to honor. In contrast, the employees felt a certain level o f 
distrust from their neighbors, families, and friends that they were actually working. Thus 
both the trust and distrust resulted in an increased need to establish and maintain 
boundaries (Kylin & Karlsson, 2008).
Using the tenets o f both boundary theory and work/family border theory it is clear 
that in order to telecommute boundaries between the domains work and home must be 
both flexible and permeable (Ashforth, 2001; Clark, 2000; Nippert-Eng, 1996a, 1996b). 
This is not true, however, for the role o f employee within the domain o f home.
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Boundaries can be set between the role o f employee and other roles that exist within the
home. Shumate & Fulk (2004) state that telecommuters:
Must juggle their work roles with other roles, including caregiver, friend, 
significant other, and parent. They must negotiate multiple sets o f role 
expectations without the support o f established social norms surrounding 
homework, and without culturally determined tim e-space paths to assist with role 
transitions, (p. 60)
The boundaries telecommuters then establish can range from segmented to integrated and 
may also differ in their degree o f flexibility and permeability (Ashforth et al., 2000; 
Ashforth, 2001; Clark, 2000). However, how an employee manages boundaries from a 
boundary theory or work/family border theory perspective when one lives at the place 
they work has not yet been studied.
Living where you work is different from telecommuting in that the employee is 
not bringing work home but actually living at their work. An exhaustive survey o f the 
work/life literature did not found any studies that address this issue, however, M acdonald 
(1996) did examine a similar area. M acdonald found that live in domestic workers create 
boundaries, such as refusing to perform emotionally charged tasks (e.g., cooking one's 
native cuisine) and not bringing friends to the home in which they work. He also found 
in a (1998) study that mothers often desire for the nanny to leave the family space once 
they are home from work thus signaling an end o f the workday and a start o f  family time.
M acdonald’s work does not specifically address the issue when one lives at a 
work site since the domestic workers are living and working in a home, however, 
residence life professionals typically work and live in a residential housing facility on 
campus and represent an interesting population to study the phenomenon o f  balancing the 
work/life boundary when you live where you work.
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Residence Life
Residence life professionals are responsible "for supervising, correlating, and 
integrating the activities o f students who live in campus-operated residence halls [and] 
typically ... provide counseling services for students, plan programs, advise student 
government, and do crisis interventions as situations dictate" (Schuh and Shipton, 1985, 
p. 380). Resident life professionals are paid entry level professionals typically embarking 
on their first full-time position out o f school or are sometimes graduate students who 
receive an assistantship along with a salary and/or a stipend (Frederiksen, 1993; Collins 
& Hirt, 2006). The responsibility level for these professionals is higher than that for 
resident advisors and most often includes the supervision o f  resident advisors or other 
student workers. Position titles for these positions include; hall directors, residence 
directors, front desk managers, hall security managers, residence coordinators, assistant 
resident directors, and assistant coordinators.
Belch and M ueller assert that “residence life positions, specifically, the resident 
director, were considered the key entry points for new professionals in student affairs” 
(2003, p. 29). Frederiksen (1993) concurred and concluded that residence life is “the 
primary provider o f basic student affairs professional work experience” (p. 176). In 
contrast to the importance o f  this position as a gateway into student affairs studies have 
alarmingly shown that resident life professionals have, for some time, exhibited a high 
rate o f  burnout and turnover (Anderson, Guido-DiBrito, & M orrell, 2000; Barham & 
W inston, 2006; Belch, W ilson, & Dunkel, 2009; Collins & Hirt, 2006; Herr & Strange, 
1985; Renn & Jessup-Anger, 2008; Wiggers, Forney, & W allace-Schutzman, 1982).
Belch and M ueller (2003) found that between 1999 and 2003 the recruitment o f
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residence life professionals for entry level jobs, such as resident director, was 
increasingly becoming harder. Student affairs supervisors indicated that there were fewer 
qualified candidates; resident directors were vacating positions within a year o f 
employment; and many reported having to open their residence halls with at least one 
resident director vacancy in the fall. Belch and M ueller (2003) found that among the 
graduate students in their sample, quality o f life was a m ajor reason they did not intend to 
pursue a career in residence life. They “ indicated greater intolerance than senior housing 
professionals o f the lifestyle o f a live-in staff member that may include late-night 
disruptions as well as day-to-day challenges o f  living and working in a single 
environment” (2003, p. 40).
Collins and H irt’s (2006) study o f 506 student affairs professionals found that 
residence life professionals were more isolated than other student affairs professionals. 
They reported:
Residence life staff members were less likely to work with, socialize with, be 
known by, or feel a sense o f  collegiality with faculty members than student affairs 
professionals in other functional areas. This pattern held true for relationships 
with other student affairs colleagues. Residence life staff members were 
significantly less likely to work with other student service administrators or to be 
known by such administrators. In addition, they were more likely to report o f 
high degree o f  turnover. Residence life staff tended to be insulated within their 
departments. Compared with their student affairs colleagues, residence life 
professionals were significantly less likely to work with or be known by academic 
administrators on campus, including academic deans and the president. In terms 
o f other constituencies, residence life professionals were significantly less likely 
to be known by clerical staff or to work with local community members than 
other student affairs staff. On the other hand, they were significantly more likely 
to work with members o f  law enforcement agencies, (p. 16)
The insulation and isolation related by these residence life professionals could be a
function o f their living where they work and the boundaries they are forced to set,
however, that has yet to be studied. This study may help to add to the literature around
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this topic and hopefully will address the more general topic o f  how boundary 
management is related to this professional isolation.
Because o f gaps in the literature around boundary m anagement when you live at 
your work and the gap in student affairs literature concerning boundary m anagement 
skills in resident life professionals, it is difficult to say what aspects o f  boundary theory 
or work/family border theory may be used by these professionals. It is also not known if 
these professionals are seeking balance or living with more perm eable boundaries. The 
high rate o f  burnout within this group may be connected to how they manage their 
work/life boundaries but that too is not known. This study is designed to begin to address 
these unknowns. The following section o f  this proposal will address how I intend to 
gather data on this interesting population.
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CHAPTER THREE  
M ETHODOLOGY  
Introduction
This study utilized a qualitative methodology adapted from Charm az’s (2006) 
constructivist grounded theory. Constructivist grounded theory studies, like traditional 
grounded theory studies attempt to construct theory inductively, but they also emphasize 
how the participants view their situations and take into account the researcher’s point o f 
view (i.e., the researcher’s constructions o f  the phenomena he or she has studied) into 
account as well (Charmaz, 2006). This particular study examined the experiences o f 
resident life professionals who live where they work in order to identify how they 
experience work life boundary management. The results o f  this study identified that the 
live-in environment that resident life professionals inhabit is highly integrative and the 
professionals create few boundaries. The boundaries they do have are re-enforced 
through the use o f  integrative strategies that fight o ff boundary stressors from the 
integrative environment. A process model o f  this was created and is presented in the 
chapter five.
Study Design
Drawing heavily from constructivist grounded theory; this study used different 
forms o f coding to build a theoretical process model that emerged from the data derived 
after analyzing the experiences o f the twelve resident life participants (Charmaz, 2006). 
Data collected and analyzed during this study was understood from an interpretive 
theoretical perspective, which calls for “the imaginative understanding o f the studied 
phenom enon... [and],.. assumes emergent, m ultiple realities; indeterminacy; facts and
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values as linked; truth as provisional; and social life as processual” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 
126). W hat follows in this chapter is a discussion o f  how this chosen m ethodology was 
adapted and incorporated to this particular study since, as Charmaz suggests, grounded 
theory methods are “a set o f  principles and practices, n o t.. .prescriptions or packages” 
(2006, p. 9).
Participant Selection
The concept o f  boundaries and, indeed, the notions o f  work and life are socially 
constructed distinctions that undoubtedly differ in different societies (Ashforth, 2001; 
Nippert-Eng, 1996a, 1996b; W arhurst et al., 2008). Currently there are few if any studies 
examining how these socially constructed boundaries are managed by workers who live 
where they work as opposed to the much studied area o f telecom m uting which occurs 
when one works from the place where one lives.
Residence life professionals represent an easily accessible and data-rich 
population o f workers who live where they work. W hile a phenomenological study o f 
this population would have revealed a great deal o f  information on boundary 
management when one lives at the place they work, 1 decided that a grounded theory 
study would go beyond phenomenological description and allow me to construct a 
theoretical process model that “m ight help to explain practice or provide a framework for 
future research” (Creswell, 2007, p, 63).
Participants were recruited in two ways. The first round o f participants names 
were gathered from a survey that was preformed as a pilot before this dissertation was 
conducted (Rankin, 2011). Participants o f  that anonymous pilot survey chose to select a 
link that would take them to a second survey to participate in my final dissertation
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research. Twenty-eight people chose to provide me with their contact information. Since 
1 was conducting maximum variation sampling, I realized that I needed more 
demographic information from these participants. Thus a second more comprehensive 
survey was sent to the initial 28 participants. Since only four participants responded to 
the second survey, the same survey was then was sent to two national list-serves for 
resident life professionals the Association o f  College and University Housing Officers - 
International (ACUHO-I) and the National Association o f College and University 
Residence Halls, Inc. (NACURH). The survey collected relevant demographic 
information specifically to allow me to conduct maximum variation sampling. Over 50 
professional’s responded to this second longer survey.
Sample Selection Criterion. My first selection criterion for this study was to 
examine residence life professionals (with an array o f titles) and exclude the residence 
life paraprofessionals since the professionals have more responsibility and, thus, should 
manifest the phenomenon under study more intensely. The rational for this criterion was 
based on a distinction drawn in the literature between residence life professionals and 
residence life paraprofessionals (Barham & W inston, 2006; Blinding, 2003; Komives, 
1991; W inston & Ender, 1988). Paraprofessionals are typically exemplified by resident 
advisors who are usually undergraduate students who live in the residence halls with 
other students and are not paid as staff but instead receive free room and board which 
sometimes includes a small stipend (Barham & W inston, 2006; Blimling, 2003; Komives, 
1991; W inston & Ender, 1988). These paraprofessionals are typically assigned to 
oversee a floor or a wing to a residence hall and, consequently, have a sm aller num ber o f 
students they are responsible for assisting (Upcraft, 1993).
Resident life professionals are paid entry level professionals typically embarking 
on their first full-time position out o f  school or are sometimes graduate students who 
receive an assistantship along with a salary and/or a stipend (Collins & Hirt, 2006; 
Frederickson, 1993). Common position titles for these positions include; hall directors, 
residence directors, community directors, front desk security managers, hall security 
managers, residence hall coordinators, assistant resident directors and assistant 
coordinators. They are responsible for an entire residence hall including the supervision 
o f the resident advisors and front desk staff.
My second selection criterion was that the participants be current resident life 
professionals living in a residential facility that they are in charge o f  and/or that they 
supervise employees located in that building. W ithin this criterion, no distinction was 
made based on full-time or part-time status. However, none o f the participants 
participating in the initial sample survey reported being part-tim e and therefore no part- 
time participants were interviewed for this study.
My third criterion for participant selection was that the participants must have 
been in their positions for at least one full sem ester before they were included. The 
rational for this is based on the work o f  Renn and Hodges (2007), which found that the 
first semester for residence life professionals typically has them dealing with orientation 
and transition issues, which includes figuring out the system, trying to be liked, and 
finding a mentor. W hile the next semester marked the start o f  the settling in phase, which 
brings increased self-confidence and a separation o f  professional identity from 
professional competence. Thus, 1 felt participants who have settled in were more likely 
to be dealing with consistent boundary m anagement issues. Based on this criterion 1
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recruited participants ranging from 6 months to 36 years.
Finally factors such as level o f education prior to accepting the position, gender, 
race, ethnicity, region o f the country, size o f the university, and whether the university 
was public or private were not criteria for selection, but, were considered for maximum 
variation sampling.
Selection methods. Participant selection was conducted in several phases.
Phase One. The first phase was an initial sampling drawn from the participant 
survey. Maximum variation sampling was used to document diverse variations and 
identify patterns that were common in the sample population (Creswell, 2007). An initial 
sample o f  four participants was chosen. They were interviewed and those interviews 
were transcribed and coded. M axim um  variation sampling was chosen because even 
though differences in the demographic factors discussed above have not been studied in 
this population, at least in respect to work/life boundary management, other studies o f 
different populations’ work/life boundary management issues have found differences in 
at least two o f the factors; gender and class (Ashforth, Kreiner, & Fugate, 2000; Bulger, 
M atthews, & Hoffman, 2007; Desrochers, Hilton, & Larwood, 2005; Glavin, Schieman,
& Reid, 2011; Higgins, Duxbury, & Lee, 1994; M acdonald, 1996; Myrie & Daly, 2009; 
Stolba, 2001; W arhurst, Eikhof, & Haunschild, 2008a). Therefore, in order to understand 
if  other factors might influence boundary m anagement in these professionals, all attempts 
were made to capture a diverse sample population.
Phase Two. In Phase two, the initial codes and categories developed in phase one 
(for a description o f  this process see the Data Analysis M ethods section that follows) 
started to yield patterns that will need to be further explored. Additional participants
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were chosen from the participant survey based again on maximum variation sampling.
An additional four participants were interviewed in this phase. They were coded using
focused coding developed from the initial sample. It was during this phase that I began
to see categorical saturation and learned that the population I was studying was very
similar despite the different factors targeted in my maximum variation sampling.
Saturation occurs when “gathering fresh data no longer sparks new theoretical insights,
nor reveals new properties o f  your core theoretical categories” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 113).
Charmaz states that it is possible that saturation might occur at a sample size smaller than
11 individuals, however, she posited that it is not likely. Therefore, I began a third phase
o f participant selection to verify the early saturation 1 was seeing in the categories.
Phase Three. In this final phase o f  participant selection, phase three, theoretical
sampling and purposeful intensity sampling were used to select the final four participants.
The goal in this phase was to select participants who may elicit data that will help to
explicate the categories developed during initial sampling and to aid in conceptual and
theoretical development (Charmaz, 2006; Draucker, M artsof, Ross, & Rusk, 2007). I
also wanted to make sure that the categorical saturation I had discovered after phase two
was true in relation to my research questions. 1 chose theoretical sampling because it is
“the process whereby the researcher decides what data to collect next and where to find
them in order to continue to develop the theory as it emerges” (Holton, 2010, p. 28).
Purposeful intensity sample was also conducted because:
By choosing sites, persons, or documents deliberately to gain the maximum 
amount o f  data needed to unearth potential categories and their dimensions; 
systematically, by moving from one person to another on a list to uncover subtle 
differences; and fortuitously, by gathering data during field observations that were 
unexpected but are seemingly relevant to category development. (Draucker et al., 
2007, p. 1139).
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This final phased allowed me to further define my theoretical model and determine that 1 
had reached data saturation as defined in constructivist grounded theory literature 
(Charmaz, 2006).
Sam ple population. The final sample population interviewed in this study 
consisted o f  twelve individuals. There were six men and six women (see Table 2). 
Previous studies o f  this population generally find that sample populations consist o f  58%- 
65% women and 34% -42%  men (Belch & Mueller, 2003; Belch, W ilson, & Dunkel,
2009; Komives, 1991). I made the choice, in phase three o f the sampling process, to 
oversample men as an attempt to discover if  there was a difference between the 
experiences based on gender.
Participants were also asked to provide their ethnicity. Nine participants 
identified as white or Caucasian. Three participants identified as other various 
ethnicities. This breaks down to 75% Caucasian and 25% other, which matches previous 
studies that found that resident life and student affairs professionals are typically 67% to 
71% Caucasian (Belch & M ueller, 2003; Belch et ah, 2009; Komives, 1991). Ages o f 
these participants ranged from 24 to 61 (see Table 2). Finally, half the participants where 
from public universities and half were from private. They came from six different 
ACUHO-1 Regions and from five different Carnegie size classifications (see Table 3). In 
addition to the tables provided here, longer participant descriptions are also provided in 














Sam 25-29 Female Caucasian Residence Director 3.5
Steve 30-34 Male Caucasian Resident Director 1.5
Trevor 30-34 Male Southeast Asian Resident Director 4
Dean 35-39 Male Caucasian Assistant Director o f  
Residential Life
2
Harry 25-29 Male Caucasian Hall Director 0.5
Windy 20-24 Female Caucasian Greek Area Hall 
Director
0.5
Nick 25-29 Male Caucasian Resident Director 1.5
Harold 60-64 Male Caucasian Hall Director 36
Rue 25-29 Female M ultiracial Area Director 0.5
Sally 30-34 Female Caucasian Assistant Director 8.5
Mary 25-29 Female Southeast Asian Residence Hall 
Director
3.5
Megan 30-34 Female Caucasian Area Director 3.5
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Table 3
Participants Universities ’ Demographics












S4/R Small Four-Year, Primarily Residential 2
S4/R Small Four-Year, Highly Residential 1
M4/R M edium Four-Year, Primarily Residential 3
L4/R Large Four-Year, Primarily Residential 1
L4/NR: Large Four-Year, Primarily Nonresidential 5
Data Collection M ethods
Each participant was asked to engage in an interview that might last between one 
and two hours and that would be conducted over the phone at a time o f the participant’s
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choosing. The interview was recorded using a traditional voice-recording device for later 
transcription. 1 also took field notes during the interviews to add more contexts to the 
interview transcripts (Charmaz, 2006). Participant interviews were conducted using a 
semi-structured interview guide (see Appendix A) that was at first based on my research 
questions, but was later altered (see Appendix B) for subsequent interviews in pursuit o f  
theory or to pursue promising leads (Charmaz, 2006). A semi-structured approach lends 
itself well to this study since it allows the researcher to have a set o f questions derived 
from the research questions, while also allowing flexibility to probe participants on topics 
that arise during the interviews (Patton, 2002). Charmaz also stated that, an intensive 
interview created from a guide that is created with a few open ended, broad questions 
could help create focus and invite detailed discussion o f  a topic (2006). Additionally 
participants were asked if  they would be open for a follow-up interview at the end o f their 
interview.
For this study, I conducted in-depth interviews between February 2012 and March 
2012. None o f  the interviews lasted more than 120 minutes additional follow-up was 
required for several participants in order to clarify confusing or obscured information 
recorded during their interview. All audio recordings were transcribed by a transcription 
service and then reviewed by me for accuracy.
Data Analysis M ethods 
Initial Coding. For this study, data consisted o f transcribed interviews, memos, 
and field notes. Initial coding was line-by-line, which means reviewing each line in the 
data and possibly applying codes to them because “detailed observations o f people, 
actions, and settings that reveal visibly telling and consequential scenes and actions lend
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themselves to line-by-line coding” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 50). Initial coding allows the 
researcher to begin the process o f  theory building and helps “you to refrain from 
imputing your motives, fears, or unresolved personal issues to your respondents and to 
your collected data” (p. 54). For example, if  a line from a transcript was I  fe e l  pressure  
in the evenings to answer work calls even when I  am not on call the initial line-by-line 
code for this might be pressure to answer work call.
Each interview was coded line-by-line after it was transcribed. Once the first two 
interviews were coded in this m anner the line codes were gathered together and 
compared to reduce overlap and standardize the code numbers. Subsequent interviews 
were coded from this list and new codes were added as needed. After the first four 
interviews subsequent line-by-line coding did not generate new codes.
Focused Codes. Comparison o f  the line-by-line codes between interviews 
allowed me to see which codes came up more often in the data. Using this information, a 
list o f  focused codes was created from the line-by-line coding. Focused coding “means 
using the most significant and/or frequent earlier codes to sift through large amounts o f  
d a ta .. .[and] requires decisions about which initial codes make the most analytic sense to 
categorize your data incisively and com pletely” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 57). An example o f 
this would be if  there were many discussions o f pressure to work, like described above, 
the focused code might be ‘pressure to w ork’ and would encompass many different line- 
by-line codes that describe this phenomena. The focused codes I created were then 
compared across interviews to establish analytic distinction and thus “make comparisons 
at each level o f analytic work” (p. 54). W hile there were many line-by-line codes, my 
analysis o f the data ultimately found 15 focused codes (see Table 4).
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Table 4
Themes, Conceptual Categories, and  Focused Codes
Themes Conceptual Categories Focused Codes
Use o f  Space Use of Personal Space 
Use of Physical Separation
W ork during personal 
Personal time activities 
Work activities 
Personal during work 
Aspects o f  living in
Boundary Management 
in an Integrative Space
W ork/Life Boundaries












Boundaries learned from 
experience or training 
Boundaries around 
relationships
Negotiating Emerging  
Technologies
Use of Personal 
Technology
Use of W ork Technology
Facebook/Twitter use at work
Facebook boundaries 
Use o f  mobile phones
Conceptual Categories. The process o f  comparison within and across interviews 
I used was called the constant comparative m ethod  and it is considered essential in 
grounded theory methodology (Charmaz, 2006). According to Holton (2010), “the 
purpose o f constant comparison is to see if  the data support and continue to support 
emerging categories [and] the process further builds and substantiates the emerging 
categories by defining their properties and dimensions” (p. 27). Charmaz (2006) asserts 
that focused codes are developed and further focused in order to reduce them to few 
refined conceptual categories, which “explicate ideas, events, or processes in your data-
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and do so in telling words” (p. 91). Conceptual categories were created from collapsing 
many focused codes through higher levels o f abstraction. After this process, I ended up 
with eight conceptual categories (see Table 4).
During development o f the conceptual categories, memos were used to aid in the 
creation o f the final eight conceptual categories. Memos “catch your thoughts, capture 
the comparisons and connections you make, and crystallize questions and directions for 
you to pursue” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 73). 1 wrote memos in the moment as they occurred 
to me during data collection and analysis they were freely written with little structure. 
They allowed me to make and record my ideas about how the data relates to focused 
codes, the focused codes to conceptual categories, and ultimately the conceptual 
categories to the final three themes (Charmaz, 2006).
Themes. The final three themes were developed from the conceptual categories 
that were heavily saturated over multiple interviews (see Table 4). After achieving 
categorical saturation around interview six, I began the process o f grouping the 
conceptual categories into themes. Subsequent analysis during the next two interviews 
failed to generate any new categories or themes. But, as stated above, I conducted four 
more interviews to confirm  saturation and to add depth and dimension to the themes, 
which developed after the first eight interviews. 1 also used memos collected throughout 
my process to further refine my themes. Since my memos already helped to illustrate 
where conceptual categories were incomplete or where there were holes in the analysis, 
the additional theoretical sampling used to recruit the last four participants allowed me to 
construct full and robust themes (sometimes referred to as theoretical categories) and 
allowed me to clarify relationships between themes (Charmaz, 2006).
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The Process Model. W hile the additional four interviews 1 conducted did not 
generate new categories or themes, they did allow me to further saturate my existing 
categories with more data and thus allowed me to refine my themes through the 
comparisons and emerging analysis o f the data rather than from external prescriptions 
(Charmaz, 2006). My immersion in the data, along with constant comparative methods, 
allowed me to develop a theory based on how the individual participants managed their 
work/life boundaries and attempted to arrive and some level o f balance. That theory was 
an interpretation and depended on constructions o f  experience from the participants’ 
point o f view and the researcher’s point o f  view. I do not attempt to stand outside o f the 
social construction o f this study (Charmaz, 2006).
Creswell states:
The intent o f a grounded theory study is to move beyond description and to 
generate or discover a theory, an abstract analytical schema o f  a process... [and] 
participants in the study would all have experienced the process, and the 
development o f the theory might help explain practice or provide a framework for 
further research. (2007, p. 63)
As a result o f  my analysis, I was able to generate a theory about the boundary
management practices o f my sample population as they relate to the integrative
environment, which is presented at the end o f  Chapter V in a process model called A
M odel o f  the Integrative Environment o f  Residence Life. I believe that this theoretical
model will provide a framework for further research on this and other populations that
live at the place they work.
Limitations
As with all studies, there are limitations to this study. An attempt to gather 
participants, with as much diversity as possible, was the idea behind my initial choice to
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conduct maximum variation sampling. However, even within the 50 possible participants 
recruited for this study there was limited diversity. 1 would like to have had more racial 
diversity and a greater diversity o f  gender identity. 1 feel this limitation was inherent in 
the larger population o f residence life professionals; however my attempts to discover 
and sample more diversity did not pan out. I also feel this was a factor in the early 
saturation o f my data. All my participants, regardless o f demographic differences, 
seemed to have a similar experience o f boundary management. This similarity might 
help mitigate the lack o f  diversity in my sample.
Another limitation o f the participant selection process was the nature o f 
recruitment from national organizations. M embership in national residence life 
organizations may not be a priority for resident life professionals who are having a hard 
time managing their boundaries, or who have just started in the field. M embership in a 
national organization may also not be desirable for those who hate their job  and are very 
unsatisfied with residence life. This could be reflected in the fact that only one 
participant was in the middle o f her first year (the bottom o f  my length o f employment 
time criterion) and that participant was the only one to truly express dis-satisfaction with 
her live-in position.
Charmaz states that in constructivist, emergent, grounded theory methods, 
“researchers construct their respective products from the fabric o f  the interactions, both 
witnessed and lived” (2006, p. 178). Since I have never worked in residence life, I do not 
have any first hand experience o f being a live-in professional in residence life. Nor was 1 
a paraprofessional at any time during my schooling. Adding to that lack o f  familiarity is 
the fact that 1 only lived in a residential facility for one year when I was an
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undergraduate. However, Charmaz indicates the “successive levels o f abstraction 
through comparative analysis” used in ground theory will help to mitigate this limitation 
(if it is indeed a limitation) by grounding me in the participant’s words and the 
comparison o f  their experiences in their roles as residence life professionals (2006, p. 
178).
Finally, Belch and M ueller (2003) found in a quantitative study o f 
paraprofessionals that, o f  the students who reported that they intended to pursue a 
position in residence life, the “ level and nature o f student contact” was the highest rated 
reason for pursing that position (p. 38). As 1 found in my research, this indicated a 
preference for an integrative strategy o f boundary management, which means there is 
little distinction between home and work (Nippert-Eng, 1996). The highly integrative 
style o f the population may have needed a study o f some other aspect o f  work/life 
balance than boundary management. Therefore my focus on boundary m anagement may 
not have yielded a complete picture o f work/life balance for these professionals.
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CHAPTER FOUR  
FINDINGS  
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to understand how resident life professionals 
experience work/life boundary m anagement and to identify the specific processes these 
professionals use to create and manage their work/life boundaries. There were four 
research questions what guided my inquiry:
1. In what ways do residence life professionals, who live onsite, m anage their 
work/life boundaries?
2. What role does technology, and more specifically social media, play in boundary 
m anagement for these resident life professionals?
3. How, if  at all, does boundary management contribute to job  satisfaction for 
resident life professionals and does training or lack o f  training impact resident life 
professionals’ work/life boundary management?
4. If  resident life professionals are creating boundaries around the domains o f  work 
and life, is it due to a desire to achieve some type o f work/life balance or is there 
another rationale at work?
This chapter presents my findings. I will begin with a review o f  significant 
definitions that apply to the study’s population; these definitions will aid in understanding 
the findings that will be presented in the remainder o f  the chapter. I will then present a 
brief description o f my participants and their situations to allow for a better 
understanding o f  the contexts from which the data were generated. I will then present 
data for each theme organized by the conceptual categories included under the theme (see
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Table 4 in Chapter III on page 51). The theoretical model derived from (and “grounded” 
in) the data presented in this chapter will be presented in the Discussion chapter that 
follows and that concludes this dissertation.
Relevant Definitions 
The discussion o f boundaries within this study was designed specifically to look 
at the boundaries between the domains o f  work and home. The study o f  these boundaries 
goes by different names within the literature: e.g., work/family, work/home, and 
work/life boundaries. 1 am using the term work/life boundaries with the understanding 
that life specifically means personal life outside work.
W ork/life balance is used throughout this study to describe the process o f 
balancing work and life. It is not meant to imply a 50/50 balance. The balance 
participants achieved varied and was not indicative o f  their work/life satisfaction. 
Participant’s were specifically asked about their work/life balance and reported balances 
ranging from 60% work and 40% personal life to 75% work and 25% personal life with 
the most common answer being 60% to 40% (see Table 5).
The participants in my sample went by the following professional titles: Hall 
Director, Greek Area Hall Director, Area Director, Resident Director, and Resident Hall 
Director. All o f these professionals, however, fit within the definition o f  resident life 
professional. That definition was based on a review o f the literature and is as follows: 
residence life professionals are responsible "for supervising, correlating, and integrating 
the activities o f students who live in campus-operated residence halls [and] typically ... 
provide counseling services for students, plan programs, advise student governm ent, and 
do crisis interventions as situations dictate" (Schuh & Shipton, 1985, p. 380). Resident
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life professionals are paid entry level professionals typically embarking on their first full­
time position out o f the university or are sometimes graduate students who receive an 
assistantship along with a salary and/or a stipend (Frederiksen, 1993; Collins & Hirt, 
2006). The responsibility level for these professionals is higher than that for resident 
advisors and most often includes the supervision o f  resident advisors or other student 
workers. Belch and M ueller assert that “residence life positions, specifically, the resident 
director, were considered the key entry points for new professionals in student affairs” 
(2003, p. 29). Frederiksen (1993) concurred and concluded that residence life is “the 
primary provider o f basic student affairs professional work experience” (p. 176).
The resident life professionals chosen, as participants, were limited to 
professionals who live within the residential facility they supervise. However, while 
conducting my research, I discovered that there are two distinctions appropriate for 
professionals who live in a residential facility; live-in and live-on. According to my 
participants, live-in professionals are responsible for the building they live in and directly 
supervise the staff o f that building. Live-on resident life professionals do not supervise 
the building or pre-professional staff (typically resident advisors) directly, but supervise 
the live-in professional (typically the resident director) o f  the building they live in as well 
as other buildings around campus. In my study, I had one live-on professional and his 
title was Assistant Director o f Residential Life (participant Dean). In this case, Dean 
trains and mentors resident advisors so he has many staff m em bers under his direction 
living in the same building he lives in.
Essential to the understanding o f  my sample is the distinction between boundary 
integrators and boundary segmentors. Ashforth, Kreiner, and Fugate (2000) assert “the
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act o f creating and maintaining boundaries... complicates the act o f  crossing from one 
domain into another” (p. 474). The level o f  complication is mitigated by the amount o f 
segmentation or integration that the individual creates between domains. Nippert-Eng 
(1996a) posited that individuals conceptualize the boundaries between the domains o f 
work and home on a continuum with being very distinct and separate (segmentation) at 
one end and overlapping and porous (integration) at the other end. She found that 
extreme segmentors (e.g., those who prefer a complete separation between work and 
home) often have different clothes, calendars, and key rings for each domain and do not 
discuss home matters at work or vice versa. Opposite to this, extreme integrators do not 
see a difference between home and work and often allow aspects o f one domain to 
overlap into or exist within the other (Nippert-Eng, 1996a).
Nippert-Eng ultimately suggests that extreme integrators and extreme segmentors 
are rare. Instead, most people attempt to construct and maintain boundaries that are 
somewhat closer to the middle o f  the continuum (1996a, 1996b). This was not true for 
my sample o f resident life professionals who live where they work, however. W ithin this 
study, 1 did not find anyone who would be considered on the segmentor end o f  Nippert- 
Eng’s continuum, but all o f  my participants would be considered integrators having little 
separation between the domains o f work and home. They all answered work emails, 
phone calls, and text messages when at home. They all dealt with situations when work 
forced its way into personal time no m atter what they had planned, and recognized that 




There were twelve participants from six different Association o f  College and 
University Housing Officers -  International (ACUHO-I) m embership regions and from 
five different Carnegie size classifications (see Table 3 in Chapter III). Nine participants 
identified as white or Caucasian. Three participants identified as other various ethnicities. 
Table 5 provides additional information not provided in Chapter III. Relationship status, 
work/life balance self reported percentages, and total length o f time the participants 
reported being in residence life live-in/on positions has been added. This data was added 
to help add context to the findings presented here. The relationship status information 
indicates whether or not the partner was living with the participant or living o ff  campus. 
All o f  the o ff campus partners did spend some nights on campus with the participant.
In addition to the new data, the university type and ACUHO-I m em bership region 
is provided for each participant. This differs from Chapter III as it assigns the region and 
type to specific participants. I feel this information will provide further context for the 
findings presented in the next sections. As indicated in Chapter III, additional context 
and longer participant profiles are provided in Appendix C. These profiles add 


















Dean Single 60% to 40% Southeast Private 5
Harold Single No Report Northeast Public 36
Harry Fiance- Long 
Distance
60% to 40% Upper-
Midwest
Public 2.5
Mary Boyfriend- O ff 
Campus
70% to 30% Northeast Public 3.5
M egan M arried 75% to 25% Southeast Private 3.5
Nick M arried 70% to 30% Great
Lakes
Private 1.5
Steve M arried 60% to 40% Northwest Public 1.5
Sam Fiance- O ff 
Campus
60% to 40% Great
Lakes
Private 3.5
Sally Single 60% to 40% Mid-
Atlantic
Private 8.5
Rue Partner- O ff 
Campus
60% to 40% Upper-
M idwest
Private 4
T revor Single 65% to 35% Northwest Public 4
Windy Live-in
Boyfriend
65% to 35% Upper-
M idwest
Public 0.5
The Integrative Continuum , Them es, and Categories
This section first presents the integrative continuum, which emerged from the data 
as a classification system for the participants based on how they created boundaries in
different dimensions o f  their lives. Then 1 present the themes drawn from the data 
analysis. Each theme is divided into the supporting categories that led to its development. 
The first theme is use o f  space and is divided into two categories: use o f  personal space 
and use o f  physical separation. The next theme is boundary management in an 
integrative space and is divided into four sections: work/life boundaries, events force 
work/life choices, supervisors’ behavior influences balance, and relationships and 
boundaries. Following that, I present the final theme negotiating emerging technology.
It is divided into two sections: use o f  personal technology and use o f  work technology. 
Integration Continuum  for Resident Life Professionals
My data suggested that the participants where all integrators as defined by 
Nippert-Eng (1996a) and see little difference between work and personal time. However, 
integrators can still create boundaries in their lives. The extent to which each participant 
created boundaries differed in how the participant used personal space, created personal 
boundaries with staff and students, as well as how they managed the time they spent 
working and the time they spent doing personal activities. As the categories and themes 
emerged from the data, I also began to see that certain participants established more 
boundaries than others. The establishment o f these boundaries did not make them any 
less o f  an integrator but did show a difference in the intensity o f integration.
It became clear that the three dimensions o f  residence life my participants all 
experienced as boundary challenges and opportunities were: space boundaries, 
interpersonal boundaries (with staff and students), and time m anagement boundaries. 
W ithin time management, getting o ff campus was the m ost comm on integrative coping 
strategy the participants used to create a boundary between work and personal time.
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Since most participants reported that the only time they feel o ff work was when they left 
campus, the use o f  the getting o ff campus coping strategy was highly indicative o f an 
attempt to establish boundaries and work/life balance.
Once I coupled the dimensions in which the participants discussed boundary 
creation with the difference in intensity o f  integration, I was able to define on my own 
continuum o f integration from fu l l  integrators who have few if any boundaries between 
work and life to integrative segmentors, who establish more boundaries on how work 
flows into their personal lives (see Table 6).
Nippert-Eng (1996a, 1996b) and Ashforth (2001) presented integrators and 
segmentors as if  they were on a spectrum with extremes at either end that did not 
represent the norm in the middle. The creation o f a continuum o f  integration comes from 
the data and seems to illustrate the differences I observed in my sample population, 
which is on the extreme integrator end o f  Nippert-Eng and A shforth’s spectrum.
Participant placement on the continuum is not an implication o f their work 
satisfaction or success. Instead the continuum  is derived from my data to help illustrate 
the extent to which my participants allowed work to flow into life freely and to provide 
additional organization to the presentation o f the findings. The continuum is not a static 
scale but a dynamic instrument that changes as participants chose to set more boundaries. 
Full integrators feel like work and personal time flow together, which may or may not be 
an issue for them. They create fewer boundaries between work and their personal lives. 
Integrative segmentors, on the other end o f  the continuum, try to create some boundaries, 
where possible, within the context o f  a work environm ent that is constantly present, 
something I call the integrative environment.
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A participant may be in different places within each dimension on the continuum. 
Therefore, 1 assigned a num ber representing the place each aspect o f  the dimension was 
located on the continuum. The assignm ent o f  each aspect to a place on the continuum 
came from the variation in boundary setting I saw within my sample. Each participant 
was then given a composite score to explain how 1 came to his or her placement on the 
continuum  (see Table 6).
Table 6
Integration Continuum fo r  Residence Life Professionals
1- Full 2 3 4 5- Integrative
Integrator Segmentor
Space Boundaries
Very likely to Likely to May or May not to Not likely to allow Does not
allow staff allow staff allow staff access staff access to typically allow
and/or students and/or to personal space. personal spaces. staff or students
into their students into (3) (4) access to personal
personal space. their personal spaces. (5)
(1) space. (2)
Interpersonal Boundaries (Staff and/or Students)
Highly Less formal Some formal and Stronger more Sets clear and
informal interpersonal some informal formalized formal
interpersonal boundaries interpersonal interpersonal interpersonal
boundaries with staff boundaries with boundaries with boundaries with
established and/or staff and/or staff and students. staff and students.
with staff and students. (2) students. (3) (4) (5)
students. (1)
Tim e M anagem ent Boundaries
Considers work Prioritizes Sets minimal Sets some Sets strict time
and personal as work over boundaries around boundaries around boundaries
one. Less personal time. work time. But work time, with around work,
focus on May get away seldom schedules exceptions. allowing few
distinct when possible. time off campus. Actively schedules exemptions. Gets
personal time/ (2) (3) time away from off campus often.
getting off campus. (4) (5)
campus. (1)
Harold (5) W indy (7) M ary (10) Dean (12) Harry (14)
Steve (5) Nick (6) M egan (9) Rue (12) Sam (15)
Trevor (10) Sally (15)
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Further analysis after the continuum  was developed also found that the 
participants who rated as full integrators tended to have been in their position less time 
than those in the middle and at the integrative segmentor end o f  the continuum (see Table 
7). The outlier o f  this trend was Harold who has worked in a live-in position for 36 years 
and is a full integrator.
Table 7
Participants ’ Reported Live-In/On Professional Experience Related to 
Their Position on the Integrative Continuum
Pseudonym Reported Years 
in Live-in/on 
Positions
Position on the 
Integrative 
Continuum
Weighting on the 
Integrative 
Continuum
Dean 5 4 12
Harold 36 1 5
Harry 2.5 5 14
Mary 3.5 3 10
Megan 3.5 3 9
Nick 1.5 2 6
Steve 1.5 1 5
Sam 3.5 5 15
Sally 8.5 5 15
Rue 4 4 12
Trevor 4 3 10
Windy 0.5 2 7
Use o f Space
The theme Use o f  Space covers the conceptual categories Use o f  Personal Space 
and Use o f  Physical Separation. How the participants used their work/personal space in 
their attempts to manage boundaries varied within my sample population. While a strict 
application o f  N ippert-Eng’s boundary management categories would place all the 
participants into the category o f integrators, within my sample there was a spectrum of 
participants that ranged from those who allowed students and staff access to their 
personal space (full integrators) to those who kept their personal spaces strictly o ff limits
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to anyone work related (integrative segmentors). However, in the domain o f work, all 
my participants reported attending to personal aspects o f  their life while working. This 
could be as simple as taking personal calls or as complex as having their young child in 
their office at work. Another commonality in my sample was that when my participants 
wanted to really get away from work, their personal space on campus was not enough, 
and to varying degrees, the participants needed to physically leave campus in order to 
feel a true separation from work.
Use of Personal Space. All o f my participants lived in the building they 
supervised either in a live-in capacity, or, in one instance, in a live-on role. The 
apartments provided to them by the university are connected to the building hallways and 
are often in close proximity to the students. W hile some may also have a private entrance, 
most did not. Doing work at home was ubiquitous among my participants, especially 
since a part o f their role as a live-in or live-on professional was to be “on-call,” which 
meant that for a certain time each sem ester the professional had to answer the phone 24 
hours a day and handle any issue that might arise. The extent to which my participants 
used their home for work varied in my sample and seemed to be divided between those 
who allowed staff or students into their apartment, and those that did not allow access to 
their apartment.
Boundary setting strategies determined when students or staff could access the 
apartment including the late night “knock on the door,” which was a common experience 
among my participants. Three o f  my participants exemplified the idea o f integrative 
segmentors. Sam had the strictest boundaries actively attempting to limit home space 
interruptions:
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If someone [staff or student] comes to my door and they’re, like, “Hey, can I talk 
to you?” I ’ll ask “ Is this an emergency; do we need to talk now?” Most often, 
it’s n o t.... I’m really upfront with them about my involvements outside o f work. 
The people that 1 have in my life, they all know who my fiance is and they are 
very good about respecting that space for me. I will tell them, “You can knock on 
my door, and if  I ask you if  we can talk about this later and the answer is yes, you 
probably shouldn’t knock on my door, just send me an e-mail and I ’ll get back to 
you.”
Harry likes to set limits as well, saying, “People will come to my apartment and knock on
my door; sometimes my RAs will. I try to discourage them from doing that because (a)
they know when I’m in my office, and (b) I have a BlackBerry that they can call me on.”
Mary, who is more in the middle o f the integrative continuum, chooses to ignore student
calls when she is off, but she added, “If  it's my RAs or it's any o f  my bosses, I will
answer the phone call.”
Beyond simply answering the door or taking a phone call at home, there were
those who actually allowed students and/or staff into their apartment. I have
characterized these individuals as fu l l  integrators. Nick, Steve, Trevor, Megan, and
Windy exemplified the full integrator end o f  the spectrum, albeit to varying degrees. Nick
discussed his w ife’s role with the students: “She had been very supportive o f  wanting to
invite students over, especially my [student] staff. She has shown the desire to get to
know them as people. Like they recognize her, they certainly say hi to her.”
Steve, another full integrator who is also married, has a more personal goal in
mind with his students and staff:
1 have been able to use where 1 work as an opportunity to have students come 
over and, because w e’re so close to the R.A.s, it’s nice that my apartment can be 
sort o f  a place where the students who live on campus, who miss their home, can 
come sit on my couch and have a . . .you know, we can cook food. So I like that I 
can give students access to that sort o f a home kind o f feeling. That’s a benefit to 
living on campus and, in a lot o f ways, it is very convenient to live where 1 work.
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Trevor, who is on the full integrator side o f the curriculum but closer to the middle o f the
continuum than the other full integrator types discussed thus far, also expressed a similar
interest in helping his students feel at home. As the following comments indicate,
however, he limits this goal to student staff only:
My apartment is a sanctuary for my RAs. If  they need a place to just kind o f 
unwind or hide, they do come out here especially if  they are getting sleep, 1 do tell 
them “if  you need a place to hide away and study and do not want to be disturbed 
by residents, by anybody else, you can come and use my apartment. I ’m not 
going to entertain you. I ’m not going to chat with you. I ’m going to go about my 
things.” I have a little nook in my apartment that’s for RAs. They can come, sit 
there and study, and do whatever they need to. Living where you work gives me 
the opportunity to be that kind o f a support for my RA staff.
W indy and Megan had the most controls in the group o f  participants who are on
the full integrator side o f  the continuum. Both, on occasion, have m eetings with resident
advisors in their apartment, but this practice is not the norm for them. W indy has weekly
one-on-one m eetings in her apartment, while Megan invites staff over for dinner in order
to build relationships with them.
Living where you work invariably promotes some sort o f  integrative environment
in residence life. W hen work literally comes knocking on your door, you cannot avoid
work and home overlapping. Still, some participants did manage to create boundaries to
allow for private time. Even Harold, who could be viewed as the textbook-perfect
example o f  a full integrator in the participant pool, talked about his alone time as being
important. He said:
I always try to take some time in the day where 1 am in this apartment, and 1 am 
by myself, and there a in ’t nobody bothering me, and they’re doing their thing out 
there, and all those concerns are out there. And either I ’m on the Internet or I’m 
usually on Facebook... or I ’m watching TV or playing video games, just doing 
things that I like to do and just having that alone time.
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Harry, someone who unabashedly occupied the integrative segmentor end o f the
spectrum, even though he admitted to taking work calls and answering emails in his
apartment, also felt he maintained a strong boundary between the personal and the
professional. At one point, for example, he stated:
When I come in my apartment, there is no work. The only work that gets done 
here is me playing video gam es.... This is where 1 come and de-stress, recharge, 
and be me. 1 leave my work in that office and I actually think it’s one o f the 
things I ’m really good at, is knowing when things can wait until the next day.
Harold and Harry represent two ends o f  the continuum. Harold needed only to set aside
small amounts o f time for personal things. Harry, on the other hand, felt he needed to
maintain boundaries around his entire personal space to preserve his personal time. Both,
however, acknowledged a need for personal time and at least some boundaries that
allowed them to have it.
Most participants reported a similar need for on-campus personal time and similar
strategies for getting it. A few o f them, however, felt that their apartment was not the
best space to escape to. W indy exemplified this minority view best:
I think kind o f  this feeling I can't really fully relax because I'll never know if  I 
have to run out or anything. So I can't really just walk into my apartment and let 
m yself go, I guess, because I'm always anticipating someone knocking on the 
door or something. It's just not like my apartment it’s still like me working.
W indy was not alone in feeling frustration with the integrative work environment.
However, it seemed that most o f  the frustration felt by the majority o f  participants
focused on the journey from the office to the front door, which led them to only truly feel
o ff work when they left campus.
Resident life professionals are well known among their students and staff. They
are recognized whenever they are outside their apartments. S taff and students see them
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not only as someone in authority but also as someone who may have the answers they
need to a question. This means that a resident life professional is always on duty when
they are transitioning from their home to their office, to the parking lot, or to the dining
hall. Nick sums this up best, “Even as I come and go at night or on a weekend, [1]
still... [must have] basically a game face on as 1 walk in and out o f  the residence hall. It’s
just a really interesting experience.”
This lack o f  personal time when moving about the building or campus, can lead to
work happening during personal time. Sally said:
You can’t ignore them [students or staff] if  they say hi to you or, like, multiple 
times I ’m stopped at night and asked questions about things whether they’d be 
housing or not. [For instance] the past two nights 1 got stopped as I was trying to 
go somewhere and I got stopped by residents, that aren’t even my residents, but 
maybe have lived in my building [at some point] or just know me from around 
campus, and you just try to answer their questions.
The idea o f  being “on” whenever you are outside your apartment, as Nick and
Sally described, isn’t limited to questions. It is part o f  the responsibility o f  the resident
life professional to address problems they see while they are happening as well. Nick
explains, “ I ’ve gone out just to leave and found students smoking marijuana in the back.
And so now, it’s 6 at night, I was on my way to a doctor’s appointment, or something
personal, and now I have to take time to address this because 1 can’t just ignore it.” Other
participants reported finding students climbing the building, being noisy, or drinking
alcohol and had to address that despite being off. Sally summed up this constant state o f
being on best when she stated:
There’s always students walking around campus. Someone is always going to 
stop you and try to talk to you so y o u .. .in a way, you’re never not working, 
you’re never, maybe, not on duty, you kind o f  always have to be student centered 
and student developmental and be able to handle problem s... So you’re just, 
you’re kind o f  never off.
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This state o f “never being o f f ’ is one o f the hallmarks o f the integrative 
environment. My participants used different strategies to handle the integrative 
environment found in residence life, which I call integrative coping strategies. These 
integrative coping strategies may or may not include the setting o f  boundaries. Instead 
the strategies, presented from the data, allowed the participants to cope with the all­
surrounding integrative environment. One o f these integrative strategies that was 
inspired by this state o f “never being o f f ’ involved having to leave campus in order to 
truly feel o ff work. This strategy was used by all participants and is discussed in the next 
section about the category: Use o f Physical Separation.
Use of Physical Separation. Having to leave campus to feel “o ff w ork” was 
reported by all participants. Leaving campus was the most used integrative coping 
strategy I discovered in the data, but the degree to which the participant needed this “o ff 
campus” time varied.
Harold was the participant who had been in the job for the longest, over 31 years, 
but needed the least time away. As a full integrator who loves his job , he mostly rents a 
car and leaves campus for errands:
Today, 1 have the car rented for 24 hours so I got it this afternoon. I had to go to 
the dentist's office to pay a bill and then 1 did a little bit o f  shopping and that's 
pretty much it. About once every couple o f weeks, maybe, maybe I will go to a 
movie or something but not too often.
Similar to Harold, Harry doesn’t take long trips o ff campus, but, unlike Harold, he feels
his trips are important for not losing himself. He says:
I’ll just go off campus to just sit in Barnes & Noble for three hours, and buy more 
books than I probably should.... But yeah, just try to get away, and, like I said, 
you just have to find those things that keep you from losing yourself because it’s 
really easy to lose yourself.
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Harry’s strategy for “not losing h im se lf’ is an example o f how even Integrative 
Segmentors attempt to maintain boundaries in the integrative environment that surrounds 
them.
Megan, a participant who comes down closer to the middle o f the continuum,
cannot always get o ff campus by car, so she tries to go places on or near campus where
she can avoid students, which she calls “ laying low.” She describes laying low as:
Not walking around my building, just kind o f going straight in and straight out. 1 
would say choosing not to eat on campus. I have a meal plan that’s part o f my 
compensation. So maybe we choose not to eat on campus for the weekend. We 
may actually go off campus and visit my husband’s family or do something in the 
surrounding area, but just sort o f avoiding students, 1 guess.
As noted, Megan would occupy a space more toward the middle o f  the continuum
and therefore, struggles more with setting boundaries around personal time than those at
the Integrative Segmentor end o f  the continuum do. Her strategy often is to use
avoidance o f students and the staff she supervises to keep from being overwhelmed. The
need to avoid students and staff comes up in all participants’ interviews, and how they
managed to avoid students all had one thing in common: a need for planning,
forethought, or sometimes trickery.
N ick’s story exemplifies the struggles participants who are on the Full Integrator
end o f  the continuum often have in creating boundaries. He told me:
Yeah, it’s not always easy. I mean, part o f my salary comes with a gym 
membership, but that means that I have to work out next to the students that I just 
sat in a conduct hearing with. So, it’s tough, but I want to go work out. So do I 
pay the extra $50 a month to go work out o ff campus or do I take w hat’s given to 
me as part o f my salary and go work out here where I’m next to them? ... For 
me, I ’m OK with that. A lot o f times, I can just wear a stocking hat or something 
and they w on’t recognize me, almost like a fake moustache or something.
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The choice to make it work with students demonstrates how individuals on
the full integrator end o f the spectrum will most commonly make decisions that
blend work and personal activities. To fight this blending, Nick will schedule his
personal time to make sure he gets some time in:
1 have some stuff structured into my schedule where 1 go and work out at a 
specific time, at least commit to that myself. 1 also get o ff o f  campus for a 
bowling league on Tuesday nights and I play in a basketball league on 
W ednesday night, so I try and create that into my schedule for the most part and 
then sometimes weekends even .... if it has been especially stressful and I don’t 
want to have work creep in, I’ll actually leave cam pus.... So, yeah, it varies a lot.
N ick’s planning and scheduling demonstrate that even someone at the Full
Integrator end o f  the continuum attempts to establish boundaries around his time to allow
for personal time. Yet, Nick also demonstrates how penneable the boundaries created by
full integrators can be. When discussing frustrations, he said,
Tonight is Tuesday, and, as I just said, bowling is my nonnegotiable. But guess 
what, I ’m not going to bowling tonight because it is room selection day on 
campus and, on Friday, three business days ago, we found out that, hey, you all 
have to staff the central office to be there to help students.
N ick’s story illustrates how even when participants attempted to construct firm
boundaries, work can win out.
Steve, who is also on N ick’s end o f the continuum, needs to leave campus more
often to cope with the more consuming nature o f his integration o f  the work and personal
dimensions o f his life. He told me:
I get o ff campus a couple to three times a week or w hatever... 1 need to be far 
away so that 1 couldn’t just turn around and be quickly back on campus in 15 
minutes. And that really helps me go, yeah, I’m done, this school could be 
blowing up and on fire and I w ouldn’t know about it and that really feels like a 
vacation to me.
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Steve’s little vacations are necessary because his personal space on campus is not enough 
o f a respite.
Rue told me much the same thing that Nick did and, in the process, demonstrated
that, even when you are closer to the Integrative Segmentor end o f the continuum, you
still need to get away:
It’s hard when I have a day off, I either feel like I need to hold m yself up in my 
apartment or leave campus altogether. The idea o f  vacation time or a day o ff has 
been really difficult for me because 1 do live where I work and so I alm ost have to 
like physically remove m yself from work in order to feel like I have a day off.
Sally, also an integrative segmentor, tries to leave campus at least one weekend a
month. She stays with friends o ff campus; “ I do have friends o ff campus and there are
times when, you know, time we spent o ff campus or weekends might be a way o ff
campus with those people or travelling to different cities or doing different things.”
Trevor, Dean, Mary and Windy also reported different experiences getting o ff campus
when they could, however, each o f them had a more causal outlook using this integrative
coping strategy in a more random way.
The theme use o f space encompasses how participants used personal spaces and
physical separation to adapt to living in the integrative environm ent created by living
where they work. Creating a space to get away from work was an act o f boundary setting
and also an integrative coping strategy the participants used to cope with the integrative
environment they lived in mainly by escaping it. W ithin their personal space,
participants created boundaries and, to different degrees, were successful in separating
work and personal on occasion, but the nature o f the integrative environm ent meant that,
ultimately, work would win out over personal.
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It might seem then that this theme should include a category for Use o f  Work 
Space since many participants also had offices in their buildings. During the course o f 
data collection and analysis, 1 did look at the places where the home domain overlapped 
the work domain. I collected data on the overlap from both sides. W ork happened at 
home and personal life happened at work. Yet, in terms o f  the use o f  space for boundary 
management, how participants used the workspace did not emerge during analysis as a 
significant category for the Use o f  Physical Separation theme. It did, however, show up 
in the next theme: Boundary M anagement in an Integrative Environment.
Boundary M anagement in an Integrative Environm ent
The nature o f work in resident life creates an environment where people are not 
only living in the building they manage. Their work also involves people who actually 
bring work to their front door. As shown in the last theme, students and staff not only 
knock on the participants doors, they also call on the phone, email, and get involved in 
shenanigans in the hallways and behind the building that, if  observed by the participants, 
have to be addressed. Therefore, the place to do work is everywhere, and this means that 
the people I studied inevitably work in an integrative environment. How participants 
manage their personal boundaries in this environment will be presented in the context o f 
the following categories: (a) Work/Life Boundaries, (b) Events Force Work/Life Choices, 
(c) Supervisors' Behavior Influences Balance, (d) Relationships and  Boundaries.
W ork/Life Boundaries. The discussion o f  boundaries within this category will 
look specifically at times when participants discussed a boundary they created between 
work and personal life or when they described a situation that demonstrated a boundary 
or lack o f a boundary between work and personal life. The following two aspects
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presented in the data were a key to understanding the nature o f  work/life boundaries in
this study: boundaries set with staff and/or students and boundaries around work time.
This section will examine each o f those aspects from the perspective o f  the integration
continuum from full integrators to integrative segmentors.
Full integrators are characterized as having few or no boundaries between work
and personal life. Therefore, when it comes to staff and students, a full integrator may
establish less formal boundaries with the staff and students, specifically in terms o f  the
times when the participant is working and when they are o ff  duty. Under the theme Use
o f  Space, data have already been presented showing how full integrators will allow staff
and sometimes students into their personal space. Typically this is done for work-related
reasons, which may include building relationships with their staff members.
Mary demonstrates best the need for creating relationships with staff as a reason
for having fewer boundaries. She says:
So by the time our RAs, like, get to the point where they are RAs, they're almost 
ready to graduate, but they’re really not that mature. M ost o f  them are only, like, 
19, 20 years old. And they’re getting all this responsibility. So, for me, it’s 
looking at not really making them feel like they're alone and out there, so the 
relationship I built with my staff is that I will be here to help you out no matter 
what it is. However, it has to be legitimate. You can't call me up midnight for [a] 
purchase order, however, call me at midnight [when there is crisis with student]
and, then if I can go .... I will come out and help.
It's a very supportive relationship. M ost o f them kind o f  refer to me as a mom 
figure in the building because I do look out for them whether it's, “Are you OK? 
Did you go to class or miss an exam ?” whatever is going on. So, it's very, very 
blurry relationship... There are some RAs that 1 have a personal relationship with 
where I'll disclose things about my life ... [the RAs] I've know the longest and I 
know they know the separation between personal life and business life and they 
know how to handle when I give them information that there are some things that 
they're not allowed to go and repeat. There are some that I will disclose to and
there are some that I will never tell anything to.
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The boundaries M ary sets are dependent on the understanding by the staff o f  what
is important to contact her about, when she is o ff duty. In terms o f  M ary’s sharing o f
personal information, the boundary entails knowing that people will know how to handle
any personal information shared. These boundaries are very informal and not clearly
defined, much like the boundaries that were the stock-in-trade o f those like Nick, Steve,
and Megan whose willingness to invite students into their home was discussed earlier.
Indeed, those who get grouped at the full integrator end o f  the continuum inevitably
establish, at best, quite porous boundaries in a wide variety o f  areas.
As participants demonstrate more segmentation between work and personal life,
more rules are applied to the staff. Trevor established clear boundaries regarding the
time he allows staff to spend in his apartment, which was discussed above under the
category use o f  personal space. But he also sets definitive boundaries around certain
types o f  personal information. He said:
I think my RAs have always been very good about respecting my boundaries. I ’m 
very transparent...[w ith] my RAs about sexual everything. [But] when 1 tell them, 
“This is a boundary you don’t cross,” they’re, like, “All right, that’s a boundary 
we don’t cross,” and then they move on. Actually, it hasn’t been that much o f  a 
problem.
Rue, who is a 4 on the continuum, also uses the word transparent when discussing 
her boundaries with staff. W hile it seems she is m erely saying she is available, she is 
articulating a strategy that keeps the staff from com ing to her room and knocking on the 
door:
I’m pretty transparent with my staff, and so I ’ll let them know, “ Hey, if  you need 
anything, you can text me, and I’ll let you know if  I can help you, and if  not, I ’ll 
connect you to somebody else.” And so my staff has been really, really good 
about figuring out what they need me for and what they can rely on each other 
for, and so I haven’t really been bothered a whole lot after I leave the office.
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The establishment o f  these slightly firmer boundaries through transparent discussions
with the staff is characteristic o f those in the middle o f the continuum. Thus rules are not
simply made, but negotiation o f boundaries occurs through discussion.
Those on the integrative segmentor end try to set boundaries more formally at the
beginning o f  the school year. Harry exemplifies this best when he discussed how his
staff had to adjust to his more formal boundaries:
I always try to be professional and if 1 strike up connections with RAs, that’s 
great. If  I don’t, that’s fine, too. But I know that I have to kind o f . . .there is a line 
there and, for me, there is ju st that line, you know, 1 always try to make sure 1 
don’t go o ff it because I don’t want other people to perceive I ’m playing favorites, 
and I don’t want rumors which, o f  course, is one thing we know especially when 
you’re living at a fishbowl on a college campus, rumors go around, rumors run 
faster than cheetahs. Yeah, but that was definitely the biggest adjustment for 
them and for me, truthfully at first, just kind o f setting those boundaries. But I 
think now that w e’ve had a sem ester had four or five weeks now together, I think 
they’ve gotten me and I’ve gotten them and I think it’s starting to work itself out.
Sam and Sally also both fall on the Integrative Segmentor end o f the spectrum, in 
part because they both set clear and distinct boundaries with the staff and students. Sam 
says, “ I want to hear about things that they care about. [But] I don’t want to just have 
them see me as like this person they can vent to about anything. I don’t want to be their 
gossip buddy.” Sam ’s statement reflects H arry’s idea that while a connection with the 
staff as a supervisor is good, a personal connection is less important or should be 
discouraged, thinking that epitomizes those at this end o f the continuum.
It is important to rem ember that the people I interviewed and placed on a 
continuum are, in fact, people, not ideal types. Consequently, not everyone on the 
continuum will exemplify every aspect o f  the continuum category in which they were 
placed, and they certainly did not exhibit things in in the same way as others who occupy
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the same continuum space. Harold, for example, does not have many boundaries 
between work and personal time; to him they flow together. Nevertheless, he does set 
boundaries around his relationships with students and staff. With students, he tries to 
make them feel at home but he does not make them his friend or allow them in his home 
regularly. He said, “1 have a good rapport with my students and I feel very comfortable 
with them. Again, I try to make them feel like the living room, the lounges, are their 
living room, this is their hom e.” W ith staff, he will have closer relationships, but will not 
consider them friends until they have left the school.
W hile Harold may lean toward the integrative segmentor end o f the continuum 
when it comes to his boundaries with his staff, but his ideas about work show how he 
strongly integrates work and life and is therefore a full integrator. He feels that work and 
personal life flow together, saying the following in response to a question about work/life 
balance:
Well, I think it's there. It's not defined. It's not like you punch out at 4:30. I 
mean it's there when I'm going up to get my morning coffee and I take 20 pictures 
on the w ay ... So, it’s all intertwined to m e ... I usually spend a fair amount o f time 
in the office and, like I said, it's a very small community so I try to engage people 
as they walk out the door, “How are you doing? Have a good day. It's supposed 
to rain. Be careful.” W hatever... I have a little window in front my desk that 
almost everybody passes by to go out to class. And so, I'll spend a fair amount o f 
time with that.
Harold also takes very little personal time. His feelings about personal time are 
summed up in this statement: “Do I use my vacation? The time, yes, because otherwise 
you give it away to the state. W hat do I do with that? 1 just use it. I don't go anywhere. 
I'm here. I walk around and take more pictures.” Thus, Harold lives on campus, works 
on campus, and vacations on campus and represents full integration o f work and life.
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Steve, Nick, and W indy are also on the full integration side o f the continuum.
The difference is the varying degree they set boundaries. Steve, for example,
characterized work and life as flowing together in a similar way as Harold did. He says
the following about keeping work at bay during personal time: “It’s sort o f like fighting a
rising tide and I can win that by doing some things, but the tide is always ris ing ... and if  I
wanted to, 1 could find more work to do.” Yet, over time, he has learned to be more
intentional about setting boundaries. This intentionality illustrates the importance o f
experience in the establishment o f  a boundary setting policy. Talking about the planning
his wife and he now do, he said:
Last year, I don’t know that we were intentional enough to break up that routine 
o f this work and life and all that sort o f  all mixed up and so this year, w e’ve been 
much more intentional about, yeah, the weekend is here, what are we going to do 
that will make the weekend different than the week? And so, we just plan to, you 
know, Saturday, w e’re going to a town down the road and go out for dinner, just 
to make it significantly different and we planned it because we know that w e’re 
doing it so that it breaks up the routine o f  living and working at the same p lace ... 
Like I can’t . . . i t ’s very hard to separate out the work and the life, they flow back 
and forth very easily, and so if  I really want to make something change and I 
really want to be different about that, I need to make some really significant plans 
and change things significantly. It doesn’t happen naturally.
Steve makes an effort to set boundaries by planning events in his personal time. As
someone on the full integrator end o f  the continuum, Steve allows work and personal to
intertwine but he does so with a newfound consideration o f  the consequences.
At the integrative segmentor end o f the continuum, participants made more o f  an
effort to plan personal time and set clear boundaries around work and personal life. Sam
exemplifies this end o f  the continuum the best. Talking about how she creates
boundaries with her staff, she said:
I would say be really upfront about your boundaries. Well, obviously number 
one, you need to know what your boundaries are. I f  your sitting on the train
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talking to your friend and you see a resident o f yours, if  a boundary that you have 
is not really engaging them in conversation, you need to say to your staff like, you 
know, if  I ’m out with my friends, that’s really my time. I’ll kind o f  give you a 
wave but I would appreciate if you don’t sit down and try to have a 20-minute 
conversation with me. I know it seems kind o f  rude but I think that they just 
respect it when you’re really upfront with them and you tell them here is really 
how I want to operate and the reason I do that is personally for your benefit and 
you explain to them like if I were at my job all the time, I would just get worn out 
and I want to make sure I ’m coming to work every day prepared to be at my best 
to help you be your best... So, I am just really clear with them about OK, if  you 
call me and I don’t answer, and you leave a message and it’s emergency, I’ll call 
you back. So, I think just through trial and error, I ’ve identified those systematic 
ways o f  comm unicating with them. That has helped a lot just being really 
upfront.
Sam ’s upfront clear style o f boundary setting with staff was mirrored by Sally, 
Harry, and to a lessor degree, Rue. The differences here between the ends o f  the 
continuum relate to how clear and formal participants are when defining their boundaries. 
This does not mean they still were not interrupted and still did not have knocks on the 
door; however, they were able to handle those situations based on a formal plan or rule 
they had previously comm unicated to the staff and students. The simple fact is that no 
matter what boundaries are created, staff and students can still impact the resident life 
professional’s personal time. This leads to the next category: events force work/life 
choices.
Events Force W ork/Life Choices. One o f  the hallmarks o f  an integrative 
environm ent is the idea that work is around you all the time. Work even comes to your 
front door and knocks. My participants described many situations that required them to 
work even when they were officially o ff duty. This section will look at some o f  those 
situations that contributed to my understanding o f  the integrative environm ent resulting 
from living where you work in residence life.
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It is important to note that in residence life it is common for resident life
professionals to have certain times, outside o f what would normally be seen as traditional
9 to 5 business hours, when they are “on duty,” meaning that they accept calls from staff
not only in their building but in all the buildings on campus. They are the go-to person
when a crisis or problem occurs. Typically, this was reported in my study to be either a
couple o f weekends a semester or one week a semester depending on the university. The
events I discuss happen when the participant is not on duty.
My participants reported events that would cause them to work when they were
o ff duty, such as suicide attempts, bedbugs, lockouts, alcohol/drug use, vandalism, fights,
fire alarms, and other emergency events. Harry, an integrative segmentor, talks about
how this creates a 24/7 feeling o f  always working:
I think the hardest thing is as much as you can say you want to go home and make 
this place your home, you really don’t go home and it’s really difficult to separate 
that because we really do have, in some ways, a 24/7 job. You can’t really 
prepare for a lot o f  the things that happen at night like those times when the fire 
alarm goes o ff at 2:00am or at 8:00pm at night when someone bum s popcorn or at 
11:00pm at night on a Friday when you get a call from an RA who says, oh, I 
have an alcohol bust, can you come up to the fourth floor or that time on a 
Saturday night where I had a student in the building across the street turn on a 
shower, go to sleep, and forget to turn the shower o ff and the whole room was 
flooded.
Sam also talks about her challenges transitioning between the front door and her 
apartment:
There had been times that I ’ve like, just come across things m yself but I will deal 
with like Saturday for example, I had a student who was like scaling our building 
and he thought he was Spiderman. It was like 2:00 in the m orning and I was 
letting my fiance into the building and I had to deal with that for like two hours.
Intrusive events happen, and many times the resident life professional has no choice but
to deal with them.
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Other times there may be some choice involved, but for Steve, a full integrator,
everything boils down to a question o f ethics. He says:
1 don’t feel any expectation like that from supervisors, but, you know, if  a student 
in my building is having a mental health crisis, it would be professionally 
unethical to say to them, “You know what, I just put in my day o ff so good luck 
with that.” Like that, that would not work and so it’s rea lly .. .it’s a subtle 
unspoken expectation. And so 1 feel that, I feel like at work or when I’m here, I 
could be working, and so w e’ve done this, just, w e’ve done things that say, like, 
go away from campus, that’s like, yeah, I ’m sorry that that’s happening but 1 am 
in Portland right now, I cannot be helpful at all for this. And so that really is like 
a structural way to manage some o f  that tension or feeling like I could, at any 
moment, be doing some work while I ’m here.
Steve points out, that while whether or not to get engaged in a work-like situation
may look like a choice, some things are unethical and thus not really a choice. Yet
especially for the people on the full integrator end o f the spectrum, there are times when,
though they could choose not to work, they still feel that there is an expectation to work.
There were also events that forced work that participants accepted as part o f  their
job, even though it caused them to work extra hours. Examples cited by interviewees
include move in and move out times, student presentations, and resident advisor
selection/training, just to name a few. It was common among all participants to talk
about times o f  the year when they had to work long hours with little or no time off.
N ick’s discussion o f  his work months encapsulates what many participants said:
Yeah, we work, especially in the months o f August, September, and February we 
work a lot o f weekends. In August, I don’t th ink ...I don’t believe I’ve gotten 
more than like one day o ff in August in the last two years. September is 
obviously pretty heavy. February was incredibly heavy because the students 
come back from winter break and so you really want to focus on that first six 
weeks for your transfer students and your international students that have come in 
at the semester and as well as getting people o ff to a strong start so it’s heavy on 
programming. Then we start RA selection and so we had a weekend o f our group 
process where we bring in candidates for interviews. Today is the 28th so I think I 
had three weekend days o ff this month and that’s probably not as typical. 1 would
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say for the most part, if  you’re not on duty and there’s nothing else scheduled, 
then you’re good- but a lot o f  stuff does seem to fall on the weekends.
W hile these events are planned and expected when you take a job  in residence
life, they still create an environment in which work can be expected to occur at any time
(and, frequently, all the time). All participants reported understanding these expectations
prior to taking their position, but they expressed different levels o f  satisfaction with the
reality o f  working so much.
Never feeling o ff work is, in essence, the nature o f working in an integrative
environment. W ork is all around you. Even when you try to set boundaries, those
attempts can be thwarted by the work, itself, and by living where you work. 1 want to
end this section with a descriptive quote from Sally expressing her frustration with the
integrative environment:
I think, as much as you try to be private, it isn’t. There’s always students walking 
around campus, someone is always going to stop you and try to talk to you so 
y o u .. .in a way, you’re never not working, you’re never, maybe not on duty, you 
kind o f  always have to be student centered and student developm ental... So 
you’re ju s t . . .you’re kind o f  never off.
The next section will discuss how supervisors also put pressure on the participants’
boundaries due to their own lack o f boundaries.
Supervisors’ Behavior Influences Balance. One o f my research questions
sought to understand how training or mentorship affected the work/life balance and
boundary m anagement o f  the participants. Initially I asked participants about training.
W hat I soon discovered was most participants had little training in boundary management
or work/life balance. Instead they reported that what they learned about boundaries and
work/life balance came from their supervisors, either from mirroring the supervisor’s
behaviors or from the supervisor’s mentorship. I adapted the interview guide to
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specifically examine the supervisor’s role in the boundary management and work/life 
balance o f the participants. This section will reflect the results o f all participants’ 
conversations about their supervisors’ effects on their boundary management.
Only one participant reported that their supervisor had good work/life boundaries. 
Dean stated that his supervisor supported him in establishing and maintaining his 
boundaries and that she also had strong boundaries. He described the support he received 
as follows:
1 have a great supervisor who is really focused on professional development, 
focused on the need to be happy, and the success o f the department and how that 
all balances together. She definitely acknowledges that 1 need to have a strong 
work-life balance [and]... when she leaves in the evening; she's gone for the 
evening.
Other participants reported that their supervisors talked about the importance o f  having
strong boundaries. The difference here was that D ean’s supervisor actually modeled
boundary m anagement, something that was not reported by other participants.
W hat supervisors most often modeled in terms o f boundary management was
constant work. W here they worked might differ. Some supervisors worked on campus
constantly, while other supervisors who would leave work on time but send emails at all
hours o f  the night. R ue’s account o f  her supervisor’s concern about taking time o ff but
still sending late night texts is a good example o f  what I saw from most participants:
My supervisor is single and has a very active social life. She wants us to do that 
as well, and so she’s constantly encouraging us to get out o f town and take time 
for ourselves and “don’t feel bad about taking a day o ff if you need to or go work 
half a day, take care o f  you first because I want you to be successful in your job  as 
well and you’re not going to be that way if  you’re not taking time o ff for you.” 
However, with that being said, my supervisor’s supervisor gets in the office, like,
7 o ’clock in the morning and doesn’t leave until 4:30, and both o f them will 
oftentimes send emails late at night because they have smartphones. And so, for 
me, it’s hard because those are really early in the morning, and I w on’t get in the
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office until 8:00, 8:30, and I feel like I ’m behind because it [the message] was 
sent at 7:00. And so what I internally inteipret that as is, like, “Oh, you’re not on 
your gam e.” But I know that that’s not what their intentions are, like it’s never an 
emergency and if  they need me, they’re going to call me. And so it has more to 
do with my internalizing o f what I ’m seeing happening than it does with what 
they physically say, when they actively encourage and support.
Sally, Steve, Trevor, and Nick all discussed similar frustration with late night
emails from their supervisors making them feel that they should also be working at that
time. Trevor likes to create stronger boundaries and actually confronted a previous
supervisor. “ It was a conversation with my previous supervisor and I said, ‘Look here,
just because you send an email at lam , it doesn’t mean I’m going to respond. Let’s get
that expectation clear.’” Trevor stressed establishing boundaries with his supervisor, but
he was the only one that reported doing that.
Ultimately, the majority o f  my participants related stories about how their
supervisors tried to encourage them to have boundaries and not to copy their behavior.
Sally described this phenomenon best:
So, he [supervisor] just g e ts .. .he is rea lly .. .completely overworked. He does not 
have a good balance, he will tell us that. We can see it, yeah, we could see it in 
how he is, personality, stress, you know, spelling things wrong in e-mails, 
responding to e-mails twice, just those types o f  things. You can just tell, he has 
way too much and he doesn’t take time for him self and he verbalizes that to us. I 
think he knows that he is unbalanced and he said that and I think part o f  the 
reason that he is unbalanced is he doesn’t want to see us be unbalanced so he 
takes some o f  work and he puts that on him. So, you know, I don’t think he 
expects that, that w e’re unbalanced as well but I think sometimes, maybe he 
functions in a way and he thinks that we do but if  we don’t function in that way, 
he’s trying but he doesn’t expects us to, if  that makes sense.
Sally not only describes the imbalance between what is said and what is done from the
supervisors but she also shows a typical concern for her boss that was common in almost
all the participants.
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The concern Sally expressed above seemed to lead to an increased pressure to
violate boundaries around work/life separation with most participants. Nick explains:
My supervisor, I appreciate her, she is one o f the hardest working people in our 
department as an assistant director, but she will tell you herself that we should not 
follow her lead on how to find balance because she will work nonstop. She’ll 
work on the weekends, she’ll send e-mails at night, and it’s tough because 1 want 
to go home at 5 :0 0 ,1 know that I should, and in the past 1 have, but if  1 go home at 
5:00 or if  I don’t work at all on the weekends, 1 w on’t get the job  done and I don’t 
want to face those consequences.
The concern that not working would reflect badly on themselves, or that their boss 
would be disappointed in them was common amongst participants. This concern for their 
supervisors reflected the fact that virtually all participants appeared to genuinely like their 
supervisors, worried about being respected by the supervisor, and that their supervisors 
worked too hard. Only Harold reported unhappiness with his supervisors, which centered 
on their lack o f support for him  m aintaining balance in his work.
Participants’ stories about how their supervisors influenced their balance showed 
the importance o f  the relationship between the supervisor and the participant in the 
establishment o f work boundaries. The next category, relationships and boundaries, 
explores the role personal relationships had in the process o f  boundary m anagement and 
the establishment o f  work/life boundaries.
Relationships and Boundaries. This is the final category under the theme 
boundary management in an integrative environment. Consistent with what was written 
about the previous categories is the idea, here, that the integrative environment in 
residence life has work constantly trying to encroach onto personal time. Clark (2000) 
defines border-keepers as domain members who have a greater influence over the 
definition o f the domain border. The essential ingredient that defines someone as a
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border-keeper is some power over the border-crosser. Clark posits that border-keepers in 
the home domain, like spouses and partners, can assist in the definition and maintenance 
o f boundaries.
Participants’ relationships with spouses, boy/girlfriends, fiances, and, even, pets
influenced how they established boundaries around their homes. However, these
traditional border-keepers did not help define boundaries actively; instead, their presence
reminded the participants about needing boundaries.
Eight o f the twelve participants were currently in some type o f  relationship. One
participant, Harold, a full integrator, had been in a relationship— he had a wife— but the
relationship ended due to his job. He described a situation that happened between him
and his wife immediately after his wedding. The story was typical o f the “knock-on-the-
door” type o f situation that was reported by all participants who have or who have had
partners live with them:
Quite literally we came back from the wedding ceremony, I'm in a tuxedo, she's in 
a wedding dress, kind o f  interesting, and we literally walked in the door, I go into 
the bathroom and there's a knock at the door, and my wife in her wedding dress 
answers the door, and this young lady who was a resident named Jane said she 
lost a quarter in the soda machine. My wife, says, “Listen, Michael is in the 
bathroom. H e’ll be out in a few minutes and he'll take care o f it.” But she 
wouldn't have it. She wanted her quarter, and she wanted it right there. So, that 
was pretty interesting.
Harold’s wife helped him to establish better boundaries between his work and 
personal time, but, ultimately, after 13 years, she divorced him, something that he 
described as well justified. In the end, work won over his wife and, after she left, he went 
back to a relatively boundary-less existence at work.
Having a live-in relationship did make my participants more aware o f  their 
boundaries but did not necessarily help them establish boundaries. It seemed that, in all
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cases, the relationships that work were with people who understood and accepted the
integrative environment. Sally, an integrative segmentor who lost a relationship because
o f her job, summed it up like this:
I think if  you’re with someone that understands student affairs, it’s a lot easier 
because they get it, they get you, they understand you’re on call, you might not 
have to leave, something pops up, you have to deal with it. I f  you’re with 
someone that’s not in student affairs, I think it can be challenging.
Rue, who is also on the integrative segmentor end o f  the continuum and who
works at a religious university, talked about her girlfriend:
Oh, man, she is really, really great. I don’t think I would be able to make it at 
work if  she didn’t respect how much I care about my job and how much I care 
about the relationship I have with my staff members. I make a point to introduce 
her to them so they know. It’s not in the net, like advertised necessarily, like I 
don’t go and lay a flag around and say, “Hey, look at me. Not only am I the 
person that works here but I ’m also in relationship. Oh, and guess what. I ’m 
gay.” It’s not something I shout from the rooftop, but I also don’t hide from it 
either, and so she gets to know my staff members. She talks and usually, because 
she’s with me when I’m walking around the building, like, [or] if  w e’re coming 
back to my apartment or going out to be somewhere. 1 usually get pulled into a 
conversation, and it frustrates her so much, but she deals with it.
Thus, while having an accepting partner is a must, Rue also reports that she is
looking for other work because her university is Catholic and only allows married,
straight couples to live together in house. Therefore, in this case, the relationship she is
in influences her work decisions; showing how those at the integrative segmentor end o f
the continuum can separate from work in certain situations.
Megan, who exemplifies the middle o f the integrative continuum, is also
considering leaving her job  due to the fact that her family is growing. In her discussion
about her fam ily’s growth, she also shows how, even with a spouse who doesn’t interact
with students the way N ick’s and Steve’s spouses do, she still does not feel compelled to
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establish stronger boundaries as a result o f  his behavior. As a m atter o f  fact, she becomes
annoyed if  he establishes boundaries:
W e’re definitely feeling the space constraint at this point because 1 mean we live 
in a nicer apartment than I’ve had in any o f the other places I’ve lived. But you 
know, w e’re at the point where w e’re thinking about more children, you know my 
child needs a yard to play in he can’t leave our apartment or house and directly 
get to the grass, you know so that aspect is tough. My husband, well h e ’s lived in 
with me since we got married, so he’s pretty used to living in and living on 
campus and he has over the years chosen to, 1 don’t want to say avoid students, 
but you know we make it a habit where he does not have access to the m aster key 
to let them in the rooms or access to forms that I would normally have. So 
generally speaking, he just pretends like he doesn’t have any answers and in fact 
chooses not to answer the door a lot o f times, which is annoying to me.
Megan responded to the needs o f her partner by setting up boundaries around
forms and keys, in essence respecting his boundaries while remaining annoyed that he did
not assist her in allowing work during personal times. Allowing her husband to set
boundaries while not really setting firm boundaries for herself is typically o f  the middle
o f  the continuum.
M egan did, however, have stronger feelings about boundaries with pets, which
was reflected in other participants’ stories. She discussed how her pet was a factor in her
leaving a previous job:
1 don’t know if  you’ve encountered this in your study, either, but pets are a big 
deal as far as like rules without pets and what you can and can’t have being a live- 
in or live-on professional and being treated as an adult, in fact, I left a position, 
and a cat was a part o f  the reason for me leaving.
Megan currently has many boundaries around her current pet dog’s interactions 
with students such as not allowing her dog access to students’ apartments, not permitting 
the dog to roam the building, and not allowing students to walk/watch her dog. Sally, 
another dog owner in the study, had very similar boundaries. Trevor, while not wanting a 
pet himself, did note that it was a serious consideration for others at his university.
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As Clark (2000) suggests, pets and spouses did influence participants to think
about boundaries but did not help to keep work out o f the home, and, in effect, did not
function specifically as border-keepers in this study. Instead, it seems that relationships
are more o f  a reminder that there is someone else involved in the work/life balance
equation for the participants. This consideration o f the needs o f  spouses, partners,
children, and pets, therefore, impacted boundaries by reminding the participants in
relationships that personal time was needed for these relationships. Steve described this
phenomenon as follows:
I feel like this year is more successful for me and so much as that, you know, my 
wife and I aren’t like at odds o f like, we never see each other and whenever 
you’re here, you’re always distracted like that. So, I can’t say that in an instant 
that has changed but this year, we started this year, it’s like, w e’ve got to do it 
differently than last year. And so, doing it differently, as I said, you know, we 
talk about what this week looks like, it’s going to be busy or sort o f  planning and 
preparing for when times will be m ore .. .when I will be more at work and then 
less at work.
Steve learned over time to be more conscious o f planning time because o f his 
relationship. O f course, it w asn’t only live-in relationships that allowed for this sort o f 
learning.
Sam, an integrative segmentor, for example, discussed how a visit from her
family allowed her to learn more about setting boundaries around work:
My mom came to visit me once in grad school and it was my first year o f  grad 
school and I had a work meeting that in my head, I was like “ I have to go to this’’ 
and 1 told her like I can’t go to breakfast with you because I have this meeting. 
And when I told my supervisor after the fact, she was like, “are you ridiculous? 
Why d idn’t you just tell me? You totally could have gone and spend some time 
with your family who you only get to see a couple o f  times a year.” So, 1 learned 
then that it’s OK to ask like hey, can I take a day o ff or do you mind if  we 
reschedule because I really want to spend some time with my family and when 
they came, they had the best time, they felt like this is my apartment.
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Sam learned this lesson early in her career and it allowed her to have stronger
work/life boundaries, eventually making her an Integrative Segmentor, though family
also had another function. About ha lf o f  the participants reported that visiting family was
one way they got off campus to have more personal time. Nick, who is on the full
integrator end o f the continuum, talked about how he and his wife get away:
So, it varies, there have been times where if  it has been especially stressful and I 
don’t want to have work creep in, I ’ll actually leave campus. M y family lives 
about two and a half hours from here so we have travelled home a couple o f 
times just to get away from campus and visit with friends.
Mary, who is more in the middle o f the continuum, also reported how important it 
was that her family was within driving distance so she could get away and visit them. In 
the end, it was relationships that helped some participants rem ember to get away from 
work and to make some time for life.
Dean and Trevor did not discuss having relationships while living-in or living-on. 
Each presented a different picture o f  living where you work while single. Dean is a four 
on the Integration Continuum and reported feeling that the coordination o f  large groups 
o f  friends and dating were both difficult in his position. Nevertheless he was happy, 
overall. Trevor, who was in the middle o f the continuum, reported having established 
stronger boundaries around his work and personal time, even though he allows his 
resident advisors to spend time in his apartment to escape from their work. He did not 
feel comfortable pursing a relationship at this time in his career. However, he did report 
that a female friend visiting him was the inspiration for his conversation about personal 
boundaries with his resident advisors.
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Ultimately, it seems a musing from Rue, who like Dean is a 4 on the continuum, 
best captures how relationships function impact boundaries in an integrative 
environment:
1 think that if I were single [my work/life balance]... would probably [be] more 
about like 80-20. But because I ’m in a relationship, it forces me to like, “Oh, 
yeah, I love you. 1 want to spend time with you. W hat’s going on in your life.” 
But if  I was single, like, 1 can’t even imagine what it would be like to date.
Therefore, while relationships may not act as border-keepers for participants, they did
help to re-enforce the need to have boundaries between work and life, at least to a modest
degree. Relationships also had another function: they were the primary reason
participants reported doing personal life activities during work time. Work related
personal life activities where often electronically mitigated and therefore will be
discussed more under the next theme, negotiating emerging technologies.
Negotiating Emerging Technologies
The theme Negotiating Em erging Technologies generally shows how the
participants dealt with technology that has emerged within the last fifteen years. Study
participants were specifically asked about Facebook, Twitter, and other social media,
though they also talked about cell phone use, email, text messaging, and video chat.
Facebook and Twitter were specifically asked about because my pilot survey o f over 200
resident life professionals showed that 41% o f  my respondents were required or
encouraged to use Facebook or Twitter at work (Rankin, 2011). This section will
examine the two categories: Use o f  Personal Technology and Use o f  Work Technology.
These categories showed much overlap, as would be expected for integrators who overlap
work and personal boundaries in the non-technological aspects o f  their lives. Thus, in
this section 1 will discuss both categories together, looking first at Facebook, then moving
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to Twitter, and finally ending with a b rief look at the other technologies the participants 
reported using the most. Throughout this discussion I will be looking at boundaries the 
participants have with these technologies. It should be noted that only one participant, 
Sally, who works at a smaller private university was not required to use social media for 
work and did not use any technology other than her cell phone for work. She also did not 
have a private Facebook or Twitter account and therefore she will not be included in 
these findings.
Facebook. Facebook is a social network site that allows users to create a profile 
and interact with people they have approved as “friends.” Various privacy settings allow 
users to create groups o f people that can then be allowed or denied perm ission to see 
certain content. In effect, Facebook privacy settings allow users to create and maintain 
boundaries around what content on their profile is shared and with whom it is shared. As 
noted above, all o f  the participants except Sally used Facebook personally. Seven o f  my 
twelve participants reported having to manage a work Facebook account, as well.
O f the 11 participants who use Facebook, all except Rue and Harold allowed 
current staff, and sometimes students, as friends, which is another example o f  how 
integrative the participants were. Only Rue, who was on the integrative segm entor end o f 
the continuum, maintained two personal Facebook accounts: one for friends and family 
and the other for professional uses. Harold, who is a full integrator, made it a policy to 
not friend current students or staff until they have moved on.
O f the nine participants who allowed students and/or staff as friends on their 
personal Facebook (which I will call “the N ine”), there was some variation in how they 
established boundaries between work and personal friends on Facebook. The most
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common boundary that the nine reported establishing was similar to the boundary that
Steve reported establishing. He claimed, “I don’t friend request any student, but 1 also
don’t say no to any student that friend requests me.” I call this the Awareness o f  Power
Rule. The idea that friending a student or staff member may be unethical or inappropriate
comes from the same ethical ideas about friending or dating a staff m em ber or student.
You must be aware you are in a position o f power over that person. Thus, when
participants use the awareness o f  power rule as a boundary in the friending process on
Facebook they are attempting to set this ethical boundary. Trevor, who is a three on the
integrative continuum and who also uses the awareness o f power rule, wants to make sure
he makes his students aware o f  the accountability that goes along with friendship:
W henever one my residents or students invites me to be a friend, I never invite 
any o f my students to be my friend. But whenever they do, I have a pre-written 
statement that 1 send back with them before I accept any student that essentially 
tells them, “If  you add me to your friends list then I can see your pictures and if  
there is some kind o f picture that tells me to report a violation, I have to treat that 
seriously and report a violation. If  you’re ok with that, sure, go ahead, I ’ll accept 
your friendship, but if  not, I w on’t take any offense if  you decide to rescind the 
friend offer.” .. .If  they go through with that, then they’ll see in my private profile 
[i.e., his personal pictures and posts]. I f  they don’t, then, that’s great too.
Trevor had the most comprehensive policy o f  all the participants, but he brought up
another boundary m arker that arises after friending a student: how much can that student
see?
Once a student or staff member is friended by a participant, Facebook essentially 
considers that person as equal to anyone else who is a friend ( e.g. high school friends, 
peers, college friends, personal friends, family, and even grandma). Only the Facebook 
user can limit what particular “friends” see by putting that friend into a group and 
limiting what they can access. Seven o f  the nine had no limits on what their students or
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staff could see or access. Sam, who is an integrative segmentor, described her thinking
on having everyone see everything:
No, I don’t and 1 don’t see that as a problem. 1 know I’ve talked to many people 
who do see a problem with that but 1 really don’t. At some point, a lot o f these 
young people are going to in some ways be my peers. I f  I was like 45, 50 and 1 
was still friending some new freshman coming in and that was my only Facebook 
profile, I m ight be a little more concerned with like the messages I ’d send to my 
family and things like that but I feel as though in the next five years, if  I were to 
see any o f them on the street and we were to have a conversation, 1 would be 
totally comfortable with them knowing what I’m up to on Facebook. Like I feel 
good about who I am outside o f work and 1 feel like I’m cool about things in a 
healthy way or I’m not ashamed to put anything up there and I surround m yself 
with people who I’m proud that they know about and in a way, I guess it’s my 
way o f  showing them who I am personally. They can see pictures o f my nephew, 
they can see some o f  my friends. And I ’ve put up a few o f  the privacy things so if 
someone were to tag me in a photo, I can always see that before it’s put up there. 
So I can use a little bit o f discretion with w hat’s there and w hat’s not.
Sam reflects a typical thinking among the participants who don’t set limits, which
revolves around keeping their personal Facebook page clean and appropriate. In effect,
most o f the participants in the study set boundaries around what they post and not who
they friend.
Sometimes it is not enough to decide only to post clean and appropriate material.
If a Facebook was previously not open to students, but, because o f  a new job, that
situation might change, those who work with students— and allow students to friend
them— may have to clean house. Mary, who is also in the middle o f  the integration
continuum, describes this cleaning process best, saying:
But I also don't have anything that's very, very personal on my Facebook page.
It's like pictures o f  me and my family, but 1 cleaned down my page after second 
year here and pretty much took out everything that had anything to do with my 
social life back in college, any o f  the vacation pictures o f  going to New Orleans or 
going across the border and having fun with my friends. Like all those pictures 
are gone. So nobody really could see any o f that part o f  my life.
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Having to keep personal Facebook “clean” was common among those who did
not set limits. Nick, who is more o f  a full integrator, expressed remorse with his
friending decisions o f the past and indicated that he had begun to set up limits.
Nick was the only m em ber o f the nine to specifically limit what staff or students
could see. Nick talked about how, after moving from a school that encouraged friending
students, he removed students from his page, but still had peers and staff as friends:
I’m starting to wonder, hey, if  1 switch schools tomorrow, would 1 do the same? 
And I think it would depend on the school but if  I could certainly go back, I 
wouldn’t have even expanded past like my RD group on Facebook. I wish 1 
would have just kept it at that level. Most o f the stuff 1 talk about, like 1 don’t 
drink, 1 don’t live a real crazy or exciting lifestyle, so I don’t really have anything 
that 1 don’t mind other people seeing. So, on that end it’s OK but 1 have realized 
that there are things about what some o f  the assistant directors post on Facebook 
that I ’m like, “I don’t want to know that, 1 don’t need to see this post.” So, some 
o f that balance is occurring right now, I ’m reflecting about that.
Nick puts all o f  the school related friends in a group, which has limited access to his more
personal posts and pictures. Dean also limits his Facebook but he does so by only
allowing students he directly mentors to friend him.
Facebook at work. Rue, M egan, Nick, Dean, and Steve all reported having a
Facebook account used for work. These accounts were used to represent the residential
facility they managed, their department, or specific staff and student groups within the
residential facility. These groups are used to comm unicate with the students and staff, as
Rue explains:
On campus w e’re really like hyper-connected and like my staff members view a 
lot o f or are connecting with each other through Facebook, and so a lot o f times if  
I need to reach my staff all at once, I ’ll post something in o u r .. .we have a group 
or whatever on Facebook, and I ’ll post something there, even if  it’s like a funny 
video, like w e’re pretty casual and then my one-on-ones like staff like to show a 
different YouTube videos to me every time 1 use it, and so we do things that 
aren’t typical work things, but I still count them as work things because it’s 
development to what I’m doing.
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Boundaries come into play with work Facebook accounts in several ways. The first is
that if the professional also joins a group with their personal Facebook account, they have
opened themselves up to the possibility o f  students friending them personally. Megan,
who is in the middle o f the continuum, commented on this situation:
Facebook groups and things are one o f  the ways that our student groups and 
organizations are advertised. And so, you know, we made a Facebook group for 
our whole council, and I think 1 ended up friending those people for whatever 
reason. So 1 have some student friends on there, I haven’t had the time or energy 
to go in and create particular settings so that 1 can friend more students without 
them seeing pictures from me in college or all the people that are my friends and 
all o f  that stuff.
Megan, in short, found here that her involvement with the student groups led to her
becoming friends with students when that was not her original goal.
Another work issue that came up for the nine study participants, who have
students as friends on their Facebook, is what happens when you see a student who is
your friend— either on your personal page or on the official work page— doing something
that is illegal or against the rules. None o f the participants reported that their university
had an official policy on what to do in this situation. Boundary-wise, only Trevor, as
already illustrated above, warned the students that he would have to report what he saw if
it was on a student’s page who was his friend. Mary most succinctly described how the
rest o f the nine handled this issue. She said:
If it appears on my wall or is something that catches my eye, then I will address it. 
However, if  it's something where they have done it, they posted it, 1 never saw it, 
I'm not going to go and stop on pages to see what's going on.
Mary echoed the sentiment that, even though it is part o f their jobs to enforce school
policy, the fact that Facebook is perceived as a “friend zone” or “a personal space”
creates a boundary that most participants would not actively cross.
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Participants also used Facebook to build relationships with students by looking at 
the students’ interests and the events they participant in. They would also use Facebook 
to put names to faces, especially before a judicial meeting or resident advisor selection. 
Rue encapsulates what many participants m entioned when discussing work-related uses 
o f Facebook:
Sometimes I’ve used it to, like, put a face to a name if 1 can or if  I feel like I need 
t know who this person is, have 1 seen them before, do I know them, am I 
supposed to know them? 1 try not to [look them up] just because it puts me in a 
really precarious situation if  I see things that I shouldn’t be seeing. Because I do 
feel compelled to act th e n ..., like, 1 pull it up and say, “Hey, in your profile 
picture, it showed the picture o f  you appearing to be passed out on the floor with a 
bunch o f  alcohol bottles under you. Let’s talk about the message that this sends.” 
Like, they’re not in trouble for doing that but they might be in my office because 
they were documented for underage drinking, and their RA might have said,
“Hey, FYI their Facebook has a lot o f activity that documents their drinking.” We 
don’t have a book that we can use on social m edia as a means to necessarily 
punish someone, but 1 might use it as a supplemental to have a further discussion.
Navigating emergent technology at work and in personal lives is challenging,
especially for people who naturally integrate work and personal life. Nevertheless, not
all emergent technologies presented these challenges. Twitter, while used by fewer
participants, seemed to present less boundary m anagement issues.
Twitter. Twitter is a social media service that allows users to post messages
limited to only 140 characters. Twitter users can follow other people or groups that have
a Twitter account. In return, your messages can be searched by anyone online, and those
people can choose to follow you as long as you remain public. You can exercise more
control over your account by m aking it private but that is not the nonn with this service.
Harry, Rue, Nick, and Megan reported using Twitter and all four o f  them reported mainly
using it for work. M egan said, “1 just recently got a Twitter account that had to do with a
regional conference for housing officers, and they were kind o f pushing Twitter. So 1
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really am kind o f  following work people and stuff work-related there.” W hile Harry,
Megan and Nick use Twitter to follow groups, Rue uses it to communicate to people from
work about work-related material. None o f  them use it personally and no other
participant talked about using Twitter.
Other Technology. All participants reported using their cell phone as a primary
means o f  contact with work. As previously stated, participants reported using the cell
phone to check email and respond to text messages that were work-related when they
were at home or outside the office. Typically the cell phone was also used by
participants for being “on call,” which, as described earlier in this chapter, was the time
when they were required to be available 24 hours a day to answer emergencies for all
housing communities on campus. W hile it normally was clearly comm unicated that the
phone must be on during 24 hour availability periods, when the participants were not on
duty the expectations were sometimes less clear, as Nick explains:
I have other ideas o f ways that I ’m thinking about, like, for instance, one o f the 
things I just said last night was I think I’m going to start leaving my work cell 
phone at work since it’s just down at my office and I don’t know what the level o f 
expectation would be for me to have that phone. It [the expectation] has never 
really been clearly articulated, but if  I have my phone then I ’m always reachable. 
And, so, is that necessary? Like, I don’t know, I’m trying to figure [out] some o f 
that stuff.
N ick’s thoughts here articulate what several participants described as a lack o f 
clear comm unication from above as to what the expectations were around boundary 
setting. This was true for technology as well as for other work/life boundaries.
Participants who where on the integrative segmentor end o f the continuum did 
attempt to create some boundaries around the cell phone including leaving it at work 
when not on duty or establishing a preferred communication order with the staff; as Harry
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did when he told his resident advisors he expected text messages for common questions 
and calls only when it was very important. Nick reported that he was thinking about 
leaving his phone at work in order to set more boundaries but at this time was not ready 
to commit to that. N ick’s story illustrates the learning curve that reflects his more 
integrative personality and short length o f time on the job, only one and a half years.
Summary
Throughout this chapter 1 have presented findings related to how participants 
created and maintained boundaries around work and life as well as how they attempted to 
construct some form o f  balance that was comfortable for them. In doing so, I presented 
the Integrative Continuum for Resident Life Professionals and discussed how the 
environm ent resident life professionals live in (i.e., the integrative environment) forces 
work upon them at all times. W hile the data reported here suggest that most resident life 
professionals operate with relatively few boundaries, the data also did indicate that, 
within the highly integrative environment found in residence life, different integrative 
coping strategies could be used to manage work/life balance (e.g. “ laying low,” leaving 
campus to feel o ff work, enforcing boundaries against late night interruptions, setting 
clear boundaries with staff and students, turning o ff work cell phone when o ff duty, 
scheduling personal time, and keeping home space private).
Since the participants reported little or no training in work/life boundary 
m anagement or how to create some semblance o f balance in their lives, integrative 
coping strategies were learned through experience. Analysis o f the data showed the 
longer the participant stayed in a live-in/on position the more integrative coping strategies 
they would have at their disposal and also that they were more likely to be labeled
integrative segmentors. In other words, the data for this study, at least, suggest that there 
is a relationship between the amount o f integrative coping strategies and the level to 
which a participant creates boundaries within the integrative environment even though 
the integrative strategies do not necessarily create boundaries.
In the next chapter, I discuss the model I created from the data. The model 




DISCUSSION, IM PLICATIONS, AND RECOM M ENDATIONS
Introduction
The purpose o f this constructivist grounded theory study was to understand the 
process through which resident life professionals manage work/life boundaries when they 
live at the same place they work. My study was guided by five research questions. They 
were: 1. In what ways do residence life professionals, who live onsite, manage their 
work/life boundaries? 2. What role does technology, and more specifically social media, 
play in boundary m anagement for these resident life professionals? 3. How, if  at all, does 
boundary management contribute to job  satisfaction for resident life professionals and 
does training or lack o f  training impact resident life professionals’ work/life boundary 
m anagement? 4. If  resident life professionals are creating boundaries around the domains 
o f  work and life is it due to a desire to achieve some type o f work/life balance or is there 
another rationale at work?
Answers to these questions where found in semi-structured, in-depth interviews 
with twelve participants who were selected from a national survey o f  resident life 
professionals using maximum variation sampling. The sample included participants from 
both public and private universities and contained participants from six out o f  the nine 
Association o f  College and University Housing Officers - International membership 
regions.
Interview transcripts were coded using grounded theory methods o f open, focused, 
and axial coding. Constant comparison and memo writing techniques were used 
throughout the analytic process to develop analytical categories and themes. The three
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themes that surfaced during this inquiry were the use o f space, boundary m anagement in 
an integrative space, and negotiating emerging technologies.
Relevant definitions to review in this chapter are integration, integrative 
environment, integrative coping strategies, and the integrative continuum. Integration  
describes a process in which a person creates few boundaries between the domains o f 
work and home (Ashforth, 2001; Nippert-Eng, 1996a). Therefore an integrator will do 
work related activities at home and personal life activities when at work. All o f the 
participants in this study would be defined as integrators. In order to further differentiate 
the resident life participants I studied, I used the data to create a continuum o f integrators 
to reflect the varying degrees o f  boundary setting I found in the data. The Integrative 
Continuum o f Residence Life represents both fu ll  integrators, who set very few 
boundaries and let work and personal life flow together, and integrative segmentors, who 
set some boundaries to separate work and life (see Table 6 in Chapter IV).
The participants’ description o f  the work environment showed that work literally 
surrounds them at all times. The students and staff they supervise live in the same 
building and at any time could bring work to their front door. The pervasive and all 
encompassing nature o f  work in residence life as described by the participants is what I 
define as the integrative environment.
The term integrative coping strategies refer to the different strategies used by the 
participants to handle the integrative environment found in residence life. These 
integrative coping strategies may or may not include the setting o f boundaries. Instead 
the strategies, found in the data, allowed the participants to cope with the all-surrounding 
integrative environment. From participants’ reports about their work satisfaction, 1 found
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that the more integrative coping strategies they practiced, the less frustration they felt and 
the longer they could endure in the integrative environment.
This chapter presents a general discussion o f my findings organized around my 
research questions followed by the model o f  the integrative environment that was 
generated from the study’s findings. Finally, 1 conclude with implications for leadership 
and practice together with recommendations for future research.
Discussion
In this section I discuss how my data answer my research questions and 1 will 
attempt to address the specific bodies o f literature that relate most directly to my results. 
In W hat W ays Do Residence Life Professionals, Who Live Onsite, M anage Their 
W ork/Life Boundaries?
According to the seminal work o f  Nippert-Eng:
Boundary work takes two forms: boundary placement work and boundary 
transcendence (or transition) work. Both are essential for placing and m aintaining 
boundaries. Placement work more visibly draws the line between realms 
[domains] and selves [roles], while transition work helps us accommodate that 
line, by allowing us to mentally jum p back and forth over it. (1996b, pp. 564- 
569)
Resident life professionals in this study focused very little on the placement o f 
boundaries, most likely because they understood they have to move quickly between 
being off- and on-duty due to the pervasive nature o f  work, including the knock-on-the- 
door or the lurking student with a question. Therefore, when the participant was in the 
mindset o f home and any moment a student or a member o f  the staff could knock and 
then the participant would have to be in work mode, even if  they d idn’t answer the door 
they would know that the knock was work and thus would transition into that mindset.
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Even Harry, an integrative segmentor who does set boundaries, reported still having to 
think about work a majority o f his time due to the integrative environment he lived in.
Ashforth, Kreiner, and Fugate (2000) assert, “The act o f creating and maintaining 
boundaries... complicates the act o f  crossing from one domain into another” (p. 474).
The integrative nature o f  my participants reflects an adaptation to the integrative 
environment that exists all around them. Sam, who is an integrative segmentor with 
stronger boundaries then most o f the other participants, still does not feel she can be 
herself outside her door. Sam discussed how, even when she was going out with friends 
at night, she worried about how she dressed because she did not want a student to see her 
and judge her as unprofessional. Sam thus exhibited what all the participants’ reported 
feeling: W hen you are in the building, you are working. 1 assert that participants have 
little choice when creating boundaries but to make them weak and easy to transcend in 
order to cope with the integrative environment they live in.
Integrative Coping Strategies. Participants reported using different integrative 
coping strategies (like laying low, leaving campus to feel o ff work, enforcing boundaries 
against late night interruptions, setting clear boundaries with staff and students, turning 
o ff work cell phone when o ff duty, scheduling personal time, and keeping the home space 
private) as the primary way they created work/life balance. The use o f these strategies 
sometimes created boundaries but they also often served as little more than temporary 
and, often, ad hoc coping mechanism. The most used strategy in this study was leaving 
campus to escape to third places.
Ashforth (2001) also divides the domains a person occupies into three categories: 
work, home, and third places such as church, the health club, or a neighborhood bar. He
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built on the work o f Oldenburg and Brissett (1982) that saw third places as important 
areas for informal socialization. Ashforth et al. further posited that these third places 
could also help people manage boundaries and serve as an addition way to balance work 
and life (2000). Participants in this study used third places (e.g., the gym, chain 
restaurants, bookstores, bowling, and the homes o f friends and family in the area) to 
escape from the integrative environment. Escaping to third spaces, in fact, was the most 
used integrative coping strategy by all o f  the participants. The exception was Harold. 
Harold only left campus to run errands and not for escape. The practice o f  leaving 
campus in order to prevent burnout was recommended by W iggers, Forney, and W allace- 
Schutzman as far back as 1982. No participant in this study reported hearing or reading 
about that recommendation in training, however. Therefore, the participants had to 
discover the integrative coping strategy o f escaping campus for themselves through 
experience.
Professional Boundaries. Plaut (2008) defines the m anagement o f boundaries in
professional relationships as follows: “Healthy professional relationships require that
certain boundaries be maintained, especially if  there is a power differential between the
parties” (p. 85). Contrary to the relatively boundary-less nature o f  most o f  my
participants’ work and home life, they did report establishing stronger boundaries around
the relationships they had with students and staff. Megan described this idea best:
Generally speaking, with most o f the students 1 have kind o f the acquaintance sort 
relationship and there are few that I’m closer with like including like my staff 
members, but 1 guess 1 look at m yself more in a m entoring role to them as in a 
friendship type role.
Although all o f  my participants reported not being trained in work/life boundary 
management, they did report receiving training in the boundaries they needed to set with
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students. Participants indicated that they understood the need to be professional around 
students. They also discussed a need for building relationships with students and staff.
The need to be professional and yet build relationships with students resulted in 
boundary blurring that is typical o f an integrative person. Participants would often cross 
boundaries they had set with their students and staff in attempts to build relationships. 
This manifested in building friendships with the students and staff that may have 
included the professional sharing o f personal information. For example, Steve and his 
wife would regularly invite students and staff into their apartment for a movie or dinner. 
They did this so the students would have a reminder o f home and for relationship 
building. Mary confided that she would sometimes share personal information with staff 
members she was close to in order to again build a relationship with them.
Yet these boundary crossings were not boundary violations. Smith and 
Fitzpatrick (1995) characterize sexual misconduct and harassment as boundary violations 
but include nonsexual dual relationships in the category o f  boundary crossing which is 
less serious and may be necessary therapeutically. Smith and Fitzpatrick were discussing 
boundaries in relation to the psychological profession. Barnett (2008) added to their 
work expanding the idea o f boundary crossing to mentorships and professional 
relationships:
Boundaries are the basic ground rules for the professional relationship. They add 
a structure to mentorships that provides guidance regarding appropriate actions 
and interactions for mentors and p ro tege... Boundaries in professional 
relationships include dimensions such as touch, location, self-disclosure, time, 
gifts, fees, and personal space. Boundaries may be rigidly enforced, crossed, or 
violated, (pp. 5-6)
The idea that boundaries can be crossed, which is not always a negative, or 
violated, which is always negative, is consistent with the work o f  Smith and Fitzpatrick
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(1995). In addition to the stories o f  Mary and Steve presented above, Dean also reported
that he had closer friendships with those resident advisors he was mentoring. Trevor
similar to Steve was concerned about his staff members beginning able to escape and feel
at home. He allowed his staff to come and stay in his apartment with the understanding
that they were forbidden to talk about work. Only the participants on the integrative
segmentor end o f the continuum (Harry, Sam, and Sally) m aintained stronger boundaries
that typically did not include friendships with staff or students.
W hat Role Does Technology, and, More Specifically, Social M edia, Play in 
Boundary M anagement for These Resident Life Professionals?
Eleven o f the twelve participants reported using social media. All eleven reported
having students and staff as friends on their personal Facebook account. Only Rue used a
separate account for a work-related profile that was used to “friend” students and staff.
O f the ten participants who had students and staff on their personal Facebook accounts,
only one o f  those set any boundaries (i.e. privacy settings) between the students and staff
they supervise and their personal family and friends. The most common strategy reported
by this majority was to keep their profiles clean o f material they deemed inappropriate.
Golden and Giesler (2007) found that:
Technology introduces an additional dimension into the boundary m anagement 
dialectic o f integration-segmentation. That is, not only do individuals express, at 
different times, desires for both integration and segmentation o f  work and 
personal-life; they also express conflicting attitudes toward the technology itself 
and toward work (and its relationship to personal-life), (pp. 542-545)
From Golden and G iesler’s perspective, technology brings an additional dimension into
the equation for some o f the participants that allowed them to increase boundaries by
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using technology to limit face-to-face interactions with students and keep the students 
and staff from visiting their apartments.
Both personal- and work-specific Facebook accounts were used to comm unicate 
about events and work hours to students. Facebook was also sometimes used to find out 
information about students before judicial m eetings or resident life interviews.
Participants did not report using Facebook to look for students misbehaving. The 
decision to not try and find students negative pictures and postings, in essence, 
functioned as a boundary that kept the participants who employed the decision from 
finding additional work.
Facebook was not the only technology used at work, however. A more common 
technology used was mobile communication. Hill, Hawkins, and M iller (1996) discussed 
how the use o f mobile technology in telecommuting allowed their participants to 
establish offices at home and to create different areas for work that did not follow 
traditional norms. All participants I interviewed reported having a cell phone they used 
for work, with only two who used the work cell phone as a personal phone, as well. 
Participants set boundaries using their phones by turning them o ff or leaving them in the 
apartment when they were o ff duty and did not want to engage in work. They also 
reported using cell phones, and, more specifically text messaging, to answer staff and 
student questions without having to see messaging students and staff m em bers in person.
Steve, who is a full integrator, best exemplified this strategy. He met with his 
staff at the beginning o f the year to establish boundaries. His boundaries established his 
preference for using text messaging for simple questions and phone calls only for more 
important matters. Accordingly, technology allowed him to present more boundaries
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than what were natural for him to employ. Participants at the other end o f the continuum 
also reported using cell phones to help manage their workloads, as well. However, 
participants who were firmly on the integrative segmentor end went even further, limiting 
their cell phone use after-hours and, instead, relying on email as an “after-hours” 
communication.
Overall, the participants, who worked in an environm ent that forced integration o f 
work and home life and were, to varying degrees, integrative with work/life boundaries, 
used technologies to both establish boundaries (e.g. around phone use) and integrate 
boundaries (e.g. around social media activity). Participants choosing to limit personal 
posts on a public social media network such as Facebook, as opposed to imposing 
boundaries that would keep their postings for people in their personal lives out o f  view o f 
“ friends” in their professional lives, illustrates the preference for the work domain over 
personal domain that was a general characteristic o f  the residence life professionals 1 
studied who live where they work.
If Resident Life Professionals are Creating Boundaries Around the Dom ains of 
W ork and Life, is it Due to a Desire to Achieve Some Type of W ork/Life Balance or 
is There Another Rationale at W ork?
All o f my participants were asked about their work/life balance. They gave me 
estimates o f how much time they spend on work and on personal life. The most common 
answer was 60% work and 40% personal time. (Actual reported percentages can be 
found under the participant profiles in chapter four.) The integrative nature o f  my 
participants lives, coupled with the integrative environment that inevitably is found in 
residence life, resulted in a weak focus on boundaries between work and life. The nature
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and quality o f the boundaries created were flexible and permeable. The rationale behind 
my participants creation o f  boundaries can probably best be understood by focusing on 
role boundaries and, more specifically, by looking at the explanations for the existence o f 
role boundaries provided by Ashforth (2001) and Clark (2000).
Role Identity. A role is an identity that a person has within a specific domain. 
Roles are typically associated with the domain in which they are created but can be 
carried over or spill over into other domains. In my study, some o f  the roles participants 
had where resident director, father, mother, friend, mentor, trainer, judicial officer, 
counselor, and boy/girlfriend just to name a few. The integration o f boundaries in terms 
o f roles helps to decrease the difficulty o f role transition (Ashforth et al., 2000).
Therefore when my participants walked the few steps from their office to their front door, 
having a greater integration o f  role boundaries allowed them to go from resident director 
to father very quickly and, when the knock on the door was heard, they could jum p back 
into resident director mode quickly. Steve, a full integrator, was a good example o f  this 
role transition; he indicated that it required little effort to “change hats” from his role at 
work to his role with his family.
The boundaries that define roles have traditionally been discussed using the 
concepts o f flexibility and permeability (Ashforth et al., 2000; Ashforth, 2001; Bulger, 
M atthews, & Hoffman, 2007; Clark, 2000; Desrochers, Hilton, & Larwood, 2005; Hall & 
Richter, 1989; Kossek, Lautsch, & Eaton, 2006; Pleck, 1977). A role that has flexibility 
is considered to have pliable space and time boundaries and can be enacted in various 
domains at various times (Ashforth et al., 2000; Ashforth, 2001; Hall & Richter, 1989). 
An example o f  this was the story Sam told about finding a student climbing her building
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one night at 2am when she was opening the door for her fiance. She had to quickly 
switch from fiance to resident director.
W hile flexibility is about where and when a role can be enacted, perm eability is 
considered to be the degree to which an individual can be physically located in a domain- 
specific role, but psychologically and/or behaviorally involved in another (Ashforth et al., 
2000; Ashforth, 2001; Pleck, 1977). The most common example in this study was how 
participants would use text messaging and/or emails to handle work related questions 
while at home with their families. Steve illustrated this aspect well when talking about 
working when he was supposed to be off-duty on the weekend. He said, “T hat’s sort o f 
ongoing... sort o f  checking in with som ebody... insignificant things are like a text 
m essage...[and an] easy text message back solves the problem .” Participants valued role 
permeability because it allowed them to address problems quickly as they came up 
instead o f being hit with a pile o f issues on M onday when they arrived at work in a more 
official capacity.
Clark (2000) argued that work and home “constitute different domains or spheres 
which influence each other...[and] individuals can shape to some degree the nature o f 
work and home domains, and the borders and bridges between them, in order to create a 
desired balance” (p. 751). She further articulated that borders with a great deal o f 
permeability and flexibility, would have greater blending between the dom ains (Clark, 
2000). I f  a border is blended it cannot be considered in either domain and creates a 
borderland. For my participants, the blurring o f boundaries around work and home 
created a borderland around their apartment, but also, more often than not, the entire 
building they lived in as well as the outside spaces adjacent to that building. The
participants that allowed students or staff in their apartments extended the borderland into 
their home, reducing the personal and private space to their bedrooms. Having such a 
large borderland is the direct result o f  living in the integrative environment. Based on the 
data, I theorize that having such a large borderland helped to enforce the identity o f  work 
over any other, more personal identity. This is also reflected in the data about how much 
easier it is to date people who also work in residence life or student affairs. Consequently, 
I assert that the identity o f  resident life professional become the primary role identity 
enacted for these participants.
C lark’s W ork/Family Theory Propositions. Some o f  C lark’s (2000) 
propositions about work/life balance are useful here for explaining why boundaries and 
work/life balance are harder to maintain in the integrative environment. Proposition 1A 
states, “When domains are similar, weak borders will facilitate work/fam ily balance” 
(Clark, 2000, p. 746). Since participants lived where they work, the domain o f  home was 
in the same building as the domain o f  work. It appears as if  physical co-location created 
similarities in the home and work domains that resulted in the creation o f weak borders or 
boundaries between spaces. These weaker borders allowed my participants to create a 
balance in their lives that was satisfying to them, even if  it was not a 50/50 balance. Only 
Windy, the participant with the least am ount o f  experience, reported a lack o f satisfaction 
with her work/life balance. This finding is consistent with findings from other 
participants who reported a lack o f  satisfaction with their balance when they started their 
positions (and, presumably, when they had no experience even with establishing weak 
boundaries.
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Propositions two and six, described further below, also apply to my sample. Both
explain why participants seemed to m ost strongly identify with their work role over all
other roles. Those two propositions are:
Proposition 2: When the border is strong to protect one domain but is weak for the 
other domain. Individuals will have: a) greater work/fam ily balance when they 
primarily identify with the strongly bordered domain; and b) lesser work/family 
balance when they prim arily identify with the weakly bordered domain.
Proposition 6: Border-crossers whose domain members show high comm itm ent to 
them will have higher work/family balance than border-crossers whose domain 
members have shown low comm itm ent to them. (Clark, 2000, p. 746)
Both o f these propositions speak to the need for the resident life professional to have
people in their life that understand the job  they are doing and thus the role they must
m ost-strongly express. Again, participants’ balance was not 50/50 and these propositions
apply only if  understood as meaning satisfaction with balance and not a 50/50 work/life
balance.
All participants felt a stronger identification with work over home. They also 
created more boundaries to prevent home from overlapping into work then they did for 
work overlapping into the home domain. In accordance with proposition 2A, this meant 
that the identification with work allowed the participants to maintain some type o f 
balance, which was skewed toward work; 60% work/40%  personal life and was the most 
frequently reported balance. Also, in accordance with proposition 6, having partners or 
family members who agreed with work being the primary identity o f  the participant 
allowed the participants more flexibility to create a balance that worked in the integrative 
environment.
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How, if at all, does Boundary M anagem ent Contribute to Job Satisfaction for 
Resident Life Professionals and How Does Training, or Lack of Training, Impact 
Resident Life Professionals’ W ork/Life Boundary M anagement?
Satisfaction. To address the third research question, I asked my participants what 
were the biggest frustrations about living where they worked. In combination with other 
questions about work/life balance, a picture o f  how satisfied my participants were in their 
positions became clear in the data. Out o f  12 participants only W indy expressed a lack o f 
satisfaction with her position. Most participants appeared to be satisfied, although they 
expressed varying degrees o f  frustration and stress. The frustration and stress was less o f 
a problem for those who adopted or developed multiple integrative coping strategies, 
something they did over time as they gained experience in their positions.
W indy was the participant with the least experience in residence life and was 
struggling a great deal to balance the new demands o f  her job  with her personal life. 
W indy’s frustrations were, however, typical o f the first year experience echoed in other 
participants’ stories. Steve, a full integrator, discussed how his first year made him feel 
as if  his “head is going to explode.” After that year o f stress and frustration, he began to 
adapt integrative strategies such as scheduling personal time and getting away from 
campus when possible. Steve, who was in the middle o f  his second year when I 
interviewed him, was still struggling with feelings o f  being overwhelmed, but he 
indicated he was experiencing increased satisfaction with his position as he created more 
work/life balance.
Training. Through other participants’ stories, I came to understand a process that 
occurs within the integrative environm ent that is reflected in my model. Part o f this
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process involved learned responses to the constant boundary stressors; learned responses 
took the form o f integrative coping strategies. For example, Steve, who is a full 
integrator and who is in this second year in the position, had a terrible first year. He was 
overwhelmed with work and, having few boundaries, felt he was not going to survive. 
Steve learned from that first year and set more boundaries around work time in his 
second year. He also started to get o ff campus more often to relieve stress. He reported 
being less frustrated with his balance. Sam, an integrative segmentor with over 3 years o f 
experience, also related a how she learned balance not through training but with 
experience, “So much o f my ability to find balance in this job has come through making 
m istakes and then talking through them with people later.” Steve and Sam both reflected 
a common theme that experience instead o f training allowed them to develop integrative 
coping strategies that allowed them to have greater balance.
The training— or, to be more accurate, the lack o f  training— a participant had 
prior to accepting the position, as well as after taking the position, was asked about in a 
specific interview question that focused asked, “W hat, if  anything, in your training or 
background, helped you to create those successes (or deal with problems) [in boundary 
setting or balance]?” I thought to add this question to my interview guide because o f  the 
work o f  W aple (2006).
W aple (2006) examined various studies in residence life and found that, while it is 
well known what competencies are needed to excel in residence life, newly hired 
professionals are seldom trained in those areas. His study o f  160 new entry-level 
residence life professionals found that they needed much more training in the supervision 
o f  staff, a competency that most certainly related to boundaries. While the Waple study
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suggests that there is a need for more training for residence life professionals, in general, 
W aple’s study also focused on skills typically taught in a masters program in student 
affairs. The list o f skills that were taught did not include work/life balance or boundary 
management. This null curriculum  (i.e. the curriculum that is not taught) reflects a lack 
o f  focus within masters level training for student affairs and residence life professionals 
on work/life balance issues, despite evidence that bum out and a lack o f interest in the 
profession from graduate students are related to lack o f  work/life balance inherent in the 
positions they hold (Barham & W inston, 2006; Belch & Mueller, 2003; W iggers, Forney, 
& W allace-Schutzman, 1982).
No participant reported being trained on boundary m anagement strategies or 
work/life balance. Only two o f  my participants reported having any training on 
boundaries at all. Megan rem embered the only training she had on balance was nine 
years earlier and it was a brief session that offered no “tips or tricks to try.” Harry 
reported only learning that he should do what he feels comfortable with when it comes to 
boundaries and balance. Neither participant reported learning any specific skills or 
techniques from fonnal training; instead, as M egan further explained most o f the tips and 
tricks she learned were from conferences.
Nick, who was on the full integration side o f the continuum and thus set fewer 
boundaries around work and home, learned boundary m anagement from mentors at a 
previous school. He told me, “I’ve had phenomenal mentors in my past. I ’ve had folks 
that d idn’t just say to create balance but [they also] have role modeled it. They have 
shown me in every way and showed that they authentically supported my ability to 
balance m yself.”
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N ick’s involvement with mentors was unique. As was discussed in Chapter Four, 
most other participants reported that their supervisors were not good at balance and 
mentored them by saying, “Do as I say and not as I do.” Consequently, the primary way 
participants learned integrative coping strategies was from experience, and, occasionally, 
picking up “tips and tricks” at conferences. N ick’s experience confirms what Belch, 
W ilson, and Dunkel (2009) found in their study o f  senior-level housing professionals. 
They found that “throughout the levels o f the organizations, mid- and senior-level 
professionals spoke o f  significant autonomy and responsibility given to entry-level staff. 
They were empowered to act in their positions and to design a plan to create the 
experience they want” (p. 185).
The struggles that many o f  my participants recounted with establishing 
boundaries early in their careers suggest that the autonomy given to the entry-level 
professionals may not, necessarily, be positive, a conclusion also reached by Herr and 
Strange (1985). They found, in their study o f  102 residence hall directors, that in their 
female participants, in particular, autonom y was a significant predictive factor o f both 
emotional exhaustion and depersonalization. In this study, participants, both male and 
female, shared stories indicating how difficult their first year had been because they had 
not yet learned to establish at least reasonable facsimiles to boundaries in what is often a 
relatively boundary-less world that they inhabit (and, or course, work in).
A high level o f autonomy and a lack o f training in work/life balance meant that 
many participants had to learn the skills o f  work/life balance and boundary setting during 
their first year. Learning these skills while learning a new job produced a steep learning 
curve. Rue exhibited frustration when she discussed how she received little training her
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first year and ended up working 60-hour workweeks. She felt that, if  she didn’t make 
work the priority, she would fail. It was only after she found that her relationships with 
friends and family were “ falling by the wayside” at the end o f her first year, that she was 
able to start setting boundaries. R ue’s eventual realization that she had to make time for 
her friends led her to set boundaries around work and created an interest for her in 
work/life balance that made her the integrative segmentor that she is now.
Ultimately, all o f  my participants learned the bulk o f their integrative coping 
strategies from experience over time. The stress and frustration they felt while learning 
could explain the high rates o f burnout and turnover found in several studies examining 
residence life (Anderson, Guido-DiBrito, & M orrell, 2000; Barham & W inston, 2006; 
Belch et al., 2009; Collins & Hirt, 2006; Herr & Strange, 1985; Renn & Jessup-Anger, 
2008; W iggers, Forney, & W allace-Schutzman, 1982). Perhaps the lack o f training and 
autonomy afforded to resident life professionals surrounding work/life boundaries and 
integrative coping strategies sets up an initial expectation o f  stress that is currently only 
mitigated through time and experience. It is possible that a lower rate o f  burnout and 
turnover could be achieved through targeted training in the necessary integrative coping 
strategies early in this process.
A Model of the Integrative Environment 
Integrators as defined by Ashforth (2000) and Nippert-Eng (1996a) are workers 
who set w eaker boundaries between work and home. Integrators often let work life flow 
into personal time and personal life flow into work time. For example, integrators would 
take time during work to talk to family or, perhaps, even to take their child to work. At 
home, the integrator m ight work on job-related projects, answer work emails or take
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professional phone calls. All o f my participants reported behaviors that would classify 
them as integrators by the definition employed in the literature. The nature o f  and the 
location o f  the work in residence life, however, also made the environm ent more 
integrative, as well.
When a person lives where they work professional life literally surrounds the 
home domain. The simple act o f  going through the front door brings work front and 
center, whether or not a person is supposed to be working. If  a residence life 
professional’s child or pet runs into the hallway they, too, have crossed a threshold into 
the workspace. Also an important part o f  work in residence life involves supervising 
people who also live in the same community both staff and students. Therefore aspects 
o f the work environment can actually come and knock on the door at any time o f  the day 
and/or walk by the window and look into the professionals home domain should the 
curtains be open. This breakdown o f the personal/professional dichotomy is a 
fundamental aspect o f  the integrative environment defined in chapter four.
In this grounded theory investigation o f  boundary m anagement for resident life 
professionals, 1 discovered that one consequence o f living in an integrative environment 
is experiencing a constant flow o f  boundary stressors that push against any home 
boundaries and, in the process, shrink or destroy them. The “work” o f creating and 
maintaining boundaries that Nippert-Eng (1996a) described in her seminal work becomes 
that much harder to do. As classic integrators, the participants in this study d idn’t always 
turn to boundaries as a means to cope with the boundary stressors. W hile boundaries, or 
a reasonable facsimile, were created by the participants, other strategies that better suited 
their integrative nature were also used. I found that participants created integrative
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coping strategies (e.g. “ laying low,” leaving campus to feel o ff work, enforcing 
boundaries against late night interruptions, setting clear boundaries with staff and 
students, turning o ff work cell phone when o ff duty, scheduling personal time, and 
keeping home space private) to reclaim  a m odicum o f private space, to escape from the 
environment and recharge, or to create flexible and permeable boundaries that pushed 
back against the boundary stressors (e.g. like the late night knock on the door, catching 
students violating rules, supervisors’ late night emails, on-duty schedules, student and 
staff events, the off-duty need to help with critical events in the building that the resident 
advisor oversees (and lives in), student or staff questions when the person is technically 
o ff work, and need for relationship building with staff and students).
Since the participants reported little or no training in work/life boundary 
management or how to create some semblance o f  balance in their lives, integrative 
coping strategies were learned through experience. Analysis o f the data showed the 
longer the participant stayed in a live-in/on position the more integrative coping strategies 
they would have at their disposal and also that they were more likely to be labeled 
integrative segmentors. In other words, the data for this study, at least, suggest that there 
is a relationship between the amount o f integrative coping strategies and the level to 
which a participant creates boundaries within the integrative environment even though 
the integrative strategies do not necessarily create boundaries.
The only outlier not to commonly use integrative strategies was Harold, a full 
integrator who has worked in residence life for 36 years living in. Harold uses very few 
integrative strategies. His long-term endurance and thus long-term employment seemed
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to be a m atter related to simply enjoying the integrative environment and, thus, not 
needing many integrative coping strategies.
A visual representation o f the process o f boundary stressors pushing in on the 
home boundary and integrative strategies pushing back is found in my Model o f the 
Integrative Environment presented in Figure 1. In this figure, the domain o f home is 
located within the domain o f  work. Both exist within the integrative environment o f 
residence life. Boundary stressors are constantly pressing in on the home domain 
boundary and integrative coping strategies are pushing out against the boundary stressors.
A Model of the Integrative Environment
Boundary Stressors
^  ^  \g  Integrative mj  Coping Strategies ▼  Work
*  Work |  ^  |  |
■  s '*  «  ^  ParticiDant „  M^  J  work 7
Home
Work
/  A  *  \
A Work
Figure 1. A model o f the integrative environment in residence life.
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Both the home boundary and the work boundary have certain areas that are flexible and 
permeable but other areas are less so. The illustration o f the model is static but the actual 
boundaries represented change over time and during different work seasons.
With the exception o f the outlier, Harold, participants learned integrative coping 
strategies over time and the more they applied them the stronger the boundaries between 
work and life became. As participants’ boundaries became stronger, participants moved 
toward the integrative segmentor end o f the continuum and expressed less frustration and 
more satisfaction with their position, ultimately staying in their position longer.
Thus, 1 posit that while it may be impossible to become a work/life segmentor 
within the integrative environment o f  residence life, the more segmentation a person can 
create and, thus, the more o f an integrative segmentor a resident hall professional 
becomes, the longer the professional can stay in a resident hall position with the limited 
frustration and burnout.
Implications for Leadership and Practice 
This study demonstrated that while work satisfaction may not wholly be based on 
how many integrative coping strategies a participant used, implementing more strategies 
meant most participants could stay in their positions without succumbing to frustration 
generated by a work environment that is ever present and that constantly stresses the 
boundaries between work and home life. Therefore, resident life professionals need to 
know which integrative coping strategies they are currently using and what other 
strategies they could add to their repertoires to help them increase their ability to resist 
their environm ent’s inevitable push toward integration and minimize boundary stressors
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by resisting and managing the push within the environments in which they 
simultaneously live and work.
Increasing the length o f  time in a spent in these entry-level positions, could allow 
professionals greater options when choosing their next career move rather than 
impulsively jum ping to an available position due to the stress and frustration with their 
current position. Tull (2006) found attrition within the first five years for new student 
affairs professionals to be 50 to 60 percent. Tull’s findings mirrored the findings of 
Belch and M ueller (2003) that also discovered, in a survey o f 250 residence life 
supervisors that there were few qualified candidates applying for entry-level resident life 
live-in positions and many supervisors reported having to open residential facilities with 
at least one resident director vacancy. Therefore, 1 posit that trainings, which specifically 
help new candidates to learn more integrative coping strategies, might address attrition in 
the field and help solve the hiring problems reported by supervisors.
Any training sessions developed to teach new candidates in residence life about 
boundaries and work/life balance should also address the boundary stressors inherent in 
their positions and the costs o f integrating work and personal time in terms o f  stress, 
frustration, and lack o f personal space should be highlighted. A stronger focus on 
work/life balance from the perspective o f living in a highly integrative environment 
during preparation programs and professional development that occurs after hire would 
allow a resident life professional to understand the relationship between the boundary 
stressors they experience and how integrative coping strategies could relieve stress and 
allow them to create a home environment that gives them time to recharge.
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In light o f the previously cited research showing high burnout and turnover rates 
within the live-in populations o f  new professionals, residence life leadership 
professionals need to be concerned about the integrative environment and how to better 
help their employees be successful in it. Two questions that arise from the data and that 
must be considered when considering boundary training are: would resident life 
professionals create stronger personal boundaries if  they were trained in integrative 
coping strategies and educated about the integrative environment, or are the type o f  
people attracted to jobs in residence life mostly integrative people who would not create 
boundaries even if taught to?
Understanding which came first, the integrative environment or integrative 
employees, has many implications for the leadership in residence life. In answer to the 
first question posited above, data from this study supports that integrative coping 
strategies do support boundary setting. Participants learned integrative strategies as they 
gained more experience in their position. They also were more likely to be integrative 
segmentors on the integrative continuum the longer they stayed in residence life. 
Integrative segmentors set firmer boundaries than full integrators. Therefore, training 
professionals on integrative coping strategies when they start their position might 
accelerate the process o f boundary setting and limit the first year stress and frustration 
commonly reported.
With regard to the second question, if the resident life professional live-in 
lifestyle does in fact attract integrative people, as the data seems to show, leadership 
professionals need to change the current permissive and self-directed culture and, instead, 
provide more direction about boundary setting and work/life balance. As discussed
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previously, the autonomy provided to entry-level professionals may not be the best 
environment for natural integrators to develop boundaries and fight the boundary 
stressors inherit in the integrative environment in residence life.
There is also another question raised but not answered in this study: Are resident 
life professionals on the full integrator end o f  the continuum who, by definition, are 
inclined to blur boundaries between work and personal life, creating problematic 
situations when they allow students into their apartments? None o f  my participants 
reported that opening up one’s living space to students was against policy, and only one 
participant reported that it even was frowned upon by supervisors. However, allowing 
students and staff into a professional’s home on a regular basis is fraught with concerns 
about harassment claims, favoritism, bias, and liability. In addition to legal concerns, 
there is also the argument that a resident life professional should not have to sanitize his 
or her home to make what is, in essence, the professional’s private space acceptable for 
students to visit. Even if  the professionals, themselves, are happy to do invite students 
into their professional space, should resident life leaders and supervisors establish 
policies to protect extreme integrators from themselves?
In short, I am questioning whether new standards need to be implemented by the 
leadership in residence life to change expectations and prevent behaviors on the part o f  
their staff that not only enforce the integrative environment but lead to an atmosphere o f 
personal sacrifice that is passed down from the leadership to the professional staff and on 
down to the paraprofessional staff whom will some day apply for professional positions. 
Perhaps the integrative environment is a result o f a culture that just keeps doing what was 
done before because the participant pool for each level is typically drawn from the pool at
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the level below. In effect, students become resident advisors while in undergraduate 
programs; i f  they like the field they go on to become resident directors who ultimately 
hope to become residence life supervisors. Effecting real change within the field would 
require leadership making top down changes to the existing integrative culture.
Belch, Wilson, and D unkel’s (2009) findings relating to the autonom y resident 
life supervisors give to these entry level professionals also addresses the above point that 
in order to change this integrative culture perhaps a less autonom y would create boundary 
structure in this position and thus further protect the resident life professionals who are 
entry level from burnout and attrition.
To summarize, residence life supervisors, who may, themselves, be natural and/or 
well-socialized integrators, may need to move from recom mending that their employees 
not follow their example, to a place where they require, to the extent possible, the 
professionals they oversee to achieve balance. W hile this sort o f  policy-oriented activism 
represents what is, undoubtedly, a major change for those who work in resident life, the 
change may be necessary to address the problems o f burnout and attrition that the 
literature has repeatedly documented.
Recommendations for Future Research  
The findings in this study allowed me to create the Integrative Continuum fo r  
Resident Life Professionals, as well as A M odel o f  the Integrative Environment. Both the 
instrument and the model could use further testing within the residence life professional 
population, among paraprofessionals in residence life, and, possibly, with live-on 
residence life leaders. The continuum, in particular, requires additional factor analysis 
work to transform it from something that was developed inductively and qualitatively
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into an instrument with documented psychometric properties that can be used in future 
quantitative studies to explore empirically at least some o f  the issues that were 
highlighted in the previous section and other issues as well. The factor analysis would 
require a follow-up quantitative study with hundreds o f participants to produce anything 
meaningful. Still I believe as a purely qualitative tool it could allow for a more detailed 
discussion o f  the highly integrative population in residence life.
Adding more boundary stressors, and seeking to better refine the ones presented, 
could further refine the model o f the integrative environment. In addition to boundary 
stressors, o f  particular interest would be the discovery and presentation o f  more 
integrative coping strategies to enhance the skill set o f  entry-level professionals through 
training either in masters programs or in new hire trainings. Ultimately, the model 1 
presented is predicated on the idea that the integrative environment is inherent within 
residence life as it is currently practiced. Research could also focus on the possibility o f 
changes the leadership in residential life departments could implement to limit this 
environment, and aid in the establishment o f  stronger boundaries around the living 
quarters o f the live-in/on professionals.
This study also found that most resident life professionals learned boundary 
strategies from experience and/or mentorship rather than through training. Research 
could further investigate why training does not occur around boundary m anagement and 
boundary setting strategies within residence life. A greater understanding o f  the 
leadership boundaries resident life supervisors have between their work and personal 
lives could add a needed dimension to the picture o f  work/life balance in residence life. 
Empirical studies could also determine whether this assumption is supported by data.
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Outside o f residence life, my model could be adapted for studying other 
populations who live where they work. Nippert-Eng (1996a) reported that extreme 
integrators are rare in the populations she studied, but she did not focus her research on 
people who live where they work. Nannies, live-in servants, military personnel living on 
base, scientists conducting field research, live-on faculty, and university presidents just to 
name a few, are all populations that could add to the generalizability and complexity o f 
the model that was developed from this study’s data.
The grounded theory game, in fact, normally involves looking at the same 
phenomenon in different settings over a num ber o f  studies. The theory that emerges from 
a series o f studies is more general but also describes differences across different contexts. 
Consequently additional work with other populations is necessary if  we are to have a 
more general theory o f  boundary setting in situations where people work where they live 
and live where they work.
Conclusion
This dissertation examined twelve residence life professionals from different parts 
o f the country and from different universities. They all presented a common story about 
an environment that surrounded them with boundary stressors. Participants responded to 
this stressful environment by developing coping strategies that matched their integrative 
styles o f  boundary management. These integrative coping strategies primarily resulted 
from experience, though sometimes it was learned from supervisors reverse mentorship 
(don’t do what 1 do), and rarely was it through positive m entorship from a supervisor or 
peer who practiced good boundary management. Despite the participants having little or 
no training prior to their hiring and no subsequent training after hiring, they reported
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developing similar integrative strategies, which seems to point to the consistency in the 
resident life culture, even in different university types and regions.
The integrative environment in residence life seems to also point to an integrative 
culture within residence life that extends to the supervisors and perhaps to other areas in 
student affairs. Participants were given a large amount o f autonom y in their positions, 
which led to a first year that was stressful and unbalanced. W hile the m ajority o f  my 
participants had worked in residence life as a paraprofessional, four o f my participants 
did not have any prior training in residence life. The high rate o f burnout presented in the 
literature shows the effects o f this ‘learn boundary management on the jo b ’ m entality 
present in the integrative culture o f residence life. The data presented in this study points 
to the need for more structure from supervisors and additional training to fight burnout. 
W hile this is not a new recom mendation, what is new, is this study’s demonstration o f  the 
importance o f  work/life boundaries and work/life balance training as a way to combat 
frustration and stress within the live-in or live-on environment.
The research presented here on boundary stressors could help the leadership in 
residence life to understand the areas in the daily life o f  a residence life professionals that 
could use additional structure to reduce the stress and increase boundaries which would 
ultimately enhance work/life balance. W hile developm entally this integrative position 
may attract people who see their professional identity as their personal identity, the 
creation o f more boundary structure around the professional role o f residence life 
professional by the leadership in residence life will reduce the boundary stressors and 
therefore give the professional time to develop personally and ultimately professionally.
One o f the last questions on my interview guide asked about advice the 
interviewee would give to someone else beginning a career in resident life. This advice 
reflects what the participants learned from experience and could help struggling first-year 
professionals. 1 would like to conclude this chapter with that advice (see Table 8).
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Table 8
Participant Advice to New Resident Life Professionals
Nick You have to find an institution that fits you well and if you don’t find an institution that 
matches what you are trying to do and where you want to go, you are going to be 
unhappy and you are going to burnout quickly.
Megan Well, I would say, one don’t be afraid to put a note on your doors that says, you know, 
I’m off right now, even if it might mean actually be in the building or around and don’t 
be afraid to say, n o ... If you have to even schedule time for yourself to be able to do that 
and it could be anything that’s on or off campus, but that’s really important.
Harry It really is easy to lose yourself in this. When you live where you work, you work 
where you live, and you live with who you work with, it really is easy to lose yourself 
and it’s important to be self-aware enough to know when you are getting burnt out and 
to know when you need to get away.
Mary Be very adamant about the personal time that you have because, for me, my weekends 
are mine. Unless I really have to work, they're my two days off. I will not do anything 
work-related all those weekends. I will stay holed up in my apartment and not come 
out, I'm still on campus. And so, I'm very adamant about it. And so, if there is a 
weekend event called on, my first question is do I have to be there. If  I don't have to be 
there, I will not be there.
Sally I would say, before they accept anything, is to ask questions about kind o f the location 
o f where their apartment might be on campus because there’s a difference between live- 
in or live-on, I mean, in my opinion. And I think that outside entrance is huge, that to 
have that is a big part o f not having to lock your residence hall or not having to walk 
through an apartment building. You kind of have your own entrance and it’s private.
Sam I would say have a support system outside o f work. It has always been a part o f who I 
am, to have many different pockets o f people in my life, I have my family and then I 
have a couple different groups o f friends. Some that I like to just more casually go hang 
out with and talk to, some that I like to do more activity based things with, but having 
some other outlet besides your colleagues and your work environment is so important.
Steve So finding someone who is advocating on your behalf because unfortunately, no matter 
how structured and hard you work at managing your own life, if your supervisor doesn’t 
protect that boundary or respect it... Like, if you get an e-mail on a Saturday from your 
boss, you’re going to do it.
Trevor One thing that I learned in my counseling master’s was to create some cither rituals and 
physical separation, often called “ inter-processes,” that would really separate you from 
work time to your personal time. I think those are really the pretty much critical things 
that you can do as a professional, to set up this kind separation... I think it’s essential 
that you come up with at least two out o f a three to do that. Then I think you’re in a 
better place.
Windy I guess I could say is to not let...it's like work take over your life because it's really easy 
to let that happen and like I just see that happening all the tim e... I think just having 
time to do your own thing that doesn't involve students is important
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Initial Semi-Structured Interview Guide
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Introduction o f  study and confirmation o f  consent.
Social Chat.
General Background information:
For this research project, 1 want to study people who live where they work. I feel that 
residence life professionals are an excellent population to look at since you live in the 
residential facilities you are also managing.
Interview Questions:
1. W hat pseudonym would you like to go by in this study?
2. Please share a little history o f  how you came to work in this position.
3. I would like to understand an average day. Could you go through your typical 
day with me indicating what you do that is work related and what is personal?
4. So, what is it like to live where you work?
a. W hat is the best thing about living where you work?
b. What is your biggest frustration living where you work?
5. Let’s talk about the relationship between your work and personal life or vice versa.
a. How would you characterize that relationship?
b. Can you discuss a specific time or times when you feel you have had 
success keeping work from overlapping your personal life or vice 
versa? Can you give me some specific examples? W hat things do you 
think made these occasions successful?
c. What, if  anything, in your training or background, helped you to create 
those successes?
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d. Could you talk about a specific time or times when you have had 
problems with work overlapping your personal life or vice versa?
What happened after that? How did you resolve the problem? Has it 
occurred again? In what context?
e. What, if anything, could your training or background, have done to 
prepare you to deal with those issues?
6. Do you use any social networking tools (like Facebook or twitter)? (If  Yes) How 
are you creating boundaries around social networks in relation to your work? Are 
you expected to use social media for work? Do you want to be connected to your 
residents through social media? Do you use social media to m onitor or leam 
about residents?
7. W ould you consider work/life balance to be important in your role as a resident 
life professional? Note: Balance is relative and may not be 50/50. (If  not) What 
are you striving for instead between work and life?
Ok to wrap up I would like to ask you a fe w  more questions.
8. W hat advice would you give others in residence life who live where they work?
9. Is there anything else you’d like to say?
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Altered Sem i-Structured Interview Guide
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Introduction o f study and confirmation o f  consent.
Social Chat.
General Background information:
For this research project, I want to study people who live where they work. I feel that 
residence life professionals are an excellent population to look at since you live in the 
residential facilities you are also managing.
Interview Questions:
1. W hat pseudonym would you like to go by in this study?
2. Please share a little history o f  how you came to work in this position.
3. Can you describe the physical layout o f  your facility?
4. What is an average day like? Could you go through your typical day indicating 
what you do that is work related and what is personal?
5. What is an atypical day like?
6. When you have a whole day o ff what do you do?
7. Do you do personal things during the work time or vice versa?
8. So, what is it like to live where you work?
a. What is the best thing about living where you work?
b. W hat is your biggest frustration living where you work?
c. Is there anything you do to transition from work to personal or vice 
versa?
d. Do you have a personal relationship and how do you integrate it?
9. Let’s talk about the relationship between your work and personal life or vice versa.
a. How would you characterize that relationship?
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b. Can you discuss a specific time or times when you feel you have had 
success keeping work from overlapping your personal life or vice 
versa? Can you give me some specific examples? W hat things do you 
think made these occasions successful?
c. What, if  anything, in your training or background, helped you to create 
those successes?
d. Could you talk about a specific time or times when you have had 
problem s with work overlapping your personal life or vice versa?
W hat happened after that? How did you resolve the problem? Has it 
occurred again? In what context?
e. What, if  anything, could your training or background, have done to 
prepare you to deal with those issues?
10. Tell me about the relationships you have with RA’s and your Students? Do you 
socialize with them?
11. Do you use any social networking tools (like Facebook or twitter)? (If  Yes) How 
are you creating boundaries around social networks in relation to your work? Are 
you expected to use social media for work? Do you want to be connected to your 
residents through social media? Do you use social media to m onitor or learn 
about residents?
12. Would you consider work/life balance to be important in your role as a resident 
life professional? Note: Balance is relative and may not be 50/50. ( If  not) What 
are you striving for instead between work and life?
13. Looking over the past semester what would your percentage split be?
14. You wear many hats, judicial, counseling, programming how does that affect your 
work/life balance?
15. How is the work life balance o f your supervisors how do they communicate to 
you about balance?
16. H ow  w ould  you describe your personal boundary m anagem ent?
Ok to wrap up I  would like to ask you  a few  more questions.
17. W hat advice w ould you g ive o thers in residence life that live w here they work?
18. Is there anything else you’d like to say?
19. May I call you back for a follow-up interview?
20. If  1 need to get further participants, may I contact you to get other names 






As part o f the consent agreement signed by each o f  my participants, they understood that 
this study would make every effort to keep their identities confidential. Consequently, 1 
am using pseudonyms and only locating the professional with a region o f the country 
rather than in a specific city or state to help preserve that confidentiality.
Mary. The first participant 1 interviewed was Mary. 1 conducted this interview 
over the computer at the end o f January. M ary is a Residence Hall Director at a small 
four-year primarily residential and public non-profit university located in the northeast. 
She is in her late 20 ’s and has been a residence life professional for three and a ha lf years. 
Mary described her ethnicity as Southern Asian. She graduated with a m aster’s degree 
and became a residence hall director to experience “every aspect o f  student life” . Her 
office is located on the first floor o f  the building and her apartment is on the second floor, 
which she reported was atypical for her university. She has family and a boyfriend who 
both live within driving distance from her location, albeit a long drive, which she tries to 
make any weekend she is free. Mary reports her work/life balance at 70% work 30% life. 
She regularly supervises student organizations, works on campus committees, supervises 
student events, and in her spare time teaches a self-defense class on campus. At the time 
o f the interview, she reported that she was looking for a non-live-in position.
Sam. The next participant 1 interviewed by telephone was Sam, a Caucasian 
female in her late 20 ’s. Sam is a resident director at a large, primarily non-residential 
four-year private religious university in the Great Lakes region. She came to this position 
after working as a resident advisor. She decided to go to graduate school after being 
mentored by a supervisor during her senior year, and while in graduate school, got an 
assistantship in resident life as resident director. W hen she left school, she continued
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working in the same position at another university, and has been a resident director for a 
total o f  four years. Her office is on the first floor, and her apartment is on the second 
floor surrounded by students. The residential facility she is responsible for contains 400 
students. Sam reported that at this point she feels like she is at the “end o f her rope” with 
residence life and live-in positions. Her main motivation for staying in her position is 
related to her love o f  living in a large city that she couldn’t otherwise afford to stay’in.
She estimates that her work/life balance is around 60% work and 40% personal time. She 
described her work/life balance as a work in progress that has gotten better over time.
Sally. Also within the first week in February I interviewed Sally over the 
telephone. She is a Caucasian wom an in her early 30’s. Sally works as an assistant 
director at a small four-year prim arily residential private religious university in the Mid- 
Atlantic region. She has a m aster’s degree in education, and when she graduated, the job 
market for K-12 administration was poor, so she decided to take a job  in residence life. 
She has previously worked in residence life while in school as an assistantship. While 
working in a full time residence life position, she went back to school to get another 
masters in higher education. After graduating she has continued working in residence life 
and has been at the director level for just over eight years.
She currently supervises eight staff members and 250 freshman students. Sally’s 
office is located outside her building in a student affairs general office space. Her 
apartment is on the first floor o f  her building in a private wing and has a private outside 
entrance. She is currently in a relationship with a person who is also in student affairs but 
they do not live together. Sally describes herself as very private and she does not let 
anyone know about her personal life. She is also concerned about the “Catholic
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dim ension” o f  her school because all employees must be aware o f the mission o f  the 
school and behave accordingly. Therefore, she keeps many things private from the staff 
and students. She also has a dog she described as “her baby.” Sally reports that her 
work/life balance is around 60% work and 40% private life but in the fall semester that 
changes to 75%-35%. Sally did not indicate that she was looking for work nor unhappy 
in her position.
Harry. The next participant was interviewed, also by phone, during the second 
week o f February. Harry, my first male participant, works as a Hall Director for large 
primarily non-residential four-year public university. The university is located in the 
Upper-M idwest. He has been in the position for two and a half years and is a Caucasian 
male in his mid-twenties. Harry was a resident advisor during his undergraduate school 
experience and upon graduation, decided to get a m aster’s in higher education. During 
that time he worked as a hall director for two years. Upon graduation, he started working 
in his current position running two residential facilities - one suite styled building with 
300 students and one apartment styled building with 80 students. His apartment and his 
office are both located in the front o f the larger building. His apartment does not have a 
private entrance. Harry does not cook so he depends on the meal plan that is part o f  his 
salary package. He has a fiance that lives in another state and plans to move her into his 
apartment once they are married. He says his work/life balance is around 60% work and 
40% personal life. He is happy in his current position and did not report that he was 
looking for other work.
M egan. W ithin a couple o f  weeks o f interviewing Harry, 1 interviewed M egan 
over the telephone. She is a Caucasian woman in her early 30’s. Her current position is
an Area Director for a small four-year primarily residential private religious university in 
the Southeastern region. She was a resident advisor in college and decided to work as a 
graduate hall director during her masters program in chaplaincy. When she graduated, 
she became a chaplain resident for a year but didn’t like it, so she came back to residence 
life and got her current position, which she has been in for three and a half years. Her 
apartment is two bedrooms and located on the first floor o f  her building. Her office is in 
another location a short walk from her building. She lives with her husband, her 14- 
m onth-old son, and a family dog. She does allow staff and students in her apartment and 
her son will play in the lobby o f the building sometimes. She reports that her work/life 
balance is around 75% work and 25% personal life. She and her husband are happy in 
the current position but anticipate having to move o ff campus as their family grows.
Steve. The next two interviews (Steve and Nick) happened at the end o f February 
by telephone. Steve is a Caucasian male in his early 30’s who works at a large four-year 
primarily nonresidential public university in the Northwest region. He is currently a 
resident director and has been in his position for one and a ha lf years. Steve worked in 
government before going back to school for a masters in higher education. He took an 
assistantship as a hall coordinator his final year in the program. He currently lives with 
his wife and two children in a second floor apartment. No students surround his unit but 
it is above the first floor offices, which serve as the main office space for all o f  student 
affairs on his campus. His four-year-old daughter often plays in the building and Steve 
believes “more people know her than we know who they are.” Steve’s wife often invites 
staff members to dinner at the couple’s apartment. He reports that living in a small town 
sometimes feel claustrophobic compared to his previous life, but he is very happy in his
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current position. He says that his work/life balance is between 60% work and 40% 
personal to 70% work during certain times o f  the year.
Nick. Similar to Steve, Nick is also a married Caucasian male who has been 
working as a resident director for a year and a half. Nick is in his middle 20 ’s however 
and works at a medium four-year, primarily residential, private religious university in the 
Great Lakes region. Nick started as a resident advisor during his time in school. He held 
an assistantship during his m aster’s program and his current position as resident director 
is his first position out o f school. Nick oversees several apartment style buildings on 
campus. His apartment is on the second floor o f one o f his buildings. His office is across 
the street about 100 meters from his front door. Nick and his wife often host movie 
nights and programs for the students and staff in their apartment. He is also a friend to 
several other resident directors on campus. His wife is getting her masters and works in 
student affairs at another school. Both enjoy living in a big city without having to pay 
rent. Nick puts is work/life balance at about 70% work 30% personal life.
Dean. All my final interviews occurred during the last two weeks o f  March. The 
first o f  those is my only live-on participant Dean. Dean is an Assistant Director o f 
Residential Life at a large four-year primarily nonresidential private university in the 
Southeastern region. He has been in this position for about two years. He is a Caucasian 
male in his late 30’s. Dean worked as a resident advisor and a hall director while in his 
undergraduate program. During his masters degree he worked in other areas o f student 
affairs and was not live-in. After graduating he worked in several positions before 
coming back to living-on for his current position. He does not supervise resident 
directors, and instead is responsible for hiring and training the resident advisors on
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campus. He also has judicial and coordinator responsibilities and reports that he is on- 
call 365 days a year. His apartment is on the first floor o f  a large building holding 500 
students. He has a private entrance as well as an entrance on hall. Dean is not currently 
in a relationship and reports that he has some issues explaining to dates why he still lives 
on campus. Most o f his friends are o ff campus and his only interaction with students is 
as a mentor. He reports that even though he is on call every day, his work/life balance is 
typically 60% work 40%  personal life, which is something he consciously works to 
maintain. He believes that living on campus keeps him connected to the younger world 
and is happy in his current position.
R ue. My next participant was Rue, a multiracial woman in her late 20’s. Rue is 
an Area Director for a medium four-year primarily residential private religious university 
in the Upper-M idwest. She has been in her position for about four years and is looking 
for another position at the same level to broaden her student affairs experience. Prior to 
this position she had never worked in or studied student affairs. Rue lives on the sixth 
floor o f  a building housing 500 students. Her floor is specialized with a certain type o f 
student community dedicated to female religious students. Rue reported her office is on 
the first floor directly across from the entrance. Rue has a female partner who does not 
live with her and faces challenges balancing a same-sex relationship at a religious 
university. One reason she is leaving is that the school only allows married partners to 
live together and the state she lives in does not allow same-sex marriage. Rue reports her 
work/life balance in several ways. She says her actual work/life balance is 60% work to 
40% personal life, but her mental balance is 70% to 30% because she thinks about work a
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lot when she is at home. Finally she reported that if  she were single her work/life balance 
would be 80% to 20%.
Windy. After Rue, I interviewed Windy. She is a Caucasian female in her early 
20’s. Her position is Greek Area Hall Director for a public primarily residential, large 
four-year university in the Upper-M idwest region. She is responsible for several Greek 
life buildings which each hold 60-70 students. She lives in a small apartment in one o f 
the buildings with her boyfriend. W indy had never worked in student affairs before and 
this is her first position. She has been working in this position for just over one semester. 
Windy is having a harder time balancing work and life. She has meetings in her 
apartment and reports being frustration while trying to have private time amidst constant 
interruptions. She says her work/life balance is 65% work 35% personal life.
Harold. My next interview was with the person who had been in a residence life 
position the longest. Harold is a Caucasian man in his early 60’s. He is currently a Hall 
Director at a medium sized four-year primarily residential public university in the 
Northeast region. He has been in his position for 36 years. Harold lives in a building that 
houses 112 students and also supervises three other buildings housing mostly graduate 
students. His office is in the front o f  the building he lives in. For the past 36 years 
Harold has lived in a first floor apartment, which for 13 years he shared with his wife 
until she divorced him, unhappy with the live-in lifestyle,. Harold feels connected to the 
students and the campus life. He works in his spare time for a department on campus and 
sometimes teaches. He makes sure that he says hello to every student in his building at 
least once a day. He likes to check in and make sure they feel connected. He does not 
typically friend students or staff until they have left school. W hen he was married he
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would travel and get o ff campus weekly. Since his divorce, he stays closer to campus 
feeling that all he needs is within reach. Harold could not put a percentage on his 
work/life balance, saying “I'm Peter Pan. I came here when I was 23, and a couple o f  
weeks ago, I turned 61, which is a little frightening, but everyday, since I've been here, 
I've never been bored, not once, not for five m inutes.”
T revo r. My last interview was Trevor a Southeast Asian male in his early 30’s. 
He has been the Resident Director at a large four-year primarily nonresidential public 
university in the Northwest for four years. He got into student affairs as a Resident 
Advisor during his undergraduate experience, but his senior year was promoted to 
assistant director, and then associate director. Upon graduating he was hired on full time 
and decided to pursue a m aster’s degree in counseling. When he graduated he decided to 
stay in student affairs and found his current position through a placement exchange 
service. Trevor’s apartment is on the third floor, but due to the design o f  the building he 
has both an interior entrance and a private exterior entrance. His office is located in the 
basement o f his building. Trevor uses his apartment as a sanctuary for his Resident 
Advisors and so does not allow students into his apartment. He is currently single and is 
preparing to enter a doctoral program and to leave student affairs. His free time is spent 
hiking and communicating with his family and friends back in his native country. He 
reports that his work/life balance is currently around 65% work and 35% personal life.
